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Introduction:
Demystifying Caribbean Civil Society
Kristina Hinds and Annita Montoute
Guest Editors’ Note
In 2018 we decided to propose this special issue of the Journal of Eastern
Caribbean Studies (JECS) in the hope of expanding the very limited pool of
knowledge about Caribbean civil society and civil society organisations (CSOs).
We first met in Trinidad and Tobago as graduate students in the opening years of
the 2000s, both conducting research on Caribbean CSOs’ involvement in
Caribbean trade policy processes and negotiations, but attending different
universities in different parts of the world. At this time, we were mostly left with
each other and CSO practitioners from across the region as sources of information
and analytical insights into the workings of Caribbean CSOs, their contributions
to Caribbean development and their involvement in decision-making, governance
and policy processes in the region. In what is close to two decades since our first
meeting, we have remained a somewhat lonely pair in seeking to understand the
roles of CSOs in the Caribbean, particularly from political economy perspectives.
Because it is not well studied, Caribbean civil society is often misunderstood and
the region’s CSOs tend to be underestimated in their contributions to Caribbean
societies. All the same, Caribbean civil society is alive and vibrant. Moreover, the
region’s CSOs are diverse in character, scope, ideas and carry with them important
and interesting stories to reveal about the region that are begging to be told.
In our work on Caribbean civil society and CSOs we have examined the role of
trade unionism; information and communications technologies and Caribbean civil
society/CSOs; and the involvement of Caribbean CSOs in regionalism,
governance, trade relations and climate action (Montoute 2011; Hinds Harrison,
2013; Hinds Harrison, 2014; Montoute, 2016; Hinds Harrison and Montoute,
2018; Hinds, 2019; Montoute, Mohammed and Francis, 2019). Our work does not
exhaust the types of research required to gain truer understandings of the
fascinating variety of social actors that operate in both complementary and
divergent ways within Caribbean civil society spaces. We hoped that opening a
call for papers would invite researchers and practitioners to add to the small store
of knowledge that exists about Caribbean civil society and its dynamic ecosystem
of organisations. We are satisfied that this special issue, “Demystifying Caribbean
Civil Society”, has delivered.
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What do we mean by civil society?
Whenever one begins discussions about civil society and CSOs it is important to
explain what these terms mean as they are often used in policy spheres and by
political operatives in ways that are contradictory, confusing and perhaps void of
much thought or substance. Let us begin to demystify by considering what this
issue’s contributors have offered by way of definitional insights.
In “Beyond the Hashtag: Can Digital Activism Impact on Governance in the
Caribbean? (The Case of #Lifeinleggings)” Ochieng’-Springer and Francis draw
on Whyte’s (2004) view of civil society constituting a sphere of society pursuing
collective action in the absence of coercion. In their commentary, “Citizen
Journalism and Civil Society: Attitudes of Mainstream Journalist to UserGenerated Content (UGC) on Social Media” Thomas and Sooknanan draw on
Duwadi (2019) in conceiving of civil society as society’s ‘third sector’, with
government and the private sector constituting the other two sectors of society.
This coincides interestingly with Ochieng’-Springer and Francis’ insight that
outside of labour organisations, most Caribbean CSOs are still clamouring to be
recognised by governments as legitimately constituting what they term a “third
sphere of governance” comprised of publicly engaged, autonomous private
citizens. Along similar lines, Armstrong and Hinds in “Exploring Caribbean CSOs
Web Presences” emphasise that CSOs are non-profit organisations that operate to
represent various interests held within wider civil society.
Although much of this special issue focuses on the CSO component of civil
society, the contributions by Eugene, Ochieng’-Springer and Francis, and Thomas
and Sooknanan broaden the focus beyond organised civil society. Eugene’s
discussion of social movements including Rastafari, reparations and youth
movements adds a critical component of civil society, as do Ochieng’-Springer and
Francis’ piece and Sanatan’s interview of Henry Charles, which both link social
movements in the form of #Lifeinleggings and Caribbean youth movements,
respectively, to CSOs in the region. Further, Thomas and Sooknanan’s focus on
wider civil society that is both informed by journalism and involved in creating
citizen journalism, adds a vital dimension to our understanding of the breadth of
civil society. The centrality of social movements and wider civil society
constituted by private citizens are elements of civil society that are too often
(inaccurately) restricted in their emphasis exclusively on formalised CSOs.
This special issue of the JECS then provides a worthwhile context for situating
discussions about civil society by noting the significance of civil society as the
people, movements and organisations that constitute a third sector or sphere of
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society. These perspectives align well with Hinds’ definition of civil society as
“…an area of social interaction that is largely separate from the state and market
control and from which a variety of associations and groups emerge” (Hinds 2019,
24), and extending this to acknowledge the significance of social movements
within civil society. In participating in definitional exercises, these pieces broaden
our understandings of civil society from Caribbean vistas that are sorely lacking
within broader civil society discourses.
The contributions of this special issue
Apart from providing definitional clarity, “Demystifying Caribbean Civil Society”
explores valuable dimensions of civil society in drawing on analyses provided by
both practitioners and scholarly researchers. Armstrong and Hinds as well as
Ochieng’-Springer and Francis explore some of the newer dimensions of CSO
practices in exploring the effects of the internet on CSO activities in the region.
These pieces take the reader beyond more conventional understandings of CSOs
as face-to-face grassroots, recreational, service oriented or policy active
organisations. They ask readers to consider the ways in which 21st century modes
of communication and interaction have both altered CSOs and left them
unchanged. Ochieng’-Springer and Francis provide a case study into
#Lifeinleggings movement that was able to use social media to activate discussion
around street harassment and the prevalence of violence against women and girls
and then move these conversations from the internet to the streets via coordinated
marches across the region. They then analyse the challenges of turning online
activism into sustained offline civil society work through the creation of a
formalised CSO. Meanwhile, Armstrong and Hinds map the web presences of
Caribbean CSOs to assess the extent to which CSOs have been able to present their
offline, on-the-ground activities into online web presences in order to insert
themselves in an information and communication technologies (ICTs) dominated
world. Their finding that many more Caribbean CSOs exist offline than are
discoverable online provides an interesting point of juxtaposition next to OchiengSpringer and Francis’ case study. Moreover, their assessment of the barriers to
maintaining online presences and their observation that CSOs that are easily found
online and that are able to market themselves well via web presences may be able
to access resources that offline CSOs cannot, whether or not they are doing more
valuable work, give us reason for pause.
Eugene’s “Towards a Framework for Caribbean Reparations” adopts a largely
normative approach to the subject of this special issue, proposing a radical
epistemology for the reparations discourse and action in the Caribbean region.
This theoretical piece advances a progressive framework for civil society
engagement for societal change and transformation. By utilising concepts from
the Caribbean radical tradition: “new humanism” (Frantz Fanon), the “Third
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Event” (Sylvia Wynter) and “groundings” (Walter Rodney), Eugene works to
decolonise the lens through which we should understand and pursue reparatory
justice. The author argues that Rastafarian philosophy, and in particular, Rastafari
livity, offers a framework which embodies these concepts and provides a practical
and useful set of tools to advance an emancipatory reparations agenda. Tellingly,
Eugene suggests that youth movements can be important for advancing the
reparations agenda. Epistemologically, Eugene’s paper mirrors the position of
Ochieng’-Springer and Francis and the interview by Sanatan, that societal
transformation is attained via broader structural change. Ontologically, the three
authors share the view that youth actors are best placed to carry this mandate.
In her piece, “Civil Society Responses to Trade Liberalisation: The Case of the
Banana Industry in St. Lucia”, Montoute, like Ochieng’-Springer and Francis,
utilises a case study approach and selects the Banana Salvation Committee (BSC)
to understand civil society responses to the liberalisation of the banana sector in
St. Lucia. Unlike the predominantly normative and theoretical posture taken by
Eugene, this paper documents the activities of a CSO in tackling this topic.
However, similar to Eugene, the paper embraces the grassroots and populist
elements of civil society. The paper contends that through the BSC farmers were
up against largely global actors and forces which adversely affected their
livelihoods, yet their activism was aimed entirely at domestic actors and processes.
Montoute argues that the Banana Salvation Committee’s focus on the domestic
level to the neglect of the global external forces, reinforces the philosophy of the
neo-liberal International Financial Institutions and, as such, hindered the agency
of both the state and farmers to engage in an anti-hegemonic discourse that could
challenge the inequity of global trade rules. This view is similar to the progressive
views of Eugene who argues for youth to be the main vehicle to dismantle
structural injustices from slavery and colonialism and advance the reparations
agenda in the region. Montoute’s piece asserts that the Banana Salvation
Committee’s position was based on farmers’ limited knowledge of the global trade
dynamics, which suggests that the link between academia and the work of wider
civil society entities need to be strengthened.
The essay, “Citizen Journalism and Civil Society: Attitudes of Mainstream
Journalists to User-Generated Content on Social Media” authored by Thomas and
Sooknanan offers a commentary on the role of citizen journalism in advancing
democracy by providing a two-part argument. First, citizen journalism can fill gaps
left by the mainstream media offering expanded opportunities for a more informed
citizenry and democratising the media and the polity. Second, citizen journalism
can advance the democratising functions of civil society, assuming of course that
civil society is generally a democratising force. However, citizen journalism faces
limits in its lack of professional standards which can also prove detrimental to the
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provision of factual information. The piece uses primary data to examine how
citizen journalism is perceived and used in the mainstream media; documents the
positive and negative perceptions of citizen journalism; the opportunities and
challenges of citizen journalism; and the process for acquiring and selecting citizen
journalism content. The paper provides context for considering the functioning of
civil society in the current environment in which access to information about the
world and analyses of current affairs is important. As such, journalism provides an
essential pillar for providing the enabling environment for civic engagement within
civil society and for advancing democracy and good governance. All the same,
the piece raises questions about the utility and effects of citizen involvement in
creating and disseminating their own journalism using the internet. The web-based
emphasis of Thomas and Sooknanan article on citizen journalism holds parallels
with the articles by Ochieng’-Springer and Francis and Armstrong and Hinds. Yet,
Thomas and Sooknanan's piece moves in a different direction by querying how the
democratisation of journalism that ICTs allow can help to create an enabling
environment for CSOs and provide an empowering form of civic engagement.
However, the absence of the relevant quality and professional standards can result
in misinformation and can thereby subvert the very democracy that it has the ability
to promote.
In the interview of Henry Charles - “Godfather of Youth Work” in the
Commonwealth Caribbean - titled “I Want to Disturb My Neighbour”, Sanatan
explores the development and evolution of youth organising and its capacity to
contribute to fundamental societal change in the present-day context. Sanatan notes
that in the early years, the philosophy of youth movements reflected that of wider
radical political movements whose emphasis was on dismantling inequitable
structures of power in the society. Charles agrees that youth organisations should
be concerned with promoting equity and social justice. He adds, historically youth
movements were engaged and even led emancipatory struggles and contributed to
bringing structural (social, economic and political) transformation as well as
change in the social and political consciousness. Today, they are faced with many
challenges and restraints, including the neo-liberal context and the fear of
marginalisation for challenging the state. National Youth Councils have lost their
emancipatory element and seem incapable to represent the youth, promote
equitable distribution of resources and foster positive societal transformation. For
youth movements to have the desired impact, they must reclaim their emancipatory
elements and promote empowerment rather than reinforce social exclusion and
economic marginalisation.
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Concluding thoughts
In summary, the papers contained in this issue combine to highlight some of the
noteworthy areas in which Caribbean CSOs are engaged; the persistent challenges
they face; the gaps which exist in facilitating their work; and the mountains of
work which still remain for them to do to maximise their impact across Caribbean
societies. In so doing, these contributions help to build knowledge on civil society
practices in the region and add insights that help to demystify an understudied but
significant element of social practice in the Caribbean.
The contributions help to build out our understanding of the multiple roles and
functions that civil society and CSOs play and can play in the region by drawing
our attention to the work of organisations that may be ignored in our assessments
of Caribbean societies, while discussing the changing global, domestic and
regional environments which contextualise civic engagements in the Caribbean.
This compilation of research and commentaries allows us to consider how civil
society and CSOs operate both in face-to-face and online forums that comprise our
contemporary realities. Further, the pieces offer insights about the roles that civil
society and CSOs perform in development processes by concentrating their
analyses on their affect on gender issues, global trade matters and campaigns for
reparatory justice. In addition, by drawing our attention to the role of online
movements, the Rastafari movement, the Caribbean youth movements and the
reparations movement this special issue presents readers with the transformative
potentials of Caribbean civil society and CSOs. Nevertheless, the pieces that
comprise this special issue also point out the limitations that civil society and CSOs
continue to face in the region.
This collection of essays also coincides with global debates surrounding the roles
for civil society in democracy, that is, whether civil society actors detract from, or
contribute to democracy. One view of democracy is that it is “a condition where a
community of people exercise collective self-determination” (Scholte 2001, 7).
Civil society is seen to facilitate democratic practices in several ways, among them
keeping the general public informed of issues of relevance and importance.
Elements of civil society which challenge the state are seen to assist in
democratising the state and advancing good governance (Onuf 2013). While CSOs
with political agendas help keep governments accountable, the work of others
enables citizens to participate in democratic processes and promote democratic
values (Uhlin 2009). On the other hand, some scholars argue that civil society
activism does not automatically lead to a stronger democracy and good governance
and that civil society participation could in some instances subvert democracy
(Putnam 1993; Diamond 1994; Edwards and Hulme 1996; Ottoway and Carothers
2000). Although the pieces that comprise this special issue do not in any way
resolve this debate, they do indicate the ways in which actors operating within
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Caribbean civil society participate in civic engagement, whether through their
online activities, their face-to-face engagements on policy matters or the force of
movements for social change. The energy within civil society that these analyses
consider contradicts perspectives that assert that Caribbean citizen involvement in
decision-making only obtains at election time. This is critical insight about
Caribbean civil society that this special issue offers and is one that should not be
underestimated since it opens space for optimism about Caribbean futures.
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Beyond The Hashtag: Can Digital Activism
Impact On Governance in The Caribbean?
(The Case of #Lifeinleggings)
Sandra Ochieng’-Springer
The University of the West Indies, BARBADOS
and
Jason Francis
Caribbean Policy Development Centre, BARBADOS
Abstract
Cyberspace is seen as presenting a vast landscape of imagined potential
for social and political transformation. It has allowed for the creation of
platforms for individuals and groups to organise for different causes. In
the Caribbean, new organisations such as #Lifeinleggings, which
started in an online space, attest to this reality. They have been able to
organise around shared goals and can be considered positive
proponents of the helpful impact of Information and Communication
Technologies on social activism. The degree to which they have
highlighted their cause and the reach which social media has allowed
them beyond national boundaries and into regional and international
spaces cannot be denied. However, the extent to which this has
translated into meaningful impact on policy is questionable. This is
compounded by the lack of participatory channels of governance
prevalent in the region. This paper seeks to analyse the impact of digital
activism as a catalyst for change beyond the online space.
Key Words: civil society, ICTs, digital activism, participatory
governance #Lifeinleggings
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Introduction
Caribbean civil society has been a part of the Caribbean political landscape for
centuries, whether formally or informally championing for different causes.1 In
recent times Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) have created
opportunities for civil society organisations (CSOs) to organise, mobilise, and
raise awareness and critical concerns in relation to the abuse of human rights,
freedom of speech, gender issues among others. According to Whyte (2004),
civil society refers to the arena of un-coerced collective action around shared
interests, purposes and values. Within the Caribbean region, this has included but
is not limited to labour organisations, voluntary organisations, charitable
associations, service associations, NGOs, community groups, professional
associations, social movements and advocacy groups. Unlike labour
organisations that are embedded into traditional politics within the region, other
CSOs have made consistent calls to be accepted as part of the ‘third sphere’ of
governance; that is, as private citizens with rights to act as autonomous subjects
who engage in public activity within the confines of the law in the hopes of
impacting policy. ICTs have allowed for visibility of some CSOs and provided
avenues for digital activism. However, in a region where government is so
pervasive and consultations with other ‘stakeholders’ is not easily received, how
do these organisations influence policy beyond the online spaces that are so
appealing?
This paper seeks to analyse the impact of digital activism by social movements
beyond the online space2 in a Caribbean setting based on traditional notions of
governance.3 It will be organised as follows: first, an evaluation of the potential
of ICTs to affect governance will be carried out using the Arab Spring and
#MeToo movements as examples. This will include an analysis of both the
benefits and limitations of ICTs as tools for change. The next section will analyse
the question of Caribbean governance in an attempt to locate civil society within
this traditional sphere. Finally, an evaluation of the #Lifeinleggings movement as

“During colonisation, the CSOs that existed formally in the region tended to either
represent elite merchant-planter economic interests or be welfare-oriented charitable
organisations, often with connections to churches or missionary work” (Hinds 2019, 36)
2
Online space in this context is used as a medium for communication.
3
When referring to traditional governance, this paper adopts Hinds’ (2008) concept of
formal democracy which speaks to democracy conceptualised as passing formal
requirements such as holding frequent elections and adhering broadly to the rule of law as
opposed to substantive democracy, by Haynes (1997), where all citizens have easy access
to the governmental process and a say in collective decision-making.
1
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a key civil society actor that utilised ICT platforms to heighten awareness of and
influence policies surrounding gender-based violence in the Caribbean – in
particular Barbados – will be carried out.
Methodology
The study is a qualitative one and relies on data which will be drawn from a
number of academic resources. The academic resources include inter alia:
primary documents, books and journal articles. The Internet is utilised to consult
the resources of specialised agencies such as the Economic Commission for Latin
America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) and UN Women, in addition to other online academic
resources and newspapers. Interviews were carried out to collect data from
relevant persons affiliated with civil society. The two interviewees were directly
identified. One of the participants was recruited because she has been active in
civil society for a long period in Barbados and the other one because she is a
founder and director of the digital social activist movement that is the basis of the
study. Informed consent was sought and received from the interviewees,
including permission to use their names within the study. These persons were
also selected in keeping with the research parameters which focus on the
#Lifeinleggings movement that began in Barbados.
An interpretive approach is used for the study based on the assumption that social
reality is not singular or objective but rather that people create and associate their
own subjective and inter-subjective meanings as they interact with the world
around them. Interpretive methods of research therefore start from the position
that our knowledge of reality is a social construction of human actors, shaped by
human experiences and social contexts and consequently has to be studied within
a socio-historical framework. Social constructivism tends to fit into the
interpretive approach as it provides for agency, in that individuals and groups
become functionally linked as they discover that they share common interests
and needs that transcend existing boundaries. At the core of social
constructionism is the belief that societies shape identities, interests and
capacities of individuals and a complete understanding of these required
knowledge of the social context underlying their relations (Ruggie 1998). In
recognition of the agency of civil society therefore, a constructivist view of
governance is considered appropriate and will be utilised in this work.
Constructivism is used to make a case for the inclusion of civil society in
governance processes within a setting where access to governance has
traditionally been challenging.

12
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The activities of CSOs in Barbados have been highlighted in society since the
early 1990s when they responded to the economic crisis, and government and the
IMF austerity measures and were allowed some degree of participation in
governance matters. It is in the social constructivist approach that emphasis has
been placed on CSOs as agents of certain norms within society including human
rights and liberal values. This paper will evaluate how civil society groups can
become seemingly robust with the assistance of ICTs, using different
communication channels to create networks across borders, engage in dialogue
and champion certain causes. However, these activities cannot be considered
outside the ambit of governance processes because these movements not only
seek civic engagement but also to influence policy. Evaluation of the governance
environment is therefore critical, as well as how such movements have been able
to find strategic operating spaces alongside other traditional civil society actors
with similar interests that have been championing related causes for longer
periods.
The Internet as a Tool for Populist Advocacy
Manuel Castells (2001) posits that the Internet provides a horizontal, noncontrolled cheap channel of communication which allows one-to-one as well as
many-to-one communication. Castells also argues that there has been growing
use of the internet by numerous non-governmental actors in the form of both
social and political movements on the national and international level for
mobilising, recruiting, organising, dominating and counter-dominating (Ibid).
According to Castells (2004), new information technologies with greater speed,
adaptability and flexibility have enabled collective action by decentralised
networks which are outcompeting traditional vertical hierarchies. Minion (2009)
supports this point and opines that:
Activism isn’t what it used to be. A decade or more ago, participating in
a protest meant we marched… picketed, initiated consumer boycotts or
other forms of civil disobedience. We formed tight-knit groups and
planned actions using local resources; we gained new members through
word-of-mouth and mass mailings. Movements took hold when
charismatic leaders brought grass root concerns to the national spotlight.
These types of activism still happen but the opportunities to participate in
decision-making processes have changed. We now have new forms of
media that have developed into public forums. Activists use new media
to communicate about important issues, to build up group and movement
membership and to organise virtual and on the ground actions. New
media has changed how we communicate about and do activism; they
change how we participate in a democracy (255).
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In this light, Castells (2001) notes that the Internet was expected to be an ideal
instrument to further democracy where political information could be easily
accessed, where citizens become more informed about government and make
their voices heard and as a means to strengthen accountability and transparency.
Benford and Snow (2000) agree with this and add that, while social movements
may not have direct access to policy processes, they can help shape the broader
environment in which policy debates occur. Examples of movements that have
used ICTs to bring an issue(s) to the fore, expand debates on an issue and
mobilise popular action include the Arab Spring and the #MeToo movement.
These movements are discussed in this work because they represent examples of
popular self-organised movements that transcended borders, as people found
connections and mobilised using ICTs to agitate for change, democratisation and
sexual harassment and violence respectively.
Despite the speed, ease and flexibility of ICTs in facilitating the growth and
diffusion of social movements, Bennet and Toft (2009) are cautious about the
power of social activism in a digital world. They state that “social technologies
do not offer solutions in the formation of activists networks, nor do they often
replace organisations, meetings or rallies as a means of building solidarity”
(246). This will be taken into consideration in the analysis of the Arab Spring, the
#MeToo movement and #Lifeinleggings.
The Arab Spring
The use of social media to organise and influence protests in the Middle East and
North African (MENA) region in what has become known as the ‘Arab Spring’ 4
highlights the potential impacts of ICTs to effect social and political change.
Farid Shirazi (2013) argues that social media provided citizens in developing
countries, particularly the MENA region, with a platform to advocate and engage
with the public without the constraints of time, place and other potential physical
barriers. Shirazi (2013) further contends that the intensity of citizens’
participation in demanding changes in legal, political and social matters and the
extensive use of social media, highlights the internet as a multifaceted platform
for vulnerable and voiceless groups to amplify their voices in ways that
traditional media does not allow. This explosion of political activity led to the
overthrowing of several governments in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, and Yemen by
the end of 2011.

The Arab Spring was a series of pro-democracy uprisings in the MENA region that
began in 2011.
4
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Andy Williamson (2011) in an earlier reflection on the Arab Spring argued that
the internet can be an effective tool for political change when used by grassroots
organisations. Williamson sees social media as a key tool for modern-day
activism as it enables the coming together of otherwise remote and disparate
groups and the creation of space by which to side-step traditional media, which is
more often than not state controlled. He further argues that the goals of the Arab
Spring were amplified as it became connected with the outside world through
new technological platforms (Ibid). Williamson’s analysis reveals the impact of
ICTs such as the internet for quick dissemination of information and news, social
media platforms for the connection and coordination of persons and events and
mobile phones for capturing important footage and disseminating it.
Almost a decade before the founding of the popular social media platform
Facebook and internet related revolutions such as the Arab Spring, critical
theorist Douglas Kellner (1999) heralded the use of new ICTs as opening new
terrains in politics which could allow for the voices of the disenfranchised to be
heard and to the launching of movements of resistance and protest against
injustices of all types. Kellner argued that such movements could become
successful through the employment of ‘technopolitics’ as a medium of struggle
and not as an end in itself (Ibid). Kellner however, cautioned those struggling for
democratisation and social justice would only be relevant if they devised ways to
use new ICTs to advance a radical democratic agenda (Ibid).
#MeToo Movement
#MeToo is another example of a social movement that used ICTs to champion its
cause. It began in the Unites States raising awareness of the prevalence and
impact of sexual violence and harassment. The movement started as a campaign
in 2009 by activist Tarana Burke with a goal to reframe and expand the global
conversation around sexual violence and to include the voiceless in this dialogue.
It only became viral in 2017 when Hollywood actress Alysa Milano tweeted
about it, calling on women to share their experiences of sexual assault and
harassment. According to Anderson and Toor (2018) within the first year of
Milano’s tweet, the hashtag was used more than 19 million times on Twitter
alone.
Social media in this case provided a platform for women to share their
experiences and voice their concerns and also demonstrated the widespread
extent of sexual assault and harassment across different societies. In terms of the
impact, there has been a tide of high-profile allegations and convictions in the
United States, United Kingdom, China, Japan, India and other places, allowing
for the centering of conversations on this important issue. There have also been
offshoot movements in different parts of the world including #Lifeinleggings that
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rode this wave agitating against similar issues. Moreover, at the broader societal
level (in the US), some changes have manifested as a result of the movement.
These include: laws passed by several states prohibiting the use of non-disclosure
agreements; expansion of sexual harassment laws to cover wider areas of work;
and the passing of legislation addressing sexual harassment of persons working
in Congress (North 2019). In Canada, the Canadian Women’s Organisation
revealed that more women who had experienced sexual harassment and violence
came forward as a result of these conversations. The movement also had
implications for support service providers including educators, law enforcement
officials, employers and government (Canadian Women’s Foundation 2018).
Sexual harassment and assault are endemic and #Metoo was able to show this,
sparking conversations in different countries about gender and power and
enhancing the sense of urgency for progress towards change.
Such positive uses of ICTs, while championed, present a utopian view of
technology which suggests that the evolution of computers, information systems,
knowledge networks and mobile technologies have potentially changed
everything for the better. Roberta Lentz (2011) examines both the utopian and
sceptical view of new technology, highlighting that new technologies have the
potential to enhance the operational effectiveness of civic organisations through
reducing transaction costs, marketing and raising funds for organisational causes.
Additionally, technology is also seen to possess participatory potential as it has
greatly assisted in building capacity through the creation of online courses,
seminars, workshops and online petitioning. This participatory capacity is further
seen through the rise of citizen journalism where those described as hacktivists5
can now tell their stories using blogs and by uploading videos to YouTube. Other
tools such as mass emailing, online chats and the increasing popularity of
podcasts are further testament to the positive potential of ICTs. Such tools allow
CSO practitioners and other activists to circumvent traditional media which is
often linked to corporations or governments and instead to highlight their cause
via new media sources. Segal’s (2005) point that technology should not only be
considered as the introduction of new tools and machines and their
implementation within society, but also how they interact with institutions,
values and culture is valid.
On the other hand, Lentz (2011) also highlights the position of sceptics who
argue that though new technologies have evolved, the structure of societies has
not changed fundamentally but instead these societies have adapted to the
successive waves of technological innovation. Governments and other non-civil
society actors also employ new ICTs to influence public opinion thereby
A hacktivist is someone who attacks computer systems in pursuit of political agenda
(Conrad, Misenar and Feldman 2015).
5
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potentially lessening the impact of CSOs in the forefront of policy advocacy. So
that the online domain is not limited to citizens only. States also use ICTs to
promote their own ideas and manipulate media, limiting what an average user
can see and do. Therefore, not only do ICTs empower citizens but they also
empower government to manipulate public debate and to monitor citizens in
order to protect their political power. An example of this is given by Alisa
Shishkina and Leonid Issaev (2018) who state that internet censorship is
prevalent in Arab countries including Egypt, Algeria, Iraq, Tunisia and Morocco.
This is guided by several reasons, including: maintaining political stability,
strengthening national security and preserving traditional social values (Ibid).
Such realities highlight as Lentz (2011) notes, traditional unequal power relations
which remain embedded in historically dominant patterns and institutions despite
increased opportunities provided by new ICTs. These rigidities are therefore seen
to prevent ICTs from having any truly transformative effects on CSOs and the
larger cause which they serve. The two examples also prove this sceptic
position; in the case of the Arab Spring, the use of ICTs even though
instrumental in overthrowing authoritarian governments, did not necessarily lead
to democratisation. The #MeToo movement exposed the dark underbelly of
many societies, however, the issue of sexual harassment and violence continues
to be systemic. Entrenched cultures have to be taken into consideration and they
cannot be solved by viral social movements alone.
Social movements within the Caribbean have also used ICTs to mobilise
individuals and groups around certain issues (Muturi 2006; Hinds Harrison
2014). These movements do not take place in a vacuum and an analysis of their
efforts needs to be contextualised in governance processes within the region. The
next section seeks to address this question of governance in an attempt to try and
place civil society within the sphere of governance and then to analyse its
effectiveness.
Theorising on Governance in the Caribbean
Traditional analysis of governance in developing states has focused on the
creation or restructuring of political institutions with the ability to make and
enforce rules and implement policies for economic and social development.
Since the independence period beginning in the 1960s for the English-speaking
Caribbean, governance was couched in conversations about structural adaptation
of Westminster model of politics and how government administrations would
then structure and restructure the economy with the intention of achieving
economic development and at the same time transform society. Government and
other public institutions were the main entities responsible for economic and
social welfare as they were the main engines of development. An ECLAC (2001)
report confirms this:
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The policy and institutional framework of Barbados has been a critical
factor in the development of social policy emerging in the postindependence period. Social policy development in this period has
generally been informed by a philosophy of social reformism in which
the state has played a central role in the development and delivery of
social services and has exerted some measure of regulatory control in
respect of private initiatives. Barbados entered independence with a
relatively well-established institutional framework for the delivery of
social programmes. In key areas such as education, health, housing and
employment, the structural and administrative arrangements for service
delivery were already sound and therefore facilitated the programme of
institutional strengthening and consolidation which was devised in the
post-independence period towards increased effectiveness and efficiency
(viii).
This, buttressed by a political philosophy of democratic socialism, sought to
ensure that principles of freedom, democracy, universalism, social welfare and
equality were adhered to by successive government administrations since
independence in 1966. Substantial allocation of resources to social services and a
focus on the development of human resources by government led persons like
Babb (2019) to rightfully note that the equitable social engineering approach
taken by government meant that the post-independence period was not the most
active for NGOs in the country.
Since the 1980s and the establishment of neoliberalism, there has been a
trimming of government fat and a diminishing of its role, with space being
created for the private sector (local and international). Moreover, governance was
challenged for developing states as they had to embrace structural adjustment
programs via international institutions such as the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and World Bank (WB) as participants in the governance process. Barbados
was not exempt from this reality as it experienced economic recession between
1991 and 1993 and embraced an IMF programme. Attached to this embrace was
the concept of ‘good governance’ that emanated from international institutions
such as the World Bank. The rationale for good governance was that developing
countries were facing economic and social problems due to the lack of certain
principles [including but not limited to accountability, transparency,
responsiveness, inclusivity, participation and efficiency] and it was also intended
to ensure that development assistance was used effectively (Nanda 2006). Good
governance also involved the participation of NGOs in the development agenda.
Reforms therefore had to be established as part of structural adjustment.
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The crisis period of 1991 in Barbados led to social activism by different groups
in the country as they sought to find ways to address the financial difficulties
(Hinds and Stephen 2017). In light of this, there was an increase in the
contributions of international service organisations to social welfare activities
including programmes related to helping the poor, the disabled, the elderly and
providing social welfare to children. Democratic governance and stability in
Barbados had historically allowed international service organisations such as
Rotary, Kiwanis, Soroptimist and Lions Clubs to set up local branches in the
country and they had been contributing to social welfare programmes (ECLAC
2001). In addition to these, some NGOs during that period played the role of
advocacy and monitoring social development. Due to political unionisation, the
trade union movement which has always played an active role in governance
since the 1940s was reinvigorated, its objectives focusing on advancing and
protecting the interests of the labour force, especially given that government has
historically been the main employer. All these efforts were in response to
government cutbacks on social spending and public sector employment.
As part of the reform, cooperative governance was adopted in the form of a
‘Social Partnership (SP).’ It is also out of these events that there was progression
of civil society as they sought to make interventions in different spheres. This
was evident in the establishment of organisations like the Caribbean Policy
Development Centre (CPDC) (an umbrella body for several NGOs) in 1991
which was registered as a non-profit under the legal framework of the ‘Charities
Act, Cap. 243’.6 Babb (2019) asserts that it was in the last decade of the past
century that a local NGO sector emerged in Barbados, focused on improving the
quality of life of vulnerable and marginalised persons. Since then civil society
organisations have performed social service delivery, community building and
program implementation roles. In a spirit of cooperation, civil society was invited
as part of informal discussions with government and the private sector within the
Social Partnership, in attempts to chart a way forward for the country.
In an interview, Cecilia Babb noted that “NGO activity in the 1990s period was
more visible because groups marched, held placards, held mass demonstrations
and utilised the airwaves to highlight particularly the impacts of structural
adjustment” (13 March, 2019). During this period, therefore, civil society
activism operated in the physical space as opposed to the online space. The
Social Partnership and informal recognition of civil society was an attempt by the
government to infuse aspects of good governance at a national level. There was
an assumption that an enabling environment had been created that allowed for
consensus and participation of key actors on matters of social and economic
development.
6

Even though it was not a charity organisation, this is the legal framework that existed.
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Theorising on governance in the Anglophone Caribbean can be viewed from two
lenses: political and public administration. The Anglophone Caribbean political
systems are based on the inherited Westminster-Whitehall model of government
with its related political institutions and norms (Sutton 2008). Unlike former
colonies in Africa and Asia, Westminster has by and large produced stable
democratic states in the region that adhere to what Hinds (2008) refers to as
formal democracy. Despite this political stability, there are certain
dysfunctionalities7 that cannot be ignored. In light of this, Hinds (2019) states
that “these [Anglophone Caribbean] democracies often exist mainly in form and
tend to be superficial in several ways” (62).
Despite various modifications over time,8 and assertions of democracy, there are
still apprehensions in relation to the lack of transparency, few monitoring
mechanisms and the reality that citizens traditionally have had few avenues to
voice their concerns on particular issues, influence policy and to hold public
officials accountable. Gonsalves (2003) attests to this when he stated that:
The new Caribbean persons are organised in professional groupings,
trade unions, community-based organisation, clubs and a range of NGOs
like never before. They are demanding, quite correctly, far greater
participation in government; the clamour, quite rightly, for more
information from their government; they are insisting on open
transparent governance stuffed with political hygiene (484).
Ryan (2000) adds to this discussion by asserting that:

These dysfunctionalities include: fusion of powers between the legislative and
executive where the cabinet depends on the confidence of the legislative arm of
government; collective responsibility; extensive powers of the Prime Minister; top down
governance and limited space for internal discussion and dissent within political parties
(Grugel 1995; Barrow-Giles 2002; Hinds 2008). These features contribute to stability and
ease of governance as states are able to avoid the deadlock that occurs under other
political systems. These are reinforced by elections that are held regularly with
concurrent constitutional changes in government and coupled with the propensity for
party politics and related political patronage as an essential feature of Caribbean political
culture. Therefore, despite the prescribed arrangements of democracy, the ways in which
political power has been organised allows for little inclusion and authoritarian tendencies.
8
Constitutional reform has tended to be “conservative with a small ‘c’, directed toward
perfecting the system by keeping its essence intact” (Sutton 1999, 69). Hamid Ghany
(2009) argues that the post-independence changes that have been made in most Caribbean
countries “can only be described as cosmetic and therefore the identity of those
constitutions [given at independence] have been preserved” (19).
7
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Some reform minded elements in Caribbean society are looking to civil
society and other non-state actors to provide the energy and vision
needed to reconstruct Caribbean democracy. ‘Civil society’ is seen
somewhat sentimentally as the ‘midwife’ which would bring into being
the new society which would leaven, humanise and democratise the
authoritarian political cultures of the region (267).
Traditional institutional forms of governance are therefore being challenged
because of these democratic deficits and this study draws attention to issues of
exclusion for citizens and how, through CSOs, they have used ICTs to strengthen
their agency to tackle certain issues and seek to influence authorities. A case is
made for a more substantive democracy which goes beyond electoral and formal
democracy to include meaningful participation and representation, government
accountability and respect for human rights (Haynes 1997).
Accounts of some failures of Westminster can also be found in the public sector.
Public administration involves all organisationally centred activities pertaining to
the implementation of public bodies and/or achievement of public goals (La
Palombara 1974). La Palombara goes on to state that this concept was dominant
especially during the ‘big government period’ when government was in charge of
public welfare (Ibid). In Barbados however, as in the other Anglophone
Caribbean states, government continues to be pervasive with high involvement in
the economy and as a key actor in social service delivery. Jahan and Wang
(2013) indicate that big government is measured by the ratio of government
expenditures to GDP and small states tend to have bigger governments than do
larger states. In classic Westminster tradition, the public sector was predicated on
a top-down and elitist approach where values of hierarchy and independence
were imparted on public officials who are insulated from citizens and hardly held
accountable. This mode of governance was not only considered to be
unresponsive to citizens’ needs, but it was not participatory as it was
monopolised by bureaucracy and politicians. In the 1990s reforms that were
neoliberal in nature were sought in public administration in attempts to deal with
these key deficiencies.
Moreover, in the 1990s, new public management (NPM) was adopted as the new
approach within the public sector, enmeshing good governance into its fold.
NPM is defined by Hood (1991) as “a management approach that focuses on
hands-on and entrepreneurial management, an emphasis on performance
measurement, decentralisation, importation from commercial management of
competition, private sector styles of management and doing less with more” (20).
Reform of the public sector has therefore been encouraged to inject ‘businesslike values’ and make it more efficient with buzzwords including ‘downsizing’,
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‘result-oriented’, ‘better service-delivery’, ‘development of human capital’,
‘smart administration including ICTs’ and ‘inclusion’ (Hammerschmid 2013).
The NPM model arose in reaction to the limitations of the old public
administration in adjusting to the demands of a competitive market economy.
Neoliberal inclinations based on principles of liberalisation, competition and
private sector management lay at the heart of the NPM approach where citizens
are viewed as consumers who would benefit from this efficiency (in terms of
public services and lower taxes).
Hood (1991) suggests that “NPM was adopted by social democratic governments
to give big government a new lease on life by making it more efficient and also
as a half-way house to privatisation” (16). In thinking about the new reform
agenda and the idea of good governance, a focus was placed on the need to
involve members of the public more in decision-making. The political impact of
NPM manifested in the creation of the ‘Barbados Social Partnership Model’,
heralded as an innovative new public management practice representing a
willingness of stakeholders to engage in social dialogue in order to reach some
national consensus. It was a tripartite agreement involving government, the
private sector and the trade unions that emphasised a collaborative approach to
the economic challenges and related social issues. Its origins and framework
were rooted in the economic crisis of the 1991-93 period. Soverall and Khan
(2004) state that the economic challenges created a unifying impact that ignited
the spirit of national unity among the divergent interests and views of the social
partners. This partnership provided a platform for the private sector, a key
stakeholder, to get involved in the policy issues. Hinds (2008) is of the view that
“political power in the Anglophone Caribbean is monopolised by the leadership
of the political parties acting in consort with economic elites” (395). The new
model sought to cement this partnership. If a more substantive democracy was in
consideration when envisioning this new model, a deeper inclusive approach
should have been taken by including civil society in the arrangement and not
only adopting ‘good governance’ prescriptions but addressing the quality of
governance.
There have been consistent pleas for inclusion of this sector that has the potential
to enhance the quality of governance. Soverall and Khan (2004) state that, “The
main concern expressed by agencies excluded from the social partnership has
been a call for social inclusion” (24). Springer (2005) similarly notes that the
social partnership is still restricted to the primary partners comprising
government, labour and the private sector. He recommends a more proactive
approach to expand the SP to formally include non-governmental organisations.
Mr. Roosevelt King as then Secretary General of the Barbados Association of
Non-Governmental Organisations (BANGO) added his voice to this debate by
stating that:
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In May 2004, BANGO was integrated into the process of collective
bargaining with the Government, the private sector, the unions and civil
society, i.e. the Social Partners, however, civil society is not a part of the
Social Partnership…This was labour’s effort to bring civil society into
the arena and not a government initiative. Since then BANGO has never
been invited to meet with the social partners, which according to legal
instruments is made up of Government, the private sector and
labour…while the town hall meetings and other consultations have
occurred, the outputs from these meetings are of token effect and may or
may not be officially adopted. Furthermore, the characteristic of Town
Hall meetings is that government presents the topics for discussion when
they are in a ‘fait accompli’ stage. These meetings do not conclude with
decisions and usually end with irate members of the community
emerging. There is need for institutionalising the consultative process
with civil society (OHCHR 2006, 3).
This point was reinforced by an article in the online newspaper Barbados Today
titled “Is there really a Social Partnership left to speak of?” where the author
speaks of the chaotic nature of the SP since 2008 (July 21, 2017). Augmenting
the scope and quality of governance should have included promoting and
strengthening mechanisms for citizen participation.
Despite the adoption of NPM and broadening governance to include more
‘partners’, there still exists a discrepancy with regards to the exclusion of civil
society. There is a need to develop approaches to governance that are grounded
in wider concepts of citizenship and public interest including other actors such as
civil society. So that governance is guided by interactions involving multiple
groups and multiple interests that combine for the good of the society. If
citizenship in this manner is taken seriously, perhaps agents of civil society can
be viewed as key influencers of public policy. Hinds (2019) adds objectivity to
this discussion and asserts that there are numerous CSOs that exist in Barbados,
she lists as many as 1,380 registered charities9 as of 3 May 2018 that vary in
scope and activity (110). She adds that only a minority of these organisations
wish to be formally involved in governance matters. In this regard there are
umbrella CSOs such as BANGO and the Barbados Council of the Disabled that
lobby on behalf of different CSOs as well as individual CSOs dealing with youth
affairs and health related areas (Ibid).
In contextualising the discussion on the involvement of the public in decisionmaking under NPM and the SP and in making a case for CSOs as representatives
of the public, it is imperative to acknowledge that CSOs have to be better
9

Some of which might be now defunct
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organised given their variety in order to engage with policy processes. This is
especially the case, in spaces like Barbados where there are few avenues to
access governance. Hinds (2019) states that “There is no government ministry or
office tasked with liaising with CSOs or acting as a focal point for contact with
the public sector” (111). She also makes the point that some CSOs have been
included in governance processes at the level of individual ministries and have
also been involved in the crafting of and revision of legislation on an ‘as needed’
basis (Ibid). Because of this reality, Caribbean civil society has tried to use
alternative platforms to enhance their activism and become increasingly visible
by utilising ICTs. #Lifeinleggings is one such example.
#Lifeinleggings: An analysis
Unlike traditional CSOs and in keeping with current activist movements led by a
younger generation of activists that are based online, #Lifeinleggings10 began in
November 2016 as a hashtag on the popular social media platform Facebook then
quickly spread to Twitter, Instagram and Tumblr. The movement used social
media platforms to address issues of gender-based violence. The online space
allowed women across the Caribbean region to share their own stories of sexual
assault, harassment and domestic violence. In a short space of time, online
activism allowed for widespread reach on an issue which has been prevalent in
the region but for so long considered a taboo issue in traditional media.
Ms. Ronelle King, Founder and Director of #LifeinLeggings, spoke on the
explosion of the trend and stated that she was amazed at the sheer numbers of
women willing to share their stories. She opines that even though #Lifeinleggings
started in Barbados in November 2016 on Facebook and Twitter, within weeks it
generated reactions from many women including female politicians in Barbados
and the region as well as artistes who joined the conversations to give account of
their experiences. In relation to the question of the movement’s identity, Ms.
King explained that:
It was created by us and for us to champion the issues of Caribbean
women in the region and the diaspora. We constructed our identity by
speaking out against the ways in which we are affected by physical and
sexual violence, harassment, slut shaming, victim blaming, etc. We’ve
been able to maintain this identity because we specifically focus on and
10

The hashtag is a reference to leggings popularly worn among women in Caribbean.
Although they are practical, the leggings are skin tight and women wearing them are
often accused of “asking for it” if they are harassed (Ronelle King).
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challenge our issues in a way that can be found in no other movement.
Our issues are not erased or lost in a much larger movement. It is just
ours (25, March 2019).
The prevailing social environment helped to shape the identity of the movement
and allowed it to gain greater agency as a result of the reproduction of certain
practices within society. A report from Oxfam International (2018) confirms that
social norms contribute to gender inequality and violence. The report further
states that dominant patterns around male sexual entitlement over women’s
bodies contributes to sexual harassment and other forms of sexual violence. The
study found this to be demonstrated in the Latin America and Caribbean (LAC)
region where 75% of young people stated that their male friends believe
harassment is normal (Oxfam International 2018).
Because of this reality, the movement was able to heighten awareness of certain
issues across the region. The use of ICTs allowed women activists the
opportunity to push their interest in a different space without having to worry
about being overshadowed by outside or competing voices. However, there were
also negative reactions to the movement in the form of alternative hashtags most
noticeably #eggplant11 entries. The use of the alternative hashtag sought to
detract from the work being done by the #Lifeinleggings movement. Wickham
(2016) believes that the appropriate reaction for the movement from men, should
have been “to listen, comprehend and modify our behaviour accordingly and not
the reproduction of an electronic phallic symbol” (December 25). Despite this,
the movement was able to garner both regional and worldwide attention being the
topic on call-in programmes, television programmes and features on international
news sites. International news headlines included but were not limited to: A
#Lifeinleggings: Caribbean Women's Movement Fights Sex Assaults,
Harassment - Reuters (Kebede March 10, 2017), Life in Leggings Movement
Fights Gender Violence in Caribbean - Telesur (March 10, 2017), and 100
Women 2016: A Weekend of Street Harassment, Mapped - BBC (Rannard and
Dahlgreen December 9, 2016).
It can be argued that such attention would not have been possible without the use
of the digital platform which gave rise to Ms. King and the voices of other
women. It is also noteworthy that the #Lifeinleggings hashtag also gave rise to
other hashtags in other Caribbean countries such as Dominica with the
#leveDominik12 creating conversations around specific national issues as it
related to gender-based violence as well as the sexual abuse of children, in
Eggplant emoji and hashtag is the digital catcall – seemingly harmless, but is a
symbolic representation of old fashioned masculinity and dominance over women.
12
Kweyol language translating to ‘wake up Dominica’ or ‘lift up Dominica’.
11
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particular girls. These separate hashtags unlike the #eggplant entries gave public
expression to girls and women across the region who were able to feel a
connection to the movement and highlight their own lived realities.
The issue which the movement sought to tackle is an important one in the region,
as confirmed by existing statistics. A United Nations report on Drugs and Crime
in Latin America and the Caribbean region (2007) highlighted the prevalence of
violence against women in the Caribbean. According to this report, violence
against women affects a significant percentage of women and girls in the
Caribbean. Three of the top ten recorded rape rates in the world occur in the
Caribbean. While the worldwide average for rape was 15 per 100,000, the
Bahamas had an average of 133, St. Vincent and the Grenadines 112, Jamaica 51,
Dominica 34, Barbados 25 and Trinidad and Tobago 18. The report further
pointed to a survey which revealed that in nine Caribbean countries 48% of
adolescent girls’ sexual initiation was ‘forced’ or ‘somewhat forced’ (Ibid). More
statistics by the UNDP Caribbean Human Development report (2012) indicates
that 30.4% women in the Caribbean report high rates of fear of sexual assault in
comparison to 11.1% of men. A more recent report by Iyahen of UN Women
Caribbean (2018) supports this trend and shows that, lifetime prevalence of
intimate partner physical and/or sexual violence against Jamaican women is
27.8%. One in every four Jamaican women (25.2%) has experienced physical
violence by a male partner. In the case of Trinidad and Tobago, almost 1 in 3
women are either physically or sexually abused at some point in their lives by a
male intimate partner (30%). For such small states, there statistics are staggering
and speak to the prevalence of this problem in these Caribbean societies.
Stories that were shared on the online platform included those of women like Ms.
Ronelle King. She shared her personal experience as a sexual abuse survivor in
an article by Tasher in Nation News by stating:
Street harassment is common. It ranges from ‘psst’ or being ‘kissed at’ to
graphic descriptions of your anatomy or verbal threats of sexual
violence. The psychological burden of constantly being on your guard in
public and having to fend off unwanted hostile advances can be
tremendous. I have witnessed and experienced harassment and abuse at
the hands of men, I have been stalked, threatened, had my hair grabbed
and pulled by a stranger who thought I was ignoring him and I have been
raped (February 12, 2017).
This resonated with many others who used the space as a sharing platform to tell
previously untold stories, which resulted in the campaign going viral in a short
space of time. The growth in the movement was embodied in the hundreds of
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women’s voices that spoke against this issue and later took to the streets in
marches that were organised and held in different Caribbean countries including
Jamaica, the Bahamas, Dominica, Antigua and Barbuda, Guyana, Barbados and
Trinidad and Tobago. They were organised around the theme, ‘Reclaim Our
Streets: Women's Solidarity March’, which intentionally coincided with
Women’s International Day on March 11, 2017. This is testament to the rate at
which technology in the form of an online space allowed for a rapid sense of
solidarity and organisation with the common goal at that time being to raise
awareness of and challenge sexual violence. The ability to effectively organise
and coordinate physical marches simultaneously across the region has been
elusive to traditional activism. The use of technology however has allowed for a
combination of online and physical activism providing activists with a twopronged approach, thus potentially making the impact of their activism more
effective, more impactful and more sustainable.
While traditional means of activism are documented through television, radio and
newspaper reports, online pages allow for the creation, storage and dissemination
of content which can also be easily retrieved and updated as necessary. An added
feature of online activism is the real-time streaming of protests, marches, and
opinions through such new features as Facebook Live and live Twitter chats,
which provide the public with the opportunity to see and become part of realtime issues being addressed without the censorship that characterises traditional
media. The online space also allows for new voices to be added to the movement
which traditionally would not have been heard due to a lack of connection with
those in positions of power in traditional media spaces.
Moreover, the #Lifeinleggings movement allowed for national conversations
around the topic by diverse entities such as trade unions, the Bureau of Gender
Affairs and international organisations such as UN Women. It also allowed for
the recruitment of partners and cooperative efforts with entities such as UN
Women, None in 3, Bureau of Gender Affairs and the Eastern Caribbean
Alliance for Diversity and Equality (ECADE), thus also taking the conversations
offline. In a sense then the online space acted as a positive force on institutions
with their own organised systems, structures and power hierarchies. The reach
and impact that this online movement had, which was made possible through the
use of ICTs, encouraged these entities to express solidarity on this key issue that
has been festering in Caribbean societies. The online space provided autonomy
for persons to engage, share their experiences and organise online without the
usual bottlenecks from traditional media and in the process allowed the
movement access to some channels of governance.13
The Bureau of Gender Affairs in Barbados falls under the Ministry of People
Empowerment and Elder Affairs.
13
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However, creating awareness for a worthy cause, allowing a safe online space for
women to share their stories and organising marches is arguably only a first step.
Beyond the hashtag is perhaps a more difficult challenge of seeking to influence
policy. Indeed, having their voices heard and drawing national, regional and
international attention to the issue of gender-based violence in the Caribbean
provided an opportunity for the actors within the #Lifeinleggings movement to
be heard by policy-makers and other key decision-makers in Barbados and across
the Caribbean. However, having the attention of the decision-makers does not
always guarantee that one’s input will be included in the creation of policy given
that Caribbean societies have at times been tokenistic with respect to their
inclusion as mentioned earlier by Mr. Roosevelt King as the then Secretary
General of the Barbados Association of Non-Governmental Organisations
(BANGO) (OHCHR 2006, 3)
Moreover, the fickle nature of social media as a platform for activism by itself is
also in keeping with the speed at which technology moves and how people have
adapted to moving onto different trends at a fast rate. Online activism provides a
temporary shock and in order to be effective it has to be coupled with offline
action. This is in keeping with Maiaroto’s (2013) point on the limits of viral web
content. He argues that there are ‘golden moments’ of virality and this is because
Internet users have short attention spans (Ibid). Perhaps this explains the shift of
the movement’s Facebook page from a sharing platform where individuals posted
their experiences in 2016 – 2018 to one where an administrator mainly uses the
platform for posting regional cases of domestic violence. Additionally, their
social media platforms also continue to be used to remember victims of femicide
and the frequent postings are a reminder of the epidemic in the region. Decline in
momentum highlights the issues which face such movements often arising
organically and devoid of structure and which tend to have no central leader to
provide direction to the growth of the movement.
In recognition of the limits of digital activism, the movement has shifted from
using only an online platform to a physical space and is now registered as a
charity called Life in Leggings: Caribbean Alliance against Gender Based
Violence. In an interview with Ms. King, when asked how the organisation was
trying to influence policy, she stated that as a new organisation, they have had to
take on a complementary role and support lobbying since there are other
established organisations which had been working on drafting legislation in
related areas. For example, they were not involved in developing the framework
of the sexual harassment legislation but when meetings were held with the UN,
they were able to lobby for it to be accelerated using the movement’s activities
and reach as rationale (25 March, 2019). As an up and coming civil society
group, they have had to position themselves strategically and cooperate with
other traditional actors in civil society as they move beyond activism to policy
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advocacy. Ms. King’s admission therefore highlights the struggle between having
a fervent online movement and being able to influence decision making in an
offline space. The process of policy advocacy is one in which there is a need for
negotiation, compromise and accommodation of various ideas. Newer
organisations such as Ms. King’s which originated with no real defined mandate
and structure could have found itself at odds with more established organisations
who have been lobbying and advocating for several years to have similar issues
addressed.
This admission by Ms. King on their newfound role and the persistent activism of
traditional civil society groups was captured by Ms. Cecilia Babb in an interview:
While traditional forms of advocacy helped to bring about change, the
pace of change was slow and persistent effort was needed to realise such
change. More modern ways of advocacy through online platforms such
as Facebook should not be dismissed as they have greater effectiveness
in terms of information dissemination and reaching wider audiences.
Traditional forms of advocacy might not be able to make the same
impact but what is to be remembered is that advocacy is a process and it
takes time and effort to achieve the intended goals (13 March, 2019).
She then gave the example of how traditional NGOs have sought to influence
policy by stating:
While the women’s movement kept up pressure for policies to engender
greater equality through traditional means like utilising the airwaves and
holding placards during mass demonstrations, the real change came
about through being invited to be a part of working groups, registering
and attending key internal meetings, technical committees, forging
contacts in such organisations as the UN Women and developing
position papers which addressed critical issues impacting women (13
March, 2019).
The comparison between Babb’s traditional activism of the early 1990s and
King’s present-day form of activism highlight a common issue of the need for a
system of governance within Caribbean societies which is more open, transparent
and places citizens at the centre of democracy and decision-making. Chhotray
and Stoker (2009) have noted that the expectations of citizens to influence the
decisions that affect them have increased the pressure on established systems of
collective decision-making and brought demands for new forms of governance.
As with the Arab Spring, and #MeToo movements, #Lifeinleggings has placed
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increasing pressure on Caribbean governments to be more open and responsive.
In the case of #Lifeinleggings, this has been in collaboration with other
established entities.
The perspectives of Chhotray and Stoker (2009) find common ground with the
sentiments of Caribbean political analysts such as Hinds (2019), who notes that
established institutional forms of governance appear under challenge and support
the emergence of new forms of governance. Chhotray and Straker (2009) also
suggest participatory governance as a practical alternative response to a new
context of governing since the formal state apparatus has often proved inadequate
in dealing with growing social and economic complexities. These complexities
have the ability to further undermine democratic systems if not properly
addressed. Such organisations shape the environment in which policy debates
take place but more direct access to policy processes are needed.
The call then is for actors from civil society to play a more active role in the
governance process through employing a participatory framework. This however,
can only be effectively achieved if they are recognised as key partners in
governance via legislation. ICTs as earlier noted by Kellner (1999), provide an
opportunity for a more participatory framework to be adopted. Indeed, the rate at
which the #Lifeinleggings movement was able to press for a seat at the
proverbial table of decision making in comparison to other traditional
organisations does signal the effective use of technology as a means of promoting
a different system of governance towards one which is more participatory. This
also corresponds with Haynes’ substantive democracy where participation and
inclusion of the public in decision-making processes is emphasised. Participatory
governance is therefore seen as a more diverse, flexible and democratic way of
dealing with public problems and seeks practical solutions. Moreover, it also
potentially opens up decision-making processes conventionally dominated by
hierarchical and top-down structures to new social actors.
Caribbean CSOs ranging from NGOs to online social movements such as
#Lifeinleggings have grown in significance, promoting more inclusive
governance and facilitating public discourse and problem solving in nonhierarchical ways. An example of a related and important piece of legislation that
has been enacted after almost 20 years of lobbying in Barbados, is the
Employment Sexual Harassment (Prevention) Act 2017. Such efforts from civil
society have been unrelenting yet there still remains no NGO specific legislation
in Barbados to provide an enabling environment for this key third sector in
Barbados. Given the evidence of work undertaken by NGOs and the consistent
calls for civil society to play a more active role in governance, a more
participatory framework should be considered. NGOs continue to operate under
the Charities Act and the Companies Act. The Companies Act, Cap. 308 makes
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provisions for a ‘non-profit company’ which is defined as one which “operates
for the benefit of a specific purpose that is not intended to make individual
commercial gains for its members” (Babb 2019 5). The Charities Act, Cap. 243
broadly defines a charity as an “organisation that is formed for the good of the
general community and for generally beneficial reasons” (Ibid 5). Even though
these provide the legal framework under which NGO’s are established, Babb
(2019) argues that there is disharmony between them and the contemporary
realities of NGO modes of organising, management and financing. Consequently,
it creates challenges for the efficient management of these organisations.
A lack of NGO specific legislation speaks to the inability of Caribbean
governments to recognise the contribution of the third sector to decision-making
and to national, social and economic development. It also fails to acknowledge
civil society’s role in the policy decision-making processes unlike other actors.
CSOs have been providing advice but have been left out of key decision-making
processes. A recommendation of NGO legislation is advisable and would
enhance their identity and agency by giving them legal backing. NGOs are
involved in a wide variety of areas ranging from social, economic and
environmental spaces and they have built significant expertise and capacity over
time that can be tapped into through active partnerships and a recognition that
they can play a more significant role in public policy making, particularly where
resources are scarce.
Moreover, since greater inclusion continues to be an ideal towards which civil
society practitioners (traditional and new) strive, it would be prudent of
movements such as #Lifeinleggings to provide insight into how they have been
able to achieve some level of inclusiveness. This can be used as a model for other
digital activists in the region. This task can be carried out by effectively utilising
social media platforms to report on the progress of their advocacy, achievements
and challenges. The inability to do so places such organisations at risk of
mirroring the system of governance which they have been advocating against.
The lack of continuous engagement via social media spaces also places
supporters of new movements in the hashtag era at a disadvantage as they
become less attached and lose interest in the work and mandate of such
movements. The risk therefore is created of the mass-based movement being
transformed into a closed hierarchical organisation with only a few key actors
interfacing with government on behalf of the many. The opportunity for the input
of the many into policy advocacy and decision-making is therefore lost as this
continuous touch is no longer sustained.
The lack of continuous engagement particularly through online spaces by
organisations which originated in this manner serves to weaken the influence of
such mass-based movements and potentially undermines participation in
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governance which has been achieved through the use of ICTs. It also weakens the
bargaining power of the organisations as they no longer have a legitimate base
from which to lobby governments or compel governments to take notice of their
activism, policy advocacy positions and calls into question their legitimacy as a
representative of the voice of civil society. Technology therefore is a tool for
organisations not only to lobby government but to help social movements and
CSOs to maintain contact and influence with their base. Such effective utilisation
of ICTs will allow these organisations to remain mass based as information is
allowed to flow both ways; it will also allow them to serve as models of effective
participatory governance. A call for inclusivity is therefore critical at different
levels, at the national governmental level and also at the local level within CSOs
if they are to move beyond activism to significantly influencing policy.
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Abstract
The internet and related social media have altered the ways in which
many social interactions occur. Caribbean Civil Society Organisations
(CSOs) have not been immune from these changes, yet little attention
has been paid to how these tools have affected their work. This article
probes the ways Caribbean CSOs have used the internet and social media
to move elements of their work online. The paper provides what we call
a “mapping” of the online presences of CSOs that we could find listed
online from select Eastern Caribbean states (Barbados, Dominica,
Grenada and Saint Lucia). The mapping illustrates the incompleteness of
internet listings and of CSOs’ online presences in representing the CSO
landscape across the region. The paper also contends that, even while
online presences offer possibilities for CSOs, CSOs’ abilities to maintain
web presences are fraught with contradictions.
Key Words: Caribbean, civil society organisations, information and
communication technologies, internet, small island developing states,
social media
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Introduction
Civil Society Organisations (CSOs) can be defined as “the varied groups that
represent interests or concerns expressed within [society] and are generally
associations and groups that operate on a non-profit basis” (Hinds 2019, 4). Such
organisations have played significant roles in Caribbean societies in a variety of
fields. CSOs have contributed to the development of sports, cultural activities, the
arts and youth development; they have been vocal on matters relating to gender
equality, health concerns, environmental protection and in many areas of social
concern, too numerous to mention. Just as the areas of focus of CSOs vary widely,
so do their organisational structures, philosophical persuasions and their ways of
conducting their activities. In their variety, CSOs in the region have been able to
play vital roles by providing information, delivering services and mobilising in
support of causes for the region’s communities and wider society without being
motivated by profits or restricted or controlled by the dictates of State apparatuses.
Yet, in the current digital age questions arise about the abilities of these
organisations to take their work “online” using Information and Communications
Technologies (ICTs) as well as about the implications of CSOs operating in the
realm of the virtual.
There is a long and rich history of an active Caribbean CSO ecosystem. Hinds
(2019) presents a brief history of this from the 19th century to the present. Here she
presents the existence of associations of planters and merchants, welfare oriented
charitable groups, friendly and burial societies, women’s groups and worker’s
organisations, all existing for differing purposes and composed of differing
segments of society during the 19th century. She goes on to chart the changes in
this ecosystem during the 20th century and details the ballooning in the number and
assortment of organisations during this century and into the 21 st century. Hinds’
CSO cartography also presents the regional character of the CSO ecosystem which
has been characterised by both country-specific and regional CSOs and CSO
networks, and continues by indicating that the ways in which these CSOs have
conducted their work have evolved over time, so that today these organisations
“…have moved elements of their activism into the virtual world using the Internet
to expand their reach and to respond to the current ways in which many in the
Caribbean interact with the world” (Hinds 2019, 47).1 However, her work stops
short of appraising how CSOs in the region have started to navigate the “virtual”.
This article begins to pick up the task of analysing how CSOs in the region have
sought to navigate the world of ICT driven activity.

For a more expansive discussion of Caribbean CSOs in historical context, please see Hinds 2019,
Chapter 2.
1
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In recognition of their important societal functions, combined with global
tendencies towards advocating for civil society inclusion for the purposes of “good
governance”, CSOs have been increasingly recognised as important national
and/or regional service providers and actors and have come to be included in
consultations, decision-making processes and in the design/implementation of
policies and programmes. The State, the private sector and labour have more
traditionally been designated as legitimate actors and have more readily cooperated
in consultative governance processes. Meanwhile, the acknowledgement of CSOs
as worthwhile actors for inclusion in policy and decision-making processes, from
around the 1990s to the present, marks an important opening of the policy and the
programming spaces to an array of actors that represent different interests and
concerns. The movement towards CSOs maintaining online presences may have
implications for the ways in which they may come to be included in policy and
programming spaces by national, regional and external entities.
In consideration of the foregoing, this article examines as “mini” case studies, the
online presences of a sample of CSOs operating within Barbados, Dominica,
Grenada and Saint Lucia and then provides a preliminary mapping of the online
presences of these CSOs. Following this important descriptive work, the article
continues on to examine the implications of CSO activities in ICT driven “virtual”
spaces, both for the operations of the CSOs themselves and for their recognition
and incorporation in policy and programming initiatives. However, before delving
into the empirical side of this study, the article begins by reviewing key literature
that addresses CSOs, online activism and social engagement and the connections
between the two. This piece then moves to present a discussion of the research
design which is critical for understanding the descriptive information that the
article provides and the subsequent analysis.
Literature Review
The internet has now been with us some thirty years, with the world wide web
being born around 1989 (Norris 2001, 3). Since its birth the Internet has become
an ever more interactive virtual space that has moved beyond email, static web
browsers, web pages and search engines to provide interactive “smart” services as
well as online sites for virtual social interaction and networking in the form of
social media or social networking. This more interactive version of the Web can
be thought of as a second-generation Web or Web 2.0 (Hinds Harrison 2014). Even
this interactive Web 2.0 is itself on the cusp of moving towards further innovations
that promise to usher in a new generation or Web 3.0. The International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) (2019) shows significant global acceleration in
some forms of ICT usage between 2001 and 2018 with people using the internet,
having mobile phones, and having internet on their phones all showing substantial
increases. By the end of 2018, the ITU statistics show that 3.9 billion people or
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just over half of the world’s population were using the internet. In this context,
maintaining an online presence has become important for individuals, CSOs,
businesses, governments, intergovernmental organisations and many other types
of entities. In particular, the ITU (2019) highlights that Barbados, Dominica,
Grenada and Saint Lucia have all shown substantial increases in the past decade in
the percentage of individuals using the internet. In 2000 these countries had less
than 9% of each of their populations using the internet, while in 2017 all of these
countries had usage of above 50%.
In this article we take “online presence” or “web presence” to refer to the cyber
profile of an organisation, which includes one or more of the following: a website,
an online blog or social media. For instance, an online presence could consist of a
website which features publicly available information about the organisation’s
history, its current activities, and how it can be contacted. Likewise, an online
presence can consist of the bundle of public and membership-based platforms
which an organisation maintains including: a website, a Facebook profile, an
Instagram page, and a YouTube account. In presenting our research findings later
in this article we introduce a system for categorising the online presence of
Caribbean CSOs, enabling a ranking of the strength of online presences. Of these
forms of online presences, social media platforms have become particularly
noteworthy because of the ease in establishing online presences using these and
because of the ways in which they easily facilitate interactivity and cyber
networking. According to DeNardis and Hackl (2015) social media allows for the
exchange of user-generated content, facilitating interaction between users and
content, and enabling networking connections with other users. Statistics portal
Statista (2019b) points out that the top six social media sites in the world as
calculated by number of active users are in descending order: Facebook, YouTube,
WhatsApp, Facebook Messenger, WeChat and Instagram. Statista (2019a) also
shows that the highest percentage of Facebook users are aged 18 to 34, and that
more males than females in this age range - 35% of males compared to 24% of
females - are using the social media site. From this information we understand that
not only are there varied uses for social media, but there are also distinguishable
variations in patterns of use of social media sites by preference, age, as well as by
gender.
Research within the past decade offers mixed conclusions about the value of cybertools for social and political activism. Jeroen Van Laer and Peter Van Aelst (2009)
highlight the value of the internet in fostering global solidarity for political and
social protests such as the Zapatista rebellion or anti-WTO mobilisation. For Van
Laer and Van Aelst (2009), the internet makes it easier to reach large numbers of
people in limited timeframes, providing the space for platforms to call large groups
to urgent action or to seek engagement from them. Yet, they point out that
engagement does not always translate to sustained support or consistent
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engagement from target audiences. Similarly, Kenix (2008) has noted that the
internet offers non-profit organisations the opportunity: “... to represent themselves
and communicate with other individuals and organisations that have similar
causes—potentially forming a Habermasian public sphere” (409). All the same,
Kenix’s (2008) study, conducted using focus groups in the USA, indicated that
although the internet was useful for non-profits gaining access to information and
for disseminating information, other issues relating to funding and staffing
constraints had limited the extent to which the organisations have been able to
improve their reach and the interactivity of their work via online presences. As it
relates to transnational social movement organisations, Cammaerts (2005) also has
provided similar findings by noting that although the virtual offers many
possibilities, the organisations that he examined tended to continue their
conventional activities of sharing information, networking, advocacy and
mobilising but in quicker, cheaper and more effective virtual ways. Moreover, he
noted that offline activities, social interaction, ties and trust building were critical
in supporting online activities. The most prominent element of the virtual nature
of the organisations’ activities were the abilities to widen their net of actual and
possible constituents, to decentralise activities and to make strategic short-term
links with other entities (Cammaerts 2005). Still, the role of the internet in events
such as the so-called ‘Arab Spring’ of 2011 and mobilisation using twitter hashtags
such as #BringBackOurGirls, that addressed the 2014 kidnapping of girls in
Nigeria by the Boko Haram, or as seen in the 2017 MeToo movement (#MeToo)
surrounding the sexual assault of women and girls cannot be denied. The 2018
Global Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) Technology Report demonstrated
that for survey respondents around the world, 92% of the NGOs had a website,
93% had a Facebook page, and 77% had a Twitter profile. According to the Report,
websites are particularly utilised for communication and to fundraise. In contrast,
social media is used for a wider range of activities, including: recruiting volunteers,
increasing event attendances, raising brand awareness, as well as for
communication and fundraising. While focusing on “NGOs” rather than “CSOs”,
this Report provides interesting insights into the uptake of online presences by
global organisations working to address social and political challenges; it indicates
the recognition of the opportunities provided by internet tools.
Closer to home, Pearson Broome and Emmanuel Adugu (2015) point to the failure
of actors within the Caribbean to utilise social media for social activist purposes.
For Broome and Adugu this can be attributed to the lack of a digital leader,
insufficient civic and cyber literacy, and an inability to follow up activism with the
demanded changes. To Broome and Adugu (2015), cyber-tools are less likely to
trigger greater political participation and strengthen democracy in the region given
structural and cultural constraints. On a similar note, Hinds (2014) assessed that
while countries in the Caribbean region tend to be among the more developed of
the world’s developing countries in socio-economic terms, they lag behind the
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global North in their ability to leverage cyber technology and advance their
positions. As a consequence, she notes that although Caribbean CSOs have taken
to establishing online presences, they have done so in relatively static and Web 1.0
ways. Supporting Hinds’ assessments, the Saint Lucia Civil Society Organisations
Capacity Needs Assessment Report (2018) found that specific to Saint Lucia,
CSOs were “very slow in embracing technology in support of their work” (5). The
Report (2018,16) found that the majority of small CSOs are not leveraging ICT to
the extent they could, whether for internal communication, maintaining a
membership database, streamlining business processes, or updating their audiences
on their activities. While highlighting the benefits of online presences for CSOs,
the Report clearly documented that many Saint Lucian CSOs are under-utilising
their online presence potential for communication, branding and advocacy.
Meanwhile, Simone Leid’s (2017) analysis of the ways in which gender and
women-focused CSOs in the region use cyber-tools to achieve legitimacy and
affect policy finds that these CSOs use their online presences for multiple purposes
including building communities, knowledge sharing, monitoring, mobilising
resources, and networking. Also on the topic of women’s activism, Tonya Haynes’
(2016) study of cyberfeminism investigates feminist blogging and makes a
connection between these individualised online activities and the broader
awareness raising roles that these cyber activities play in maintaining Caribbean
feminist spaces and allowing for feminist discussions to flourish in the region.
These Caribbean based studies provide region specific perspectives on broader
discussions about the role of so called “new media” on civic engagement by civil
society at large as well as by CSOs.
This article extends the conversations that investigate the interrelation between
cyber technology and civil society in the region. Moreover, this article plays the
dual role of strengthening the existing knowledge about CSOs in the region while
also contributing to assessments of the implications of online activity for social
existence in the region. The article asks: How does the internet and social media
affect the work of CSOs in the Eastern Caribbean?
Research Design
In this research, we seek to establish how the internet and social media impact the
work of CSOs in the Eastern Caribbean. This means identifying CSOs, mapping
their online presence and examining any shared patterns of activity. The key
elements of collecting data are to use CSO listings and trace the online presence of
the CSOs presented on these lists. Our research design features a case study
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strategy that we use as the basis of this exploratory research. This exploratory study
builds on the following three questions that provide us with some information
about the online presences2 of CSOs in the case studies:
●
●
●

How many of these CSOs have an online presence?
What type of online presence do they have?
How common is it to have a website as well as social media?

We then build on the answers to these questions to discuss the implications for
CSOs in the Eastern Caribbean.
We have selected four Eastern Caribbean countries to explore as mini-case studies.
These countries are Barbados, Grenada, Dominica and Saint Lucia. They are
“mini” case studies as our examination of CSOs within them is limited primarily
to data collection procedures focused on desk research conducted between 2018
and 2019. All four of the cases are independent States in the Eastern Caribbean,
and members of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM). These States share
several similar characteristics. These are all Small Island Developing States
(SIDS), with populations of less than 300,000 people and land areas of less than
1000 square kilometres. While the predominant official language is English, they
each have their own unique national languages - Creole or Patwa (Patois). The
majority of Barbadians, Dominicans, Grenadians and Saint Lucians are of African
descent. They also share quite admirable levels of human development for
developing countries. According to the 2018 Human Development Index (HDI),
Barbados has very high human development while Dominica, Grenada and Saint
Lucia have high human development (UNDP 2018, 26-27).
Exploring the online presence of CSOs listed as operating in these four countries
allows us to gain a better understanding of CSOs “online” profile using an
interesting and manageable cross-section of Eastern Caribbean SIDS which share
many commonalities. While not exhaustive, the case studies offer useful insights
into the online presences of CSOs in the region, which can be built on in further
research that can depict a more comprehensive picture of the region.
During the research process we sorted CSOs on the basis of seven categories and
then mapped the online presences that they most commonly used. The seven
sorting categories and the online presences against which these were mapped are
depicted visually in Figure 1 below:

In this work “online presence” refers to the existence of an internet presence that can include a
website and/or social media (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube, and LinkedIn).
2
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Figure 1

While other social media platforms do exist, those presented in Figure 1 were the
most commonly represented. In accounting for web presences, we considered
websites and social media pages that were specific to individual CSOs rather than
information about the CSOs that had been re-posted on other websites.
The CSOs that we examined were drawn from fourteen (14) publicly-accessible
internet websites that included CSO umbrella websites (e.g. Caribbean Policy
Development Centre - CPDC), external development institution websites (e.g.
Inter-American Development Bank - IDB), and public information websites (e.g.
Yello). In the sample of four countries reviewed, we decided not to utilise the CSOs
listed by the Saint Lucia CSO Coalition and the Barbados Corporate Affairs and
Intellectual Property Office (CAIPO) for three reasons: 1) as indicated in the Saint
Lucia CSO Report (2018), the majority of the Saint Lucian CSOs listed in their
online directory are defunct. Similarly, we were unable to verify in the timeframe
the number of CSOs in the CAIPO listing that were currently active. 2)
Incorporating the information from the CAIPO list would imbalance the existing
findings as the researchers were not able to obtain similar lists containing the same
quantity of findings for Dominica and Grenada. 3) This research sought to generate
a collective list based on what is readily available and accessible online. This
would exclude the Barbadian list obtained from CAIPO.
The Mapping
We identified 267 CSOs from publicly available listings, which served as the basis
for answering our three research questions: (1) How many of these CSOs have an
online presence? (2) What type of online presence do they have? and (3) How
common is it to have a website as well as social media? Of the 267 CSOs there
were 132 Barbadian CSOs, 20 Dominican CSOs, 26 Grenadian CSOs, 33 Saint
Lucian CSOs, and 56 identified as regional CSOs. Although the online listings
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examined in this study present a substantially larger number of CSOs for Barbados
than for the other countries under study, this does not necessarily suggest that the
Barbadian CSO sector is the most active. It may be the case that Barbados’ CSOs
are the most documented online among the sample countries. It may also be the
case that the larger population of Barbados compared to the other sample countries,
make it more likely that this country will have more CSOs in operation. Whatever
the reason for these differences, the focus here is not on the quantity of CSOs listed
(this is a useful area for further study however), but on the online presences of
CSOs that one can find listed online.
Frequency of Online Presence
In answering “How many of these CSOs have an online presence?” we looked at
quantitative indicators emerging from our mapping and sorting process. The data
demonstrated that in each of the sample countries, 78% or the majority of the
identified CSOs do have an online presence. This suggests that there is an
appreciation of the power of ICTs for CSOs’ purposes, and an active participation
in utilising ICTs. CSOs in the region have not been bypassed by changes in the
way that we communicate and share information in the increasingly digital age.
The data showed that regional CSOs and Barbadian CSOs have the highest levels
of online presence with 81% and 88% respectively, while Dominica, Grenada and
Saint Lucia have lower levels of online presence with 65%, 69% and 67%
respectively. This is depicted in the following table (see Table 1):
Table 1
Jurisdiction

CSOs with
an
online
presence

Barbados

Dominica

Grenad
a

Saint
Lucia

Regiona
l

Total
CSO
s

Number (#)

107

13

18

22

49

209

Percentage
of Total (%)

81

65

69

67

88

78

The data indicates that while the majority of identified CSOs in each jurisdiction
do harness ICTs, there continues to be room for further uptake of ICTs both for
country-specific and regional CSOs in order to realise the advantages of an online
presence. All the same, one must consider the voluntary and part-time nature of
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many CSOs in the region which, along with funding constraints, may limit their
abilities to concentrate their limited resources on virtual endeavours. We will
return to this issue in the discussion section of this article.
Type of Online Presence
When responding to “What type of online presence do they have?” we specifically
researched online presences as highlighted in Figure 1. This was not always a
straightforward process. Some CSOs’ online presence is clearly branded and their
website and/or social media are linked to enable audiences to recognise the
different places a CSO’s content can be viewed. However, for other CSOs’ web
presences there was less clarity of branding. In some cases, CSO web presences
take the form of larger organisations sharing content on their behalf; some CSOs
use different names/titles on different media. In addition, often CSOs’ presences
are ranked low in internet search results, making them difficult to find online.
In reviewing the data, we realised the usefulness of developing a simple system for
classifying the online presences of CSOs in Caribbean SIDS, to allow for the
ranking of CSOs by the strength of their online presence. Here we introduce a CSO
Online Presence Ranking System, which uses a 5-point ascending scale to score
CSOs web presences. The levels are as follows: (1) No Online Presence (i.e. the
CSO is present in 0 categories), (2) Low Online Presence (present in 1-2
categories), (3) Established Online Presence (present in 3-4 categories), (4) Strong
Online Presence (present in 5-6 categories), and (5) High Online Presence (present
in 7 or more categories).
Interestingly, the data demonstrated that while a majority (78%) of identified CSOs
have an online presence when ranked according to strength of presence, most
CSOs do not achieve a ‘Strong’ or ‘High’ presence. This is highlighted in the
following table (Table 2):
Table 2
Jurisdiction

No Online
Presence

Barbado
s

Dominic
a

Grenad
a

Saint
Luci
a

Regiona
l

Total
CSOs

Number (#)

25

7

8

11

7

58

Percentage
of
Total
(%)

18.9

35

30.8

33.3

12.5

21.7

Number (#)

49

12

14

11

27

113
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Low Online
Presence

Percentage
of
Total
(%)

37.1

60

53.8

33.3

48

42.3

Established
Online
Presence

Number (#)

40

0

2

9

13

64

Percentage
of
Total
(%)

30.3

0

7.7

27.3

23

24

Strong
Online
Presence

Number (#)

16

1

2

2

4

25

Percentage
of
Total
(%)

12.1

5

7.7

6.1

7.1

9.4

High Online
Presence

Number (#)

2

0

0

0

5

7

Percentage
of
Total
(%)

1.5

0

0

0

8.9

2.6

The data shows that 2.6% of CSOs have a high online presence, 9.4% have a strong
presence, 24% have an established presence, 42.3% have a low presence, and
21.7% have no presence. These findings clearly demonstrate that for these
Caribbean CSOs there is a tendency to create and/or maintain a small online
presence. One of the reasons for this could be that these CSOs are intentionally
limiting their online presence, so as to minimise the effort required to maintain
those sites or platforms on which they are represented. This possibility is linked to
the previously noted observation about the human and funding resources that CSOs
in the region generally face.
Website Versus Social Media
To answer “How common is it to have a website as well as social media?” we
reviewed the data which revealed that CSOs generally maintained both websites
and social media. However, there was a slight preference for social media over
websites (See Figure 2 on the following page). Facebook appeared to be one of the
preferred social media platforms for the CSOs investigated. For example, in
Dominica 11 out of the 12 CSOs (91.7%) which had a social media presence, had
a Facebook page and no presence on other social media sites. Likewise, in
Grenada, out of the 16 CSOs which had a social media presence, for 12 (75%) that
presence consisted only of a Facebook page. This is in keeping with information
from Statista (2019b) shared earlier in the literature review, which evidenced that
Facebook is the top social media site in the world based on number of active users.
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The preference for social media is quite logical when one considers that the barriers
to using social media are lower than those required for maintaining a website.
Websites may require hosting fees and professional expertise to create and
maintain them, which may need to be paid for if such skills do not exist within the
CSO. Maintaining a current and functioning website requires more work and
attention from CSOs than social media. Social media use requires little more than
content in the form of information, pictures or video footage, along with someone
willing to dedicate the time to create posts. Once again, the constraints that CSOs
face may influence the types of online presences that they maintain.
Figure 2

The observations about the types of online presences that CSOs maintain also
indicate a shift towards social media that was less evident in the preliminary study
of regional CSOs conducted by Hinds in 2012 (See Hinds Harrison 2014) which
revealed more of a preference for websites. This shift is likely to continue so long
as hosting websites requires more financing and/or technical capacity to maintain
when compared to various forms of social media. However, the variety of social
media platforms may also cause some difficulties for CSOs seeking to maintain
relevant online presences.
Discussion
The research on which this article is based revealed considerable commonality
across the CSOs listed online from within the sample countries. Some of the
noteworthy observations related to the listings of CSOs in online directories.
However, the low number of CSOs listed online indicated a level of
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incompleteness of these lists in representing the CSOs operating in the countries.
Further, these lists are not all up to date. As a result, establishing a clear picture of
which CSOs are active in each country proves problematic. Online listings do not
help us to understand the quantity nor the scope of CSOs operating in these
countries, or, by extension in the region. If these listings are used to guide those
who are conducting research that informs consultative processes, partnerships,
support and funding possibilities, the incompleteness can prove problematic. Since
much of the research that is conducted in this current period occurs online, the
inconsistencies in these listings can serve to present inaccurate pictures of the CSO
landscape in the region. The CSOs listed on the Web, do not nearly encompass the
realities of the types of CSOs, the diversity of them, nor the scope of the work
conducted by CSOs. What is more, the greater visibility of Barbadian and regional
CSOs presented in these listings does not necessarily indicate much about the level
of work or the substance of the contributions that these CSOs make when
compared to CSOs in the other case countries. Online visibility only presents
useful visibility but may not necessarily reflect the scope or content of the work
that CSOs do. In notable ways one of the functions of online presences is to provide
public relations and marketing for CSOs. The visibility that an online presence
offers CSOs can help them in their work but visibility does not necessarily provide
a true representation of CSOs in the countries investigated here. To get an idea of
the CSO landscape in the cases under study, as well as in the region more generally,
one cannot rely on the virtual spaces provided by the internet. Many of the region’s
CSOs are present “offline” and relatively absent “online”.
An examination of the online listings also shows that different organisations
recognise and engage with different CSOs. For example, the IDB (a multilateral
financing institution whose clients include NGOs and Governments) lists
organisations that it consults with; most of which are absent from the listing
produced by the CPDC (a regional umbrella CSO which provides developmental
and advocacy support). In fact, only one of the organisations listed as a consultative
member by the IDB is also present on the CPDC’s listing, and that is the Institute
for Gender and Development Studies. As previously noted, none of the listings
available online represents the entirety of the CSO community. Instead lists of
CSOs are provided on the basis of available information, payment for being listed
(e.g. Yello) or on the basis of established relationships and internal organisational
imperatives. This incompleteness, also made evident in the discrepancies between
physical lists such as those available through the Government of Barbados’ CAIPO
registry (although this list is also likely to be very inaccurate, as previously noted)
redounds to our observation that online listings, although useful for providing
information and improving the visibility of CSOs, do not represent the CSO
landscape accurately. Therefore, the virtual space is not the best one to explore if
seeking to understand what CSOs exist, or what they do in the region. All the same,
it is also important to note that the visibility on the internet of CSOs that are
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searchable online/that can be found in online listings can allow such CSOs to
garner a level of recognition (and perhaps even legitimacy) that can allow them to
access funding, support, networking and other opportunities that CSOs absent from
online listings/not easily searchable online, may not be able to access.
Returning to the mapping provided in the previous section of the paper and which
presented information about the CSOs that were named in the listings for
Barbados, Dominica, Grenada and Saint Lucia, we observed that the majority of
CSOs had some online presence. We also observed that most CSOs maintained at
least a Facebook page. However, it is significant to recall that 42.3% of the CSOs
listed online had low online presences. If we combine this with the 21% that had
no online presence, we see that 64% of the CSOs that we could find in online
listings have limited to no online visibility.
Having limited or no online presence should be considered in light of resource and
capacity constraints that CSOs in the region generally face. This can be connected
to the seeming preference for social media over websites, considering that social
media platforms are free and require little in the way of technical capacity to
maintain. All the same, the preference for Facebook in an age in which there are
multiple social media platforms that cater to different audiences on the basis of age
cohort, format and other factors may be somewhat of a simplistic approach to
maintaining online presence. Although Facebook is the most popularly used social
media platform, Instagram and Snapchat tend to be viewed as appealing to more
youthful social media users (Tran 2018, Lewis 2019). Facebook and Twitter allow
for commentary and visuals while Instagram, YouTube and Snapchat place more
emphasis on visual representations over text. Further, most social media facilitate
varied types of interactions including political and social commentary, keeping up
with popular culture and trends, maintaining links with friends and family and
meeting new people on the basis of interests. However, other social media such as
LinkedIn or ResearchGate are examples of professionally oriented social media.
For CSOs to make good use of online presences, they need to make decisions about
which social media best serve their purposes, whether they need to maintain
presences on multiple social media platforms and whether their work requires a
stand-alone website supplemented by social media to provide interactivity and
wider scope. These types of decisions require adequate planning, research and
expertise so that a social media/online publicity strategy can be developed. Such
strategy would include planning relating to the type of content to be shared online
and about the regularity of updating posts, as well as moderating discussions to
ensure that online forums (whether via social media, websites or a combination)
are in keeping with the objectives of the CSO and the standards/tone of the work
that they conduct. These are substantial tasks if they are to be done well and
although social media may have low barriers to entry, having a social media
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strategy can come with a price tag (Lewis 2019). In light of the requirements for
maintaining an active online presence, one must remember that for most CSOs,
these types of activities entail functions that are peripheral to the day-to-day work
that the CSOs conduct, often on shoestring budgets and using few part-time
volunteers. Dedicating scarce financial and human resources to maintaining online
visibility is useful but is challenging for many CSOs in the region.
Although maintaining active and visible online presences can pose significant
challenges to CSOs, as previously noted, the visibility that online presences
provide for CSOs can offer them opportunities to access resources, to build
networks and to expand their recognition. Additionally, the potential for CSOs to
reach wider audiences, to recruit volunteers, to mobilise people around causes and
to attract younger age cohorts that an online presence provides is important to
consider. These are the benefits of maintaining virtual presences that CSOs in the
region should heed. Yet, as the literature review for this paper has indicated, the
potential that online interventions offer needs to be tempered as some evidence
suggests that online presences may simply attract those who would likely be drawn
to the work/causes of CSOs anyway. Further, the verdict still has not come in,
especially in the Caribbean, on the extent to which online activities translate into
concrete on-the-ground actions. That is, the extent to which online engagement
and outreach can effectively be moved from virtual reality to reality.
Another factor to consider is the extent to which relatively weak CSOs without
established records, that may have few members, whose activities are of limited
reach or that face significant limitations in conducting “actual” work (or any
combination of these factors) can maintain active, attractive and meaningful online
presences. Their visibility online can be used for networking, to gain access to
resources and other opportunities and generally to raise the profile of these
organisations in ways that are disproportionate to the level of work that they do. In
other words, there are CSOs that are able to market themselves well using online
platforms in order to enhance their visibility and, by extension, their recognition.
The ability to gain access to resources and the opportunities that CSOs may gain
from online public relations exercises can be viewed as problematic in some ways,
particularly if contrasted with other organisations that may be doing much more
meaningful work with established records of service/work but that have not been
able to maintain high (or any) levels of online presence. This is a real and serious
concern of which there are examples in the region.3 Also significant, in connection
to this point, is that if CSOs from some parts of the region are better able to
maintain their visibility than those in other parts, this may have implications for
how CSOs are perceived (e.g. as less professional, or as less active) in such places
For purposes of confidentiality and to protect CSOs, CSOs observed within this category were not
identified by name.
3
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where online visibility levels are lower. Once again, the picture that an
examination of Caribbean CSOs provides when one looks through the lens of web
presences, is a distorted one.
Conclusion
Coming out of this research it becomes apparent that continued interdisciplinary
research on this topic, and on Caribbean CSOs in general, is required if we are to
gain a better understanding of these organisations, the challenges they face and the
depth of the varied and significant contributions that they make within the region.
More extensive mapping and documentation of the number of CSOs that are active
in the region and on the scope of their activities is needed if we are to develop
clearer understandings of CSOs both “online” and “offline”. This article has
provided a start by mapping the online presence of CSOs drawn from Barbados,
Dominica, Grenada and Saint Lucia to explore the types of web presences that they
maintain, the level of online presences that they are able to maintain and to explore
the implications of these virtual presences for CSOs in the region.
The piece has shown that CSOs do use web presences in furtherance of their work,
specifically, of the CSOs we examined 78% maintained web presences. However,
CSO presences online under-reflect the quantity and variety of CSOs conducting
useful work in the region since online listings that direct us towards CSOs
operating in the region are far from complete. Additionally, a significant
proportion of CSOs listed online that we investigated have low (42.3%) or no
online presence (21.7%). Our observations provide us with useful insights into the
unevenness of portrayals of the CSOs landscape that online listings and
searchability on the internet provide.
The piece has also presented important observations about the ways in which
asymmetries in access to resources including time, technical skills and funding
across CSOs can influence their emphasis on maintaining online presences.
Importantly, we see some of the contradictions that online presences throw up in
their ability to offer CSOs visibility, which can then be harnessed to access
resources. Put differently, CSOs must make choices over how to divide their scarce
resources between online (virtual) activities and their core work in order to try to
gain possible benefits that maintaining online presences offer (though do not
guarantee). Still, whatever the real or virtual contributions of online presences to
the work of Caribbean CSOs, the need for online visibility will only increase in the
world in which we currently live.
There is an emerging thrust towards encouraging CSOs to improve their online
visibility as part of programmes geared towards CSO capacity building. USAID,
for instance, produced Social Networking: A Guide to Strengthening Civil Society
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through Social Media in 2014 (USAID 2014). Further, an array of websites and
“how-to” books have emerged within the last decade, which guide CSOs in
marketing, including very importantly maintaining effective online and Social
Media presences. A small sample of the book titles, all available at very affordable
prices (from US$2.00-US$38.00 on amazon.com), is quite informative:
●
●
●

●
●
●

●

Durham, Sarah. 2010. Brandraising: How Nonprofits Raise
Visibility and Money Through Smart Communications. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass;
Kanter, Beth and Allison H. Fine. 2010. The Networked
Nonprofit: Connecting with Social Media to Drive Change. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass;
Lazarus, Natchi. 2017. The Connected Church: A Social Media
Communication Strategy Guide for Churches, Nonprofits and
Individuals in Ministry. CreateSpace Independent Publishing
Platform;
Mansfield, Heather. 2012. Social Media for Social Good: A Howto Guide for Nonprofits. New York: McGraw-Hill;
Mathos, Melanie and Chad Norman. 2012. 101 Social Media
Tactics for Nonprofits: A Field Guide. New Jersey: Wiley and
Sons;
Miller, Kivi Leroux. 2013. Content Marketing for Nonprofits: A
Communications Map for Engaging Your Community, Becoming
a Favorite Cause, and Raising More Money. San Francisco:
Jossey-Bass;
Wallace, Melonie R. 2018. Social Media With A Purpose: A Guide
For Leaders, Non-Profits and Churches. CreateSpace
Independent Publishing Platform.

Such texts (and there are many more) seek to help those working in CSOs to
develop their visibility of their “brand” in support of their work. These types of
books and similar websites feed into the contentious subject of the extent to which
CSOs should expend their resources and energies in pursuit of “managerialism”,
“commercialisation” or appearing business-like (Meyer et. al. 2013; Hvenmark
2016) and thereby taking on the sorts of tasks that businesses may pursue including
marketing in its various forms (Bennett 2019).4
This emphasis on making CSOs business-like and providing strategies to leverage
the internet for access to resources and opportunities has emerged outside of the
region. However, it will be interesting to observe how Caribbean CSOs enter this
Bennett (2019) presents some of the contention surrounding the commercialisation of CSOs and
the ways in which they use of social media.
4
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conversation and whether they will increasingly move in the direction of focusing
more of their efforts online. At this point though, the CSOs that we investigated in
this research indicate that many Caribbean CSOs may be a distance away from the
commercial leaning approach to marketing the using the internet. Nonetheless, in
our current digital age it becomes apparent that CSOs must find ways to engage
with e-tools and they must do so in ways that enhance their goals and empower
them. However, CSO in the region should be cognisant of the need to find ways to
maintain web presence while resisting being dragged away from their core work
and, instead, pushed towards being overly focused on public relations or
marketing. This is a tall order but it is one that Caribbean CSOs should seek to find
answers to that suit the circumstances of individual country and regional dynamics.
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Abstract
In this paper, I examine the Caribbean reparations movement using an
intersectional framework that is located within the Black radical
tradition. In order to engage civil society in the discourse of reparations,
I argue for the movement to have a strong youth-led component. In
addition, I use Frantz Fanon’s notion of “new humanism,” Sylvia
Wynter’s concept of the “Third Event” and Walter Rodney’s
“groundings” pedagogy as entry points for the Black radical imagination
to develop and implement its own ideologies of liberation through a
collective struggle towards Caribbean reparations. As such, the paper
explores philosophies of Rastafari livity and traces how the social
movement influenced the “consciousness shift” in individuals across
working and middle classes in Jamaica in the 1960s to 1970s. The paper
argues that Rastafari philosophies embody Fanon and Wynter’s notions
of the human in thinking through Caribbean reparations.
Key Words: Caribbean reparations; groundings; Rastafari; creative arts;
youth mobilisation; New humanism
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Introduction
It is argued that the number of persons from 1517 to 1867 brought to the Americas
from Africa were between 12-13 million (Araujo 2017, 1). Blood of enslaved
Africans washes the shores of the Americas – the Americas that played a pivotal
role in the wealth building of Europe and her sons and daughters in other settler
colonial states, such as Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. In the pursuit of
wealth, European countries participating in transatlantic slavery1, destroyed
civilisations outside of its continent that were forced into the systemic functioning
of slavery. Multiple communities within Western Africa were destroyed, while
others considered beneficial to Europeans and the slave trade were transformed
and, in some cases, eventually subsumed under capitalism (Williams 1994, 51-52).
Emancipation did not bring about the total liberation of the descendants of the
former enslaved people as expected, but rather highlights how capitalism continues
to redefine its method to further generate wealth for Western societies at the
expense of racialised bodies.
From primitive accumulation to transatlantic slavery, to colonialism and now
through the “free market” economic principles of neoliberalism, these
manifestations of economic constructs have violently disrupted and transformed
societies. The post-modern reconfiguration of capitalism continues to plunder
independent states, such as Haiti and Jamaica, and Black “second class citizens”
in the West, as in the African American experience.2 Before contact with
Europeans, Africa’s wealth of resources benefited its people; however, during and
after transatlantic slavery, the West set up structures that unceasingly drain the
resources of the continent and encourage a continuation of massive poverty
(Wittman 2013, 8). In some cases, Western nations have been perpetually
manufacturing wars to guarantee the flow of resources from African countries into
European banks, as in the case of the Congo.3 In relation to transatlantic slavery,
thinking beyond the economic aspect of such crimes, the damaging ramification
This paper uses the term transatlantic slavery rather than the more popular transatlantic
“slave trade and slavery” because the second term implies that Africans who were the
victims of enslavement were on the African continent awaiting to be sold, which
contradicts historical facts. Most of the people stolen and shipped away from the continent
would have been free people. It’s important to note that the kidnapping of people had no
transaction and most of the affected African communities were not partakers of the
business deals (Sylvaine A. Diouf as quoted in Wittman 2013, 6).
2
The live footage of the public killings of Black people in the US by the state with little or
no repercussion for the parties involved in the violent acts reinforce public tropes in white
America that Black lives do not matter.
3
King Leopold II encouraged years of wars and genocide in the Congo. Today the African
country is living through the legacy of Belgium’s exploitation (The Guardian 1999).
1
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has left psychological, physical and social conditions on the survivors of those who
were victimised (Beckles 2013, 11). In speaking to the African American context,
Joy DeGruy (2009) coined the term Post-Traumatic Slave Syndrome (PTSS) to
think through the effects of the intergenerational, intra-cultural “transmitted
behaviours and beliefs, combined with differential treatment and differential
access to the benefits offers by others in society” (30). However, the PTSS concept
can be extended to the global African and African diasporic experience – since the
descendants of enslaved Blacks currently live through those very traumatic
conditions that DeGruy articulates. In thinking of healing by addressing the PTSS
status and economic conditions that Africa and its diasporas are shackled to – the
global reparations discourse suggests progressive praxis in efforts to restore
balance to the world. Reparations discourse theorists have argued that for the world
to tackle its dire inequalities, one of the initial steps is the liberation of Africa from
Western neocolonial structures. In the context of this paper, reparations refers to
the challenge of repairing wrongs that were committed in the past and that have
determined the framework of the present, which does not focus primarily on the
redistribution of wealth but, importantly, on sovereignty and a shift of the global
power dynamics (Wittman 2012, 200).
This paper’s entry point to the global reparations discourse is through the scrutiny
of the Caribbean reparations movement. The Caribbean reparations movement “is
a moral, legal and political response to the crime against humanity committed
during the European imperial project – specifically the genocide committed against
the native population and the trading and enslavement of enchained African
bodies” (Beckles 2013, 211). The reparations argument is more than physical or
psychological, it is about the immiserating poverty and economic impotence in the
contemporary Caribbean that can be traced to the slave trade and the history of
slavery in the region (Glegg 2014, 435). Reparations, as a moral and just
movement does not seek only to compensate Africans on the continent and its
diaspora; it also takes into consideration the genocidal acts that were committed
against indigenous people that came into contact with Europeans, for example the
Kalinagoes and Tainos of the Americas. My position is that the Caribbean
reparations movement, in collaboration with wider civil society, can act as a
medium for radical thought and action, to continue the processes of independence
and decolonisation in the region, which has been stifled through the agents of
neocolonialism. Social movements with anticolonial and pan-Caribbean
philosophies can act as catalysts that bridge civil society and governmental bodies
– such initiatives can be the middle ground where exchanges of ideas and practices
can take place. Audre Lorde (1984) and Frantz Fanon (2004) postulate that the
mechanisms and political thought produced for the benefit of colonial powers in
the former colonial state cannot be used to dismantle these same imperialist
structures towards the goal of cultural and economic liberation for an oppressed
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people. This work is proposing an alternative approach that embodies, explores
and revolves around everyday people - not the ruling elites - as the nucleus of the
decolonisation processes that engage critically with a global and capitalist
economic system. As such, it works within a framework that is grounded in the
Black Radical Tradition.4 This in turn is rooted in Black, poor and working-class
people’s livelihoods, such as the colonised, the marginalised, the subaltern and the
working-class which reflects the socio-politico-economic realities of the
Caribbean.
The paper focuses on the English-speaking Caribbean, due to the level of
development of the reparations movement in that part of the region and keeping in
mind Britain’s global dominance of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade from the 16th
– 19th century. The wealth obtained via transatlantic slavery was central to Britain’s
transition to modernity and the global dominance of its empire (Williams 1994).
In working towards the development of the Caribbean future, its largest
demographic – young people5 (CARICOM 2010) – should take on important roles
in the advocacy for reparations. If the demands of the reparations movement are to
be met, especially as the paper is arguing for a movement that is orchestrated by
civil society, the cultural vibrancy of the youth should be rooted in the initiative.
As such, this paper is established around three main questions:
1. What makes the case for Caribbean reparations an admirable
endeavour?
2. What role do the arts/social movements in the region play in
politicising and mobilising young people in the Caribbean on the
issue of Caribbean reparations?
3. What can we learn from some historical key moments that helped
shape Caribbean identity and politics?
In order to answer the last two questions, the paper will trace the transformative
practices of the Rastafari movement and its impacts on “raising consciousness” in
the Jamaican setting, from the livity6 conception to its more contemporary stage.

The Black Radical Tradition can be defined as an accumulation of collective knowledge
and understandings that were gathered via the struggles of people of African descent over
generations (Robinson 1983, XXX).
5
Young people in the context of this research are people from the ages 16-35 years as
defined by the Caribbean Community (CARICOM).
6
Livity: the way of life of Rastafari (Tafari 2008, 31-32).
4
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Drawing on the intersections of post-colonial theory and theories of Black
radicalism, this paper explores various forms of political, cultural and legal based
initiatives geared towards advocacy for Caribbean reparations. My arguments are
governed by an epistemology that interrogates and deconstructs the post-colonial
structures in the Caribbean, which have allowed for the continuities of colonialism
to occur via neo-colonialism (Lewis 2004; Rodney 1982, 2013). The United
Nation’s (UN) human rights mechanism of the International Decade for People of
African Descent (IDPAD)7 has been used as a framework to advance the Caribbean
Reparation Commission’s Reparatory Justice Program (RJP)8, but not without
valid denunciation. A couple of criticisms of the international decade are; firstly,
it is mostly symbolic with no funds provided, which results in the responsibility
falling on the governments of individual nation-states to provide resources to
support the initiative (Andrews 2018, 291); and secondly, it lacks a connection
with civil society, more specifically with youth of the Caribbean. However, the
arts - reggae music specifically cited in this paper - as in the case of the Caribbean
Rastafari religious community, have historically been used as tools to engage
youth in dialogues on reparations (Chevannes 1998, 60). Nettleford (2006) argues,
“the arts, mediated as they are by social reality, can offer persons in multicultural
situations the opportunity for self-definition and action. For the arts are a form of
action” (8), hence, this paper embraces the creative arts as crucial vehicles in
politicising civil society, more specifically Caribbean youth, on issues of
reparations.
In order to engage the main arguments for this body of work, the paper is divided
into three main parts. The first section articulates the theoretical framework that
the paper applies to analysis, which is rooted in Frantz Fanon’s concept of new
humanism in conversation with Sylvia Wynter’s genres of Man. In addition,
Walter Rodney’s notion of groundings is explored in this section in thinking
through the ways civil society could be engaged in the reparations discourse.
Rodney’s approach is examined through the social activism work he undertook as
a professor at The University of the West Indies (UWI), Mona Campus in Jamaica.
The second part gives a brief background of the Caribbean reparations movement
and its significance to the progress the Caribbean has made to address the legal and
The International Decade for People of African Descent (2015-2024), themed
recognition, justice and development, proposes a tangible framework for UN Member
States and civil society to work together to implement the program of activities developed
by the UN that focuses on the betterment of people of African descent (United Nations,
2015).
8
Caribbean Reparatory Justice Program: aims to promote public awareness around the
legacy of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade in the Caribbean and proposes recommendations
in pursuit of reversing the outcome of the trade (UWI Mona, 2017).
7
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meritorious claim of the endeavour. In highlighting the reparations movement, this
section speaks to the legacy of slavery by examining some of the current trends in
the contemporary Caribbean. The third portion of the paper suggests how the
proposed theoretical framework and methodology can be a key decolonial
apparatus to engage civil society and produce constructive spaces for young people
to have essential roles in the decision-making processes of the regional movement.
This argument is solidified through the examination of the Rastafari movement.
Theoretical Framework and Methodology
Fanon’s concept of new humanism is the main analytical discourse that informs
my framework. Fanon’s (2004) new humanism argues that the “third world” must
discard European thought and employ the necessary tools in their cultural space to
create solutions for their development by utilising their indigenous knowledge.
Fanon’s idea of new humanity, an approach towards decolonisation that achieves
the highest level of creativity and cultural development (Fanon 2004, 178),
recognises the creative imagination in its analyses; this in turn creates an entry
point for theorising a Caribbean radical imagination, as articulated by Bedour
Alagraa (2019) in Homo Narrans and the Science of the Word: Toward a
Caribbean Radical Imagination. Specifically, Fanon’s access point to the
humanism discourse ruptures the epistemes of European thought and encourages
us to think through alternative praxis of liberation outside of a Western lens, rooted
in the imagination of the decolonial subject. Moreover, Fanon’s (2004) proposed
ideology of “new humanity” stresses upon the importance of the imagination in
dismantling colonialism and the colonised individuals’ imposed mindsets in the
decoloniality struggle. To establish that new person, first, the former colonised
individual must relinquish the ideologies of elitism rooted in European colonialism
that is further perpetuated within North American neocolonial principles, which
govern their livelihoods. Having achieved that, the conscious body can
conceptualise something new or revisit past discourses that are in contention with
European articulations of the human, and thus create opportunities for opening
spaces to articulate this new being that is grounded in the Caribbean radical
imagination. Building from decolonial praxis, this paper embraces Fanon’s
concept in the deconstruction of the colonial body and re-imagines new
possibilities of the decolonial being in approaching reparations and its cultural
prospects. Some questions that are explored are: What is the process of getting to
a new humanism in a contemporary Caribbean space? How can this new
humanism, as argued by Fanon, be a foundational cultural tool in constructing a
liberation discourse in the advocacy for Caribbean reparations?
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As such, establishing a working definition of Fanon’s argued framework – new
humanism – in relation to the Caribbean reparations movement is thought through
in conversation with the genres of the human, as conceptualised by Sylvia Wynter
(2006). For Wynter the various genres of Man that have been developed within the
violent European epistemologies have stunted the growth of the human, and
therefore need to be deconstructed and reimagined. Similar to Fanon in his
breakdown and reconstruction of the notions of the human, Wynter makes the
argument that an alternative concept of the human must be constructed that is
independent from the mapping of Western epistemologies on the concept of
“man.” In the breakdown of the genres of the human, Wynter classifies the human
according to three categories: Man1, Man2 (Wynter 2006, 122-123) and the “Third
Event” (Wynter 2015, 203) which has yet to be completed. In her analytical
deconstruction of Man1 and Man2, Wynter (2006) states:
…the humanist intellectuals of the Renaissance Europe replaced the earlier
public identity Christian with that of the newly invented Man defined as
homo politics, and as such, primarily the political subject of the state. It
was therefore to effect this secularisation of its public identity by overrepresenting both its first variant of Man, defined as political citizen and/or
subject of the state, and from the end of the 18th century onward, its second
variant of Man – defined in now purely secular, because biocentric, terms
as homo oeconomicus, and, as such, primarily as the Breadwinner/Investor
subject of the nation-state – as if each such definition of Man were at the
same time definitions of the human itself (122-123).
Man1 and Man2 are overrepresented and have molded the knowledge production
of the Western world. As argued by Wynter, Man1 sprouts out of the Renaissance
as Christian Man, which was further articulated as homo politicus, as a response to
engage with the encounters in the New World (Alagraa 2018, 165), in the wake of
European expansion. The premise of Man1 would later morph from “Man-asmoral” into the “Man-as-rational and political” (Alagraa 2018, 165), in order to
reflect the secular changes that were taking place in Europe. The framing of Man
transformed to homo economicus (Man2), which was rooted in Darwin’s
philosophy: “naturally” selected (Europeans) and naturally rejected racialised
bodies – Black/Native/Other. The naturally selected were classified as the
“breadwinners” whereas Man-Other were “labourers” (Alagraa 2018, 165). As
such, the white supremacist, capitalist and patriarchal epistemologies that are
rooted in Man1 and Man2 have perpetuated European thought in the social,
political and economic governance of the world. This in turn has created a racist
discourse where racialised bodies, particularly people of African descent are
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constantly “thingified,” 9 as in the case of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, which
maintained the dehumanisation of Black bodies as bi-products of racial
capitalism10 post-emancipation. Anthony Bogues (2003) in Black Heretics, Black
Prophets; Radical Political Intellectuals uses the literature of Aimé Césaire’s
(1972) in Discourse of Colonialism to interrogate the Western world’s violent and
discriminatory ideologies around the human:
And that is the great thing I hold against pseudo-humanism: that for too
long it has diminished the rights of man, that its concept of those rights
has been – and still is – narrow and fragmentary, incomplete and biased
and all things considered, sordidly racist (37).
Césaire’s criticism, similar to Wynter and Fanon, leaves an opening for the
framework of a radical Caribbean imagination to intervene in constructing a
concept of a new man that is disconnected from European epistemes.
The Fanonian entry point represents the “Third Event” - the rupture in the
epistemological break of sociogeny; the development of a social phenomenon
(Alagraa 2018, 166). Building on Wynter’s incomplete project of the third event
and Fanon’s sociogenic principle of reimagining the human independent from
European epistemologies, the Caribbean radical imagination takes off in
constructing this new genre of the human. This can be done by looking at the
history of social movements and revolutions in the Americas or the African
continent, such as the Haitian Revolution and anticolonial African movements.
However, this paper examines the Rastafari movement in challenging the two
overrepresentations of Man, by exploring Rastafari’s alternative livity through
liberation philosophies in their construction of the Third Event. Working with
Rastafari as a possible space of access to think through the third event, serves to
build upon already existent articulations of the intellectual space of the Caribbean.
However, one of the main drawbacks in thinking through the Third Event using a
Rastafari perspective is the patriarchal tendencies of the livity, which is further
explored in this paper. Aaron Kamugisha (2019) argues that the crisis in the
Caribbean is beyond the political and economic sovereignty, but rather an
“ontological sovereignty” (181). As such, my interjection with Rastafari aims to

Thingified: seen as an object of possession - non-human.
Racial capitalism: the process of deriving social and economic value from the racial
identity of another person — is a longstanding, common, and deeply problematic practice
(Leong 2013, 2151).
9

10
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create a way to think beyond the political and economic epistemologies and to
identify discourse that challenges Man1 and Man2, simultaneously building on the
Third Event.
Walter Rodney’s Groundings Pedagogy
Fanon creates a rupture in the overrepresentation of the European pseudohumanism of Man1 and Man2, establishing a foundation that pushes decolonial
epistemes forward, utilised by Rodney who paves a path to that new human
through his methodological pedagogy of groundings – primarily through his
engagement with Rastafari. In Rodney’s (2001), The Groundings with my
Brothers, the Guyanese revolutionary intellectual articulates a concept and practice
of ‘groundings’ as a critical decolonial pedagogy, within the Black radical
tradition, centering the Caribbean historical and social realities in its analyses. In
his method of liberation, Rodney provides three suggestions that Black academics
should put to practice in their efforts to be emancipated from “Babylonian
captivity”11 – and not be consumed by the system’s rewards that encourage
intellectuals to become participants in the Establishment’s oppression.12 First,
Rodney (2001) argues that academics in their respective discipline must challenge
the white supremacy paradigms of knowledge production that have dominated all
branches of scholarship in the spread of Western cultural imperialism. Second, he
states that Black intellectuals must go beyond their specialised field in order to
interrogate the social myths that exist in society, for example, the notion that
Jamaica is a multiracial space that provides equality across races, must be
debunked. Rodney articulates that the Black people who make up over 90% of the
Jamaican population and can be pigeonholed in the belief that their “multiracial”
society balances power and access. For the third assertion, Rodney encourages
Black intellectuals to work and partake in the activities of civil society (Rodney
2001). He argues that his three suggestions can be built on in the decolonisation
process, however, they are fundamental in creating and strengthening the
relationships with Black intellectuals and the general population. Rodney
emphasises that the negation of such principles by the educated classes further
perpetuate the exploitation of the everyday people and, as such, Black intellectuals
should not be trusted unless proven otherwise (Rodney 2001, 65). Rodney’s
assertions present a framework for intellectuals working towards dismantling the
epistemological falsifications of imperialism (Okoth 2019). By subverting the

The system of oppression (Rodney 2001, 62).
Rodney’s proposed framework examined the Jamaican situation in the 1960s, which was
applicable to the majority of the English-speaking Caribbean territories regarding racerelations.
11
12
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solidity of the teacher/student power dynamics, Rodney created space that allowed
both parties to “be active participants in the re-creation of knowledge” (Okoth
2019).
Groundings can be positioned as a body of work that provokes oral performance,
as displayed in Rodney’s ability to politicise the marginalised through “the Word”,
which he inherited through Rastafari “reasoning” tradition. In the case of Rodney,
“the Word” represents the history of Africa which extends the slave narratives (that
encompasses the make-up of Man), it speaks to the neocolonial situation of the
Caribbean and proposes a framework of liberation that is reflective of the historical
materialism of the Caribbean. In addition, the text highlights Rodney’s intellectual
prowess and ability to revolutionise across classes, which is illustrated through the
conversion of middle-class Jamaicans to Rastafari, committing class suicide as
they “chant down Babylon.” The concept of groundings is one that sprouts out of
the Jamaican language and culture – as a descriptor and a practice. Velma Pollard
(1994), in Dread Talk, the Language of Rastafari, makes the argument through
Rastafari transformative language – the meaning of “ground” was redefined as a
praxis of being sociable. Historically, in the Jamaican nation-language the word
“ground” means a space that is legal (established by the enslaved to plant their own
food for trade or consumption) cultural and physical. Post emancipation, the
meaning of the word transformed – where it meant a piece of land for the former
enslaved. It later changed from a noun to adjective, for instance, the smallest of
Jamaican doves is known as “ground dove,” often observed as preferring to remain
on the ground (as quoted in Bogues 2003, 128). In breaking down the way
groundings is used by Rastafari, Bogues (2003) notes:
In the discursive practice of Rastafari, when “grounds” became
“groundings,” the meaning was layered. Not only did it mean sociality –
an equal meeting that breaks socially constructed barriers of race, class,
and education – but the nature of such an encounter was marked by
“reasonings” – a form of discussion in which each person contributed
equally to discourse without any prior hierarchal claim of knowledge
(129).
In Jamaica, Rastafari ideologies were critical to the development of Rodney’s
grounding discourse. It allowed him to speak across classes by utilising African
pride and history, rooted in Rastafari teachings. However, Rodney pushed spiritual
livity further, by encouraging not just the liberation of the mind, but active
participation in the transformation of society (Okoth, 2019).
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In thinking about a practical methodology in the undertaking of Caribbean
reparations, one political tool that echoes through the historicity of the Black
radical tradition in the Caribbean and on the African continent is the “grounding”
of theory and practice that some anticolonial movements embodied in their
respective territories, reflecting their lived reality. Amilcar Cabral’s (1966)
concept of “weapon of theory” draws parallel to Rodney’s decolonial pedagogy.
The new human, as articulated by Fanon and Wynter, stands as foundational to
Cabral’s weapon of theory, which advocates that ideologies prescribed in the
process of decolonisation must understand the historical realities of their
environment. For example, in thinking about socialism in relation to the Caribbean
and Guinea Bissau, Cabral and Rodney were critical of Classical Marxist theories.
According to the two guerilla intellectuals,13 the Caribbean and African continent
did not meet the necessary conditions to implement a socialist revolution in
historical materialism. Therefore, each territory, in undertaking a socialist
transformation, had to create a form of socialism that reflected its sociocultural
realities. Cabral and Rodney, make the point that theories must be developed that
reflect the social environment and historiographies of the region (Lewis 1998, 39).
Therefore, in thinking about creating a template that embodies the Black radical
tradition in the advocacy for Caribbean reparations, the grounded theories can be
weaponised using an anticolonial and radical Caribbean political thought template
that reflects the historical reality of the English-speaking Caribbean. As such,
Rastafari livity, one that is built on a foundation of resilience, compliments not just
the decolonial aspect, but it challenges the notion of Man1 and Man2, through its
philosophies and cultural practices. Although there are nuances that have to be
explored – Rastafari is a step forward in articulating that “Third Event.”
The Discourse of Caribbean Reparations
Legal Framing of the Caribbean Reparations Movement
Working with a framework of international law, there have been several
presentations on making the Caribbean reparations case a legitimate cause, one of
which was made by Mari Matsuda. She envisioned an epistemology that can be
used as an entry point to think about implementing international legal mechanisms
to advance the movement (Beckles 2013, 14). To tackle the aspect of the human
injustice of reparations, Matsuda calls for reparations to be recognised by
international law - the UN Charter. There are three criteria that must be met – “The
injustice must be well documented… the victims must be identified as a distinct
Guerilla intellectual is a term used to describe someone who is participating in the entire
struggle of transformation within their own orbit, that is, waging struggle on intellectual
terrain (Walter Rodney as quoted in Bogues 2003, 147).
13
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group… and the current members of the group must continue to suffer harm”
(Beckles 2013, 14-15). In reference to the Caribbean, the atonement case proposed
by Hilary Beckles (2013) in Britain’s Black Debt underlines all three criteria. It
has been stated that when all three conditions have been established, a platform
can then be given to the leaders, for example governmental bodies, to present their
case to the international legal entities (Beckles 2013, 15). Beckles’ (2013) text,
among others, such as Nora Wittman’s (2012) Slavery Reparation Time is Now,
Eric Williams’ (1994) Capitalism and Slavery serve as literature that meticulously
documents the historical accounts of transatlantic slavery. Caribbean people, but
more specifically Afro and indigenous persons from the Caribbean are the distinct
groups who have suffered extreme harm and genocide throughout the period of
enslavement and the slave trade. The native people were labeled as “savages” and
not deserving of the land that they once occupied. These held conceptions lent
weight to Africans’ categorisation as chattel slavery. Therefore, “savages” and
“property” were not allowed to own land or have any form of humanity (Beckles
2013, 167). When slavery was abolished, the European system of oppression was
not eliminated, but rather manifested in a different form: racial capitalism.
Capitalism continues to change to suit circumstance, while at the core remaining
the same, with Europe’s exploitation in the Caribbean archipelago, made possible
through neoliberalism and neocolonialism.
However, there have been counterarguments by former colonial bodies, such as
the British, in their challenge of the reparations claim. One such response to the
reparations legal action is the principle of non-retroactivity, which falls under the
umbrella of international law. The principle works in the guise that transatlantic
slavery was internationally legal at the time, therefore, the state cannot be held
liable using modern laws if the act was not “internationally wrongful” (Wittman
2013, 2-3). Such rebuttals work in a Eurocentric framework that disregards
livelihoods that existed outside of European borders. These supposed laws argue
that the transactions of Black bodies as chattel slavery was a legally binding and
normative practice. However, there are a few flaws with this argument; firstly, one
can ask, whose moral compass did the Europeans use to declare that slavery was
an international, legal phenomenon? The Africans who were enslaved did not
abide by such laws of chattel slavery which is evidenced by their acts of resistance
and rebellions on the African continent, during the middle passage, on the
plantations across the Americas and after emancipation – against laws that
continued to exploit and “legally” murder Black bodies, as with the multiple cases
of lynching. Thus, the categorising of slavery as a transnational legal practice
negates the laws and the highly developed political institutions that existed on the
African continent (Wittman 2013, 4). There were political and social relationships
that existed among people on the continent and between societies in Africa with
Europe and Asia, before the systemic functioning of the transatlantic slavery. The
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position which Europe has taken to use that particular tenet of international law as
a mechanism of defense, further indicates the belittling of the socio-political
structures associated with Blackness.
Secondly, as European countries that participated in transatlantic slavery make
their case using the non-reactivity principle – it is important to note that
enslavement was illegal on European soil, specifically in Britain (Beckles 2013,
20). The British encouraged slavery in its colonies to build its imperial project, but
on the colonial homeland chattel slavery was not practised, as it was seen to be too
barbaric for England’s “high” society. Although servitude of white people was
initially practised in the “New World,” the introduction of African bodies changed
into chattel slavery which further advanced the dehumanising process of Black
people. The nature of the rebuttals pushed forth by scholars and intellectuals to
counter the reparations claim illustrates how anti-Black racism is centralised in the
reparations discourse. The argument that it was justifiable to enter the African
continent, steal people from their land, destroy their communities, sell them across
the Americas, violently abuse them in multiple ways, while stripping them of their
identity, as excuse from crimes against humanity, further shows that anti-Black
racism still permeates the international legal mechanisms.
The Caribbean Reparations Movement
Caribbean governments, and grassroots organisations in the region, have put
forward evidence and action components to the Member States of CARICOM to
establish a moral, ethical and legal case in acquiring reparations from the former
colonial governments and the relevant entities of these nations. Due to transatlantic
slavery being a state institutional system, which involved the British government
and its national entities, such the Church of England, merchant houses, banks and
insurance agencies, reparations theorists have argued that in reparatory justice
claims must be made at the governmental level, that is, from one government to
another (Beckles 2013, 163). The CARICOM Reparations Commission in
response, has developed a 10-point reparations plan to guide the ideals of the
movement: full formal apology, repatriation, indigenous peoples’ development
program, cultural institutions, public health crisis, illiteracy eradication, African
knowledge program, psychological rehabilitation, technological transfer and debt
cancellation (Shepherd 2015, 4). A second vital initiative that has been set up is
the Centre for Reparations Research (CRR) at UWI, Mona Campus, Jamaica. The
research centre spearheads the implementation of CARICOM’s Reparatory Justice
Programme that aims to bring public awareness to the legacy of transatlantic
slavery in the Caribbean and proposes recommendations in pursuit of reversing the
outcome of the trade (Centre for Reparations Research 2018). Grassroots
organisations, namely, the Global African Congress (GAC), have played a key role
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in the advocacy and global dialogue on the reparations movement. The initiative
has not only pushed for Caribbean reparations while working across the region but
has mobilised people and organisations in the Caribbean diaspora, forming
chapters in Toronto, London and the United States (US) to name a few. The group
was also one of the vital voices that stood against the US and the French
governments when they kidnapped former president of Haiti, Jean Bertrand
Aristide after his call for reparations from France (Beckles 2013, 216).
In many cases, Caribbean youth have been at the forefront of various movements
in their respective countries or have been part of transnational entities that work
towards the betterment of everyone in the region. Young people in the Caribbean
add to the continuance of creating and maintaining the cultural vibrancy of
CARICOM Member States. For example, one important social initiative that
witnessed a shift in cultural practices in the region was the Life in Leggings
movement, which was developed by a Caribbean youth. This movement began as
a response against gender violence by Ronelle King who took to the internet to
share her experience of being forced into a man’s vehicle after she refused his offer
of a ride. The police did not take her story seriously, so King brought her narrative
to social media and ended it with the hashtag #lifeinleggings. This resulted in
women from across the Caribbean, such as Jamaica, Bahamas and Trinidad and
Tobago, sharing their experiences with domestic violence, harassment and sexual
assault and ending it with the same hashtag (Telesurtv.net 2017). These acts of
bravery resulted in the establishment of the Life in Leggings movement. Some of
the actions that followed King’s hashtag were dialogues on gender-based violence
through conferences, media interviews and public discussions. The Life in
Leggings movement is a strong example of how young people, specifically young
Black women created a feminist movement through their lived experience and by
using social media as a platform to tell their own stories. The Life in Leggings
movement has created a template of how young people can share their thoughts
and learn about the Caribbean reparations movement by utilising platforms such
as social media. This crucial movement is just one of the many ways in which
Caribbean youth mobilised and influenced knowledge and cultural production.
However, as it relates to the participation of youth in the reparations discourse
more work needs to be done, though steps have been made. Although there are
bureaucratic organisations that have been established so that the movement can
reach its objectives, young people and their ideas should be part of the nucleus of
the initiative, as the movement stands to lose cultural relevancy in much the same
way as some past and current regional entities. Currently, there exists one
prominent youth collective, Ikembe Youth for Reparations in Guyana, that works
out of the CARICOM Secretariat (CARICOM Today 2019). However, a regional
youth voice in the conversations of reparations does not yet exist. Youth input in
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the reparations discourse is crucial in bridging the intergenerational gaps, in
carrying the momentum of the movement and also in speaking to the language of
other young people, such as the usage of social media platforms.
In trying to understand the socio-economic and political trends in the contemporary
Caribbean and how it is traced to transatlantic slavery, one can understand the
region’s environment, by using the demands of the reparations Ten Point Action
Plan for reparatory justice as a framework. As such, six tenets from the action plan
are relevant to the contemporary Caribbean context; these are: indigenous peoples
development program, cultural institutions, the public health crisis, African
knowledge program, psychological rehabilitation and technology transfer. The
Indigenous people of the Caribbean are at times excluded from the reparations
discourse. However, their inclusion is mandatory since they were the first set of
people on which genocide was committed during Europe’s colonial project. This
point is crucial in attempts to work with indigenous communities across the region
in thinking of healing through trauma, access to quality resources and reclaiming
their land. In Europe’s expansion through capitalism and slavery – crimes against
humanity – they were able to accumulate wealth, invest and develop institutions
such as museums and research centers to better position themselves in leading
scholarship and cultural resources. In contrast, the Caribbean has limited
institutions, aimed at overturning one-sided epistemology, especially as it relates
to narratives of slavery, conquest and triumphs. The absence of mandatory cultural
institutions that share knowledge from indigenous research which counters those
narratives, continue to hinder the development of the region. In regards to health
, statistics indicate, when it comes to chronic diseases in the forms of hypertension
and type two diabetes – the Caribbean has the highest proportion of cases in the
world per-capita (Matthews 2017, 96).
Among the devastating impacts of transatlantic slavery have been the violent
disruption of the livelihoods of a people and the cultural deprivation between the
Caribbean and Africa. This highlights the importance of establishing bridges of
belonging, to restructure the “cultural and social alienation from identity and
existential belonging” (Clegg 2014, 436), which resulted from chattel slavery. As
argued earlier is this paper, PTSS is a legacy of slavery that resonates across the
Caribbean space. Post emancipation, the former enslaved Africans were not
directed to any professionals to start to address varied forms of psychological
damage that they may have experienced. This has allowed some social ills to
become part of the social fabric of Caribbean society. For example, mental health
is stigmatised, which makes it particularly important to put mechanisms in place
to help with healing and psychological rehabilitation.
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Lastly, the scientific and technological underdevelopment of the Caribbean is a
reflection of the legacy of slavery in the region. The type of colonial rule, that
existed in the region was never meant to support infrastructural development of
these occupied spaces - the focus was primarily on agriculture (Clegg 2014, 436).
This in turn has left a large gap between the West and the Caribbean; consistent
with the current trends in the Caribbean, it is safe to make the argument that the
region is decades behind Europe in technological advancements. Technology
transfer is thus fundamental to the development of the region. According to Bruce
Seely (2003), this process entails the moving of technological ideas, hardware,
skills, processes and structures over a variety of borders (as quoted in Shepherd
2015, 4). Additionally, the technological transfer process must “meet the
objectives which balance education and learning, enterprise creation and
advancement (David Martin as quoted in Shepherd 2015, 4). In thinking about
“development”, this technological transfer tenet aligns with one of the three themes
of the International Decade for People of African Descent (IDPAD) – the right to
development. The six principles covered illustrate how the Caribbean still exists
in the shadows of transatlantic slavery and show the validity of the Ten- Point
Action Plan.
Rastafari
Rastafari as the “Third Event”
In thinking through Fanon’s new humanism discourse and Wynter’s notion of the
“Third Event,” the Rastafari movement, specifically in Jamaica, has produced a
template of delinking from Man1 and Man2 with the aims of the reinvention of a
new human. The movement was birthed out of resistance from colonial values in
the Jamaican space and continues to reinvent itself under the neocolonial trope of
independence. I do not argue that Rastafari livity is the ultimate concept of Fanon’s
new humanism and Wynter’s Third Event, but through the application of a
Caribbean radical imagination framework, the movement suggests ways in
thinking beyond coloniality. If one traces the origins of Rastafari livity and studies
its’ philosophies, it would be safe to make the argument that Rastafari is a step
forward in the creation of that new being.
The Rastafarian movement has played crucial roles in the political culture in the
Caribbean, specifically within Jamaica, where there was a “shift of consciousness”
from the 1960s onwards, on constructs around Blackness and representation,
which challenged the Euro-Jamaican status quo that suppressed notions and
expressions of African derived aesthetics. The Rastafari movement started with the
coronation of Ras Tafari as Emperor Haile Selassie I of Ethiopia in 1930 (Buffonge
2001, 5). It is also argued that earlier on in the century, Marcus Garvey (who
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Rastafari doctrine claims to be a prophet), in one of his public speeches to a
congregation in Kingston, Jamaica claimed that the people should look to the East
for the coronation of a Black king. The newly crowned king was also believed to
be a direct descendent of Solomon and Queen of Sheba. As such, his crowning was
considered to be a fulfillment of the prophecy who is at the same time the
Redeemer of the House of David, as in, the one that will continue to legacy of King
David (Miller 1993, 113).
The embracing of Rastafari theology, mainly by the disenfranchised, marginalised,
young people and in the political landscape of Jamaica, made way for the
challenging of the Euro-Jamaican ideologies held by the working class. For
instance, in the 1920s and 1930s, religions and culture associated with Africanness
were considered “mud” traditions – these included drumming, dancing, spirit
possession and polytheism to name a few - whereas, the “gold” traditions were
connected to the “real” religion that was connected to Whiteness (Chevannes 1998,
58), Christianity. However, the cultural embracement of Rastafari livity
engendered a sense of pride in African associated traditions. As indicated above,
the movement originated as a form of resistance to Man1 – homo politicus and
Man2 – homo economicus in attempts to survive independently of the colonial and
neocolonial values in Jamaica, at the same time creating pride in the “naturally
rejected bodies.” Rastafari has created a template within the radical Caribbean
imagination, which works towards the decolonial process. There, the colonial
subjects must liberate themselves from the chains of their oppressor in their effort
to develop and create a new decolonised body. One example of Rastafari’s livity
showing forms of transformation is through their expression of the “Word.” For
instance, the movement’s concept of “I and I” – an individualistic notion that
implies a divine essence is embodied in Rastafari’s adherents – builds on the idea
that they are all daughters and sons of the Most High, and as such, are not in need
of any ministerial leadership. However, at the same time, the movement does not
believe in individualism that is exercised in modern day capitalism and is
communalistic in its practices (Barnett 2008, 49).
Rastafari is not the ideal personification of the Third Event, but it does articulate a
way in moving beyond Man1 and Man2 in conversation with the Caribbean radical
imagination. The philosophies of the religio-cultural movement break from the
dominant ideologies of the European notion of man and create praxes which
continuously challenge Western discourse. An example of this, as highlighted
previously, is Rastafari’s deconstruction and reconstruction of colonial languages.
However, as underscored earlier, one major flaw in the spiritual movement's
practices are the male-centric principles that are rooted in the livity. It is safe to
argue that such male-centred values are constantly being challenged by reggae
artists, academics and practitioners of the faith, specifically the new wave of
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reggae artists who are “tredding” on such limited traditions of the movement in the
ways they choose to represent themselves publicly. Artists like Koffee and Lila Ika
are challenging the gender norms and representations of women in leadership roles
in the reggae industry, and, as such, encourage public dialogues which deconstruct
the patriarchal tendencies rooted in Rastafari. For instance, Koffee in 2020,
became the youngest reggae artist to win a Grammy, which placed her as one of
the leading voices in the genre. On Koffee’s return to Jamaica from the Grammy
Award Ceremony, she was questioned by a reporter on her choice of wearing a
Thom Browne black-and-white three-piece suit at the awards.14 Koffee responded:
I wanted an outfit I knew I could wear all day, still feel good and
confident in, and that suit represented that for me after I tried a few. I am
a person who dresses to be comfortable; I did not allow the Grammy
Awards name and won't allow the title to stop me from doing that (Lyew
2020).
This is one of many examples which illustrates how contemporary Caribbean
reggae artists are challenging the representation of women in Rastafari. Although
Koffee’s explanation of her choice of clothing was according to her personal
desire, such a public act indicates how women are challenging the traditional
gender representations in the movement.
Groundings
Rastafari’s engagement with marginalised people was one of the pillars in creating
that cultural shift in Jamaica; however, one major component was the engagement
of the middle-class in this newly branded Black conscious phenomenon. The
University of the West Indies (UWI), Mona Campus, Jamaica was a central part
of that awakening of the middle class via students, with the grounding teachings
of Walter Rodney’s Black Power discourse. The political culture of the working
class, which was now challenging the notion of whiteness in their daily activities,
fueled by the new challenges of students and intelligentsia (Black radical
collective) to the colonial structures (which still governed Jamaican politics),
resulted in the national acceptance of the Rastafari movement. Rodney publicly
called out the colonial structures of the Jamaican government and the white
imperialist culture of the university and its continued suppression of Blackness
(Rodney 2001, 32). Rodney’s grounding methodology was to recognise and
The motif of the question was rooted in the belief that women in reggae and who commit
to Rastafari are typically fashioned in dresses, which is seen as the staple of women's
clothing in the livity. However, this practice has been constantly challenged by some
practitioners of the faith.
14
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understand the political histories and environment of the Caribbean space and to
use that understanding of the lived realities of the working class and middle-class
conscious folk to push the political ideologies of Black Power in the Jamaican
setting. Rodney was very critical of the Black intelligentsia – he advocated for that
particular class to be servants of civil society (Rodney 2001, 32).
Rodney journeyed to working class communities and met with marginalised
people including the Rastafari brethren to work and build on the ideologies of
Black Power. According to Rodney (2001), “I sat on a little oil drum, rusty and in
the midst of garbage, and some of Black brothers and I have grounded together”
(64). His methodology was to meet the people where they are to discuss issues of
anti-Blackness and self-empowerment. However, on a trip back from Canada, after
attending the Black Writers Congress in Montreal, he was not allowed back into
Jamaica on account of the government’s fear of the social consciousness he was
encouraging on race relations and imperialism (Buffonge 2001, 11). This led to
riots by students in protest across Kingston, which was later known as the “Rodney
riot” (Chevannes 1998, 65). One of the outcomes of this riot was connecting the
middle-class university based students to the Rastafari critique of the Jamaican
society around race, which they learned from the teachings of Rodney (Chevannes
1998, 65).
The political activism of Rodney influenced an entire generation, which was
reflected in the awakening of consciousness of a people, displayed across the urban
setting. These former students were now in positions of influence, such as lawyers,
doctors, journalists, professors, etc. (Chevannes 1998, 67), whereas, some
established the Twelve Tribes of Israel, which is a Rastafarian organisation
developed in the 1960s as a home for middle-class Rastafarians. That particular
Rastafari establishment became crucial to the politics in the country in the late
1960s through to the 1970s. Politicians took on the symbols and language of
Rastafarian culture (Miller 1993) that further cemented the legitimacy and the
shifting of consciousness around Black pride and African aesthetics, in the making
of a people’s identity and culture. Rodney’s method of groundings is one that can
be implemented to engage the disenfranchised and the everyday people on the
reparations discourse. As people in the Caribbean would welcome the idea of
reparations, however, they do not have a clear idea of what Caribbean reparations
entail. Most of the work that is being done and goals that have been accomplished
by the individuals who are at the forefront of the Caribbean reparations movement,
appear to be distant from civil society. A reparations grounding method can bridge
the gap of information between the key players in the reparations movement and
everyday people. Civil society must be aware of what truly is Caribbean
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reparations, and must understand the multiple ways it can benefit their overall
livelihood. There should also be an understanding of the barriers that are put in
place both internally and externally to hinder the progress of the movement.
Reparations and Reggae Music
Caribbean Rastafari religious communities have kept vigilant in their leadership
role in the reparations discourse, clearly articulated through reggae music, for
example in the political creative rhythmic expressions of artists like Bob Marley
and Peter Tosh. My contribution to the conversation on reparations comes in the
form of the arts as a political tool to mobilise civil society, more specifically young
people. Rastafari has established a template in engaging youth through their
culture, but various expressions of the arts such as the visual arts, spoken word,
theatre and creative writing to name a few, can be conceptualised and expressed
around themes of reparations to politicise the general populace, particularly the
marginalised, on issues of reparations. According to Beckles (2013, 228), Rastafari
has been the main group consistent in the reparations movement by engaging youth
primarily through reggae music. The creative arts can be a bridge to connect youth
with old or new ideas, as illustrated by the political and consciousness raising
movements of Rastafari. The rebellious livity of Rastafari from its conception has
proven that it has the power to influence political culture, not just locally in
Jamaica where it was founded, or in the Caribbean region, but also internationally,
mainly through its musical prowess. Such was the case in Zimbabwe. In the
celebration of Zimbabwe’s newly independent state on April 18, 1980, Bob Marley
performed “Zimbabwe” a song which he wrote for the nation at the dawn of their
new era (Chitando 2007, 338). Indeed, during the independence movement in
Rhodesia (currently known as Zimbabwe), Marley’s music was used as a
motivating factor to encourage soldiers on the battlefield (Dwamena 2018).
Reggae music is one of the primary tools that has aided in the transnationalism of
the Rastafari movement and its connection with youth across the world, which
includes African descendants and non-Black youth. Similar to the “conscious
shift” that took place in the Jamaican social landscape from the 1930s onwards
with the embracing of the Rastafarian livity in the Jamaican political culture, the
Caribbean reparations movement can take on an identical framework to engage
young people and keep the initiative vibrant with the innovative culture and
“swag”15 that youth bring to the table. Wittman (2013, 460) argues that in order to
bring a social consciousness around reparations – it is important to have a cultural
popular movement, which can take place in the form of music such as hip hop and
reggae. Wittman’s articulation around raising awareness within civil society, more
15

Swag: young people’s urban and “cool” culture.
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specifically among young people, is crucial in the advancement of the movement.
According to Wittman (2013), “hip-hop and reggae need to provide the soundtrack
for any successful reparations movement. There is no way around this since it is
these musical cultures that shape the consciousness of global African youth” (458).
The history of the Rastafarian movement indicates that the possibility of pushing
ideas on reparations –through Rastafarian resistant popular culture continues to
exist today, as noted in the reggae scene, which is going through a revamping by
young artists. This new musical movement has been labelled, “Reggae
Revolution,” with musical acts such as Chronixx, Jah9, Protégé and Kabaka
Pyramid, who are reclaiming the older reggae sounds that spoke against colonial
and imperialist power to address the new western imperialists (Page 2017, 1-2). At
the same time, they are also speaking to ideas of Black love and Black Power that
are intrinsic to Black decoloniality. In the application of Wittman’s methodology,
the Caribbean reparations movement should work with such young artists to help
awaken the social consciousness of civil society on reparations like their
predecessors did during the Black Power era in the Caribbean.
Conclusion
The Caribbean reparations movement is one that is built on love and acquiring
justice for a people in the region who survived genocide and various inhumane
practices from the initial stage of European contact to the economic hardship that
is experienced due to the legacy of slavery and colonialism. Transatlantic slavery
saw African people stolen to replace indigenous groups of Caribbean people who
were decimated, with only a small number of those surviving through hundreds of
years of exploitation and resilience. The Caribbean reparations movement is not
claiming to be the overall solution for Caribbean issues; however, it is poised to
aid in placing the Caribbean in a better position when engaging with the global
economy and also addressing regional issues around education and health.
In thinking through creative frameworks within the Caribbean radical imagination,
the work of Fanon’s “new humanism,” Wynter’s “Third Event” and the
“groundings” method of Rodney provide us with possible ways of undertaking the
Caribbean reparations discourse. The Caribbean creative arts have always reflected
the people in the region; hence, an artistic approach could be used to engage young
people and encourage awareness of race consciousness and the matter of Caribbean
reparations. This paper has illustrated how Rastafari livity and philosophies
through community mobilisation and reggae music created a “conscious shift” in
the Jamaican society in the 1960s. Reggae music has always been a powerful tool
in speaking about oppression and also addressing the tenets of reparations, for
example repatriation. Rastafari is not just a central component in embracing the
reparations discourse, but the livity of the spiritual practice also challenges the
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concept of Man1 and Man2 – the homo politics and the homo economicus. In
moving forward, if a healthy partnership is not built with the regional organisations
involved in the reparations discourse and the youth in the region, then chances are
the movement will encounter serious turmoil that might witness its collapse since
youth carry the rich vibrancy of the Caribbean. The meaningful involvement of
young people in the Caribbean reparations movement will ensure that goals and
visions on the initiative will be embedded in the culture of the people and they will
know the relevance of the journey in pursuit of reparations.
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Abstract
St. Lucia’s small banana farmers’ livelihoods were destroyed when the
United States (US) and Latin American countries challenged the
European Union’s preferential arrangements for Windward Islands’
bananas in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and the
World Trade Organisation (WTO) in the 1990s. Despite the adverse
impact on farmers’ livelihoods, there was no progressive action aimed at
global actors and structures. Instead, resistance via farmer protest group,
the Banana Salvation Committee (BSC), targeted local actors. The paper
argues that this approach placed the responsibility on the state to adjust
to the dictates of neo-liberal globalising forces and hindered the agency
of both the state and civil society to contest the unjust nature of neoliberal globalisation and pursue alternatives to the prevailing model. The
paper concludes that the Caribbean academy needs to play a key role in
this regard.
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Introduction
Arguably, the World Trade Organisation (WTO) represents one of the most
pertinent spaces of global governance for ordinary people to participate in and
influence. This is because global trade rules now have far-reaching, profound and
sometimes adverse impacts on the lives of ordinary people. However, the WTO
has become known to epitomise the unjust nature of neo-liberal globalisation
because its rules and decisions have had devastating consequences on the lives of
millions around the world (Wallach and Woodall 2004). One example which
illustrates this, is the case of banana farmers in the Caribbean Windward Islands,
whose livelihoods were destroyed when the United States (US), along with four
other Latin American countries, successfully challenged the European Union’s
preferential arrangements for banana exports from the African Caribbean and
Pacific (ACP) group of countries in the WTO. The ruling by the WTO in favour
of the Complainants had adverse consequences largely because of the restructuring
and adjustments which took place in the industry to cope with this new
development. This was not unique to the banana sector in St. Lucia and the rest of
the Windward Islands; it has indeed been a global issue. “Trade liberalization at
the multilateral level has been a significant factor in the restructuring of industries
in both developed and developing countries.” (ECLAC 2005, 2). The restructuring
of the banana industry has taken place at various levels – farmers, marketing and
shipping firms, importers and retailers – which cumulatively adversely impacted
the economy and predominantly small and micro banana farmers.
It is important to note that this is not the first time in history that free trade and the
removal of preferences (a key tenet of the contemporary neo – liberal agenda) for
commodities led to the decline of an industry. Notwithstanding the completely
different context and time in history, one example was the end of British imperial
preference for sugar via the Sugar Equalisation Act of 1846. “This led to “acute
distress” in the sugar colonies especially in the West Indies, [and] forced the
Government to consider measures for their relief” (Schuyler 1918, 82). In this
historical context, these preferences were ended for an industry which had been
built on slave labour and for the profitability of the British empire. This article is
concerned with how a global process – neo-liberal globalisation – has triggered
negative impacts on the lives of the poor and vulnerable.
Scholars have looked at the link between neo-liberal globalisation and the
Windward Island banana industry. Clegg (2002) examines the role that competing
capitalist interests played in the establishment of the Windward Island banana trade
and how this rivalry, in the context of new trading rules led to the demise of the
industry. Clegg (2001) discusses the factors that played a role – global politics,
neo-liberal ideology, the supranationality of the WTO – in dismantling preferences
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for bananas and the way in which these were able to prevail over Caribbean banana
interests. Moberg (2008) too, examines how global developments and actors
shaped, and at the same time contributed to the demise of the banana industry. That
work explored how these developments impacted the livelihoods of farmers and
the responses to these developments. Others address the adverse impact of trade
liberalisation on the industry, the attempts to salvage the industry and the
accompanying challenges in the process (Nurse and Sandiford 1995; Lewis 2000;
Ahmed 2001 and Mayers 2004). Others have looked at specific measures–
certification programmes – in light of the demands of free market competition in
the post-WTO era (Aasprong 2012). Torgerson (2010) examines strategies that
farmers employed to deal with the crises of neo-liberal globalisation, including
farmers’ use of the fair-trade market. In relation to organised farmers’ responses
to the impact of liberalisation, one of the responses to trade liberalisation which
Moberg (2008) addresses is the emergence of progressive civil society organising,
via the activities of the Banana Salvation Committee (BSC) in St. Lucia. Similarly,
Slocum (2003) and (2005) provide farmers’/the BSC’s responses to trade
liberalisation.
This article therefore builds on the work of Slocum (2003, 2005) and Moberg
(2008) by offering expanded and broader explanations for the posture of the BSC.
However, the article differs in its interpretation of the BSC’s actions and by
extension its argument. Slocum (2003) argues that by focusing on local actors
rather than the global forces, the BSC provided a “counter-discourse” to
conventional globalisation discourses, thereby giving agency to the state within
globalising forces. This article, on the other hand, contends that the BSC’s
prioritisation of the national context to the neglect of considerations in the global
environment, reinforces the notion that states and local actors can adjust and
manoeuvre successfully within the confines of the neo-liberal globalisation
framework. This, in essence, hindered or incapacitated the agency of both the state
and farmers to challenge the unjust nature of neo-liberal globalisation. Further, the
paper argues that the lack of progressive action on the part of the farmers’ protest
group (the BSC) aimed at structures of global trade governance and neo-liberal
globalising forces was a lost opportunity for civil society to contribute to a counterhegemonic position – a necessary ingredient to fundamentally challenge a
dominant hegemonic model. Instead, the BSC’s views and actions suggested that
states can and should adjust in order to successfully navigate the neo-liberal
framework. This posture mirrors the views of the World Bank and pro neo-liberal
literature which subscribe to adjustments and adaptation to an unjust neo-liberal
globalisation rather than contestation of it.
The paper uses the case of St. Lucia to advance its argument. Although the banana
industry in all four Windward Islands suffered the same fate, St. Lucia had the
largest number of banana farmers and was the most significant exporter of the four
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countries in the 1990s as seen in Tables 1 and 2 below. The decline of bananas
therefore had the greatest impact on livelihoods providing justification for St.
Lucia as the case of choice for this paper.
Table 1: Banana Exports from the Windward Islands 1991 – 2000
Country

Export in tonnes

Dominica

405.06

Grenada

30.383

St. Lucia

913.5

St. Vincent and the Grenadines

479.3

Source: Gary Melville, 2003, 126

Table 2: Number of Active Banana Growers, Windward Islands, 1992
Country

Number of Active Growers

Dominica

6555

Grenada

600

St. Lucia

9500

St. Vincent and the Grenadines

8000

Source: Lawrence S. Grossman, 1998, 54

The paper utilises interviews conducted in July 2010 and April 2019 from banana
farmers from the most prominent banana producing districts (Micoud and
Dennery), the BSC leadership, a government official and two banana industry
officials. The paper also benefits from elements of a survey in July 2010.1 The
primary material is supported by government and other official documents and
various sources of secondary data.

The survey investigated the impact of decline of the banana industry on farmers’
livelihoods. The data in Table 4. “Type of land tenure for banana farmers surveyed in the
Micoud and Dennery areas, 2010” are extracted from the results of this survey.
1
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The outline of the paper is as follows: First, I discuss the emergence of neoliberalism globally and conceptualise trade liberalisation – a key tenet of the neoliberal agenda. Second. I trace the introduction of the neo-liberal agenda to the
Caribbean region. Third, I provide the rise of the banana industry under the
European Union (EU) preferential regime in the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) and its decline under symmetrical liberalisation in the WTO.
Fourth, I address the impact of the decline of the banana industry on livelihoods.
Fifth, I contextualise the policy space in which civil society activism took place
and provide an overview of regional civil society response. Sixth, I provide the
BSC’s response and subsequently analyse the reasons for their reaction. Seventh,
I trace St. Lucia’s adjustment to liberalisation of the banana sector. Finally, I
conclude by reflecting on the outcome of the responses and what the findings mean
for civil society and state agency in an age of globalisation.
Neo-Liberalism and Trade Liberalisation
Globalisation has several dimensions – cultural, political and economic; this paper
is concerned with the economic (neo-liberal) dimension, specifically trade
liberalisation. According to Norman Girvan (1999, 1), neo-liberal globalisation
“refer[s] to a project of the post-Cold War era and the decade of the 1990s, whose
aim is to transform the world into a single economic space along the principles of
neo-liberalism.” David Harvey (2016, para. 1, 2) refers to it as a “political project
carried out by the corporate capitalist class as they felt intensely threatened both
politically and economically towards the end of the 1960s into the 1970s […]. In
many respects the project was a counterrevolutionary project [that] would nip in
the bud what, at that time, were revolutionary movements in much of the
developing world.” The neo-liberal turn in the global political economy occurred
in the 1970s. It was promoted by its influential advocates in key universities and
in global and regional economic and financial institutions which consequently led
to it becoming a hegemonic discourse (Harvey 2003, 3). The theory was first tested
in Latin America – Chile to be exact – after Pinochet’s 1973 coup. Supported by
the US political elite and big business, popular/progressive social and political
movements and trade unions were ‘repressed’ and dismantled (Harvey 2003, 7-8).
Also, in light of a global recession, a new model was needed to substitute the
declining import substitution development strategy; consequently, neo-liberalism
was introduced by neo-liberal economists, who were invited by Pinochet after his
political opponent, a Keynesian, was side-lined in 1975. The economy revived for
a short while but by the early 1980s, all had gone down the drain with the Latin
American debt crisis, subsequently leading to “a much more pragmatic and less
ideologically driven application of neoliberal policies in the years that followed.”
(Harvey 2003, 9). The reason why a model applied in Latin America became near
universal was that embedded liberalism - the international economic order since
the end of World War II to the 1970s – had begun to crumble since the end of the
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1960s and “Keynesian policies were no longer working […]. Some alternative was
called for if the crisis was to be overcome. The capitalist world stumbled towards
neo-liberalisation […] what became known as the ‘Washington Consensus’ in the
1990s (Harvey 2003, 12-13).
The term ‘Washington Consensus’, coined in 1989, refers to a set of policy
reforms seen as possible solutions for Latin America by Washington–based
international financial institutions and the US Treasury Department (Williamson
2004, 1). It can be seen as a deeper form of neoliberalism but as Harvey (2003,
9) observed, it was less ideologically driven and a more practical version of the
neo-liberal agenda of the 1970s and 1980s. The latter was manifested in Structural
Adjustment Programmes in Latin America, the Caribbean and other parts of the
developing world. Neo-liberal policies were deepened in the 1990s with
Washington Consensus policies and in the WTO.
Conceptualising Trade Liberalisation
The WTO epitomises trade liberalisation, a key plank of the neo-liberal agenda.
Although trade liberalisation is not new to the multilateral trading system, what is
different in the WTO context is the universality of the principles of reciprocity and
non-discrimination which are embraced, with little consideration for differences in
levels of development among countries. The concept of trade liberalisation can be
traced back to the GATT 1947, established as a default mechanism after the
abortion of the International Trade Organisation (ITO) to manage the multilateral
trading system. The GATT was tasked with reducing tariffs and other barriers to
trade to undo the legacy of protectionist policies from the early 1930s (WTO
2020b). Subsequent rounds of GATT multilateral trade negotiations – eight in all
– over the course of history, culminating in the Uruguay Round of trade
negotiations (1986-1994) – were to facilitate the gradual liberalisation of the
international trading system. The Uruguay Round – the largest in history – led to
the creation of the WTO in 1995 (WTO 2020a). Under the WTO, the Doha Round
was launched in 2001 for the same purpose but this round is yet to be completed.
Trade liberalisation is generally defined as the removal of barriers to trade, namely,
tariffs and non-tariff barriers such as quotas, levies, export restraints and import
bans (Coughlin and Wood 1989; Bhagwati 2002; Acharya 2015). The lowering of
these barriers was first applicable to imported goods but was soon extended to
other areas such as services and intellectual property, with the aim of encouraging
trade to benefit all parties involved (WTO 2020a). The WTO provides a framework
and forum for the management of trade among states by encouraging practices of
non-discrimination between trading partners (WTO 2020c) via the most-favourednation (MFN) and national treatment principles.
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While the term MFN seems to imply preferential treatment, its purpose is quite
different – it is an obligation to grant all countries the same favourable treatment
with regards to trade regulations (Trebilcock and Howse 2005). The MFN rule
requires that the benefits of bilateral agreements be extended to all states without
discrimination (Bagwell and Staiger 2005). This is the first article of the GATT,
and is a priority of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) and the
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS),
making it one of the most fundamental principles of trade liberalisation (WTO
2020a).
The principle of national treatment stipulates that both local and imported goods
and services be treated the same once entering the market, that is, foreign goods
and services should be treated “as one’s own nationals” (WTO 2020a). In this way,
foreign investments are granted the same favourable conditions in a local market
without discrimination on the basis of nationality (Bjorklund and Vanhonnaeker
2019). This principle is also found in the GATT, GATS and TRIPS and lends itself
to the notion of non-discrimination which is integral to the trade liberalisation
agenda.
Developed countries who were, in practice, the architects of the rules of the WTO,
based the Uruguay Round of negotiations on the premise that free trade leads to
development. However, Chang (2002, 2) observed:
Developed countries did not get where they are now through the policies
and institutions that they recommend to developing countries today. Most
of them actively used ‘bad’ trade and industrial policies, such as infant
industry protection and export subsidies – practices that are frowned upon,
if not actively banned, by the WTO (World Trade Organisation).
Neo-liberalism and the Caribbean
The Caribbean has been integrating in the global economy for over five centuries,
its economy being birthed out of, and shaped by the globalisation project starting
with European colonisation in the fifteenth century. By the 1980s, the region began
to adopt neo-liberal policies. For the first time, in the contemporary period, the
Caribbean embraced a development paradigm conceived and articulated outside
the region in the form of the ‘Washington Consensus’ (Payne and Sutton 2007, 1).
As these structural oriented development models fell out of favour and the neoliberal model took root globally, the Caribbean went with the flow. This by no
means minimises the agency of the region but instead highlights the constraints
that the Caribbean faced at this moment in history.
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The region faced severe economic downturn and debt from the oil shocks of the
1970s. “In 1988, regional debt as a percentage of the Caribbean’s combined
GDP/GNP was 79 per cent…” (Conway 1998, 44). The region was pushed to take
loans from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank and to adopt
neo-liberal structural adjustment policies (SAPs) which were part of the
International Financial Institution (IFIs) loan packages (Payne and Sutton 2007,
1). Structural adjustment policies compounded existing challenges of the small
states of the Caribbean region (ECLAC 2002, 331), and by extension, the lives of
ordinary people.
A second factor contributing to the neo-liberalisation of Caribbean development
policy from the 1980s onwards was the discrediting of development strategies
informed by dependency theory – state-led import substitution industrialisation.
These were discredited on several levels, including the view that market
constraining polices were inherently bad for development. At the same time, the
Reagan and Thatcher administrations in the US and United Kingdom (UK)
respectively, through the World Bank and the IMF, were pushing research which
supported and legitimised neo-liberalism as the alternative to “failed” statist
development models (Love 2005).
Third, the end of the Cold War, the defeat of the largest socialist experiment (the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) and the triumph and ascendency of global
capitalism (Love 2005) further narrowed the development options for the
Caribbean. Moreover, the Caribbean’s own experience with socialist approaches the abortion of Manley’s Democratic Socialism in Jamaica with the election of the
conservative Jamaica Labour Party in 1980 and most significantly, the implosion
of the Grenadian Revolution in 1983 - solidified the view that alternative models
were not viable (Meeks 2010). The end of the Cold War also meant that the
Caribbean had lost much of its geostrategic importance and did not have as much
opportunity, as it did during the Cold War, with the New International Economic
Order (NIEO) proposal to manoeuvre, craft or adopt development policy
independent of its powerful Western partners.
Moreover, what compounded the neo-liberal turn in the Caribbean policy agenda
was Caribbean universities – traditionally providing the intellectual leadership for
development thinking – which had largely been depoliticised, by the very process
of neo-liberal globalisation (Payne and Sutton 2007; Girvan 2010; Joseph 2017).
Having outlined the Caribbean’s introduction to neo-liberalism, I now turn to the
manner in which this impacted the banana industry.
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From Preferences to Liberalisation: The Rise and Fall of the Banana Industry
in St. Lucia
The first attempt at cultivating bananas was in 1923 (Yankee 1990) but the industry
took root in the 1950s, after the fall of the sugar industry2 in the post-World War
II era (Yankee 1990; Kairi Consultants Ltd and Agrocon Ltd 1993; Dearden 1996;
Government of St. Lucia 1999; Mlachila, Cashin, and Haines 2010). The industry
grew rapidly encouraged by “a guaranteed British market, technical support from
the colonial authorities and recognition by Geest of the profitability of the
integration of transportation and marketing of bananas in Britain” (Kairi
Consultants Ltd and Agrocon Ltd 1993, 5). From the very beginning however, it
was acknowledged that the Caribbean banana industry was disadvantaged vis-avis its Latin American neighbours:
the much lower productivity of Windward Island producers […] results
partly from their inability to enjoy economies of scale that apply to the larger
plantation operations of Central and South America [as well as] a more
difficult terrain and poorer soil conditions. (Kairi Consultants Ltd and
Agrocon Ltd 1993, 5 - 6).
It was, therefore, the preferences that were provided under the European Economic
Community (EEC) Banana Protocol with the ACP group, which allowed St.
Lucian small farmers and the country as a whole to thrive. Until the early 1990s,
European member states provided various preferential packages for banana exports
to the former colonies and overseas departments. In the case of the UK, preferences
were provided under the banana protocol of the various Lomé Conventions3 to the
Windward Islands – Dominica, Grenada, St. Vincent and St. Lucia (Kairi
Consultants Ltd & Agrocon Ltd 1993; Mlachila, Cashin, and Haines 2010).
By 1960, St. Lucia received a total of $ 3.5 million from 2.5 million bunches of
bananas. In the decades that followed, the industry expanded mainly from the
production of small and medium-sized farms of five or less acres. The number of
farmers grew exponentially, increasing from 1,055 in 1954 to 10,000 registered
banana farmers in 1963. In 1989, approximately 60,000 persons depended directly
on the industry for income and employment (Yankee 1990, 9-10). The production
and marketing aspects of the industry contributed significantly to the economic

2

Geared towards export to the UK market.
The Lomé Conventions were trade and aid cooperation agreements first signed in 1975,
ending in 2000, between the European Community and the ACP group of countries
(Mlachila, Cashin, and Haines 2010, 4).
3
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development of St. Lucia. It was a source of income for rural livelihoods which in
turn benefited the agricultural sector to varying degrees and the economy in
general (Yankee 1990, 9).
Before 1992, the twelve EEC Member States had individual banana import
regimes to provide preferential access to their former colonies and the ACP. As
part of the deepening of the European integration project through the establishment
of a Single European Market, the EEC established an EEC-wide banana import
regime in 1993 – The Common Market Organisation for Bananas (COMB) –
under which ACP producers would continue to be protected from bananas
originating from Latin America. The new system established “a duty-free quota
for ACP and EEC producers and a tariff quota for dollar imports,” through a
complex licencing system for importers of ACP and dollar bananas (Kairi
Consultants Ltd and Agrocon Ltd 1993, 13; see also Arias et al. 2003).
The implementation of the Common Market Organisation for Bananas […]
had […] an immediate impact on world banana trade. It coincided with a
year in which world exports expanded by 2.3 percent, while imports to the
EC fell from 3.4 in 1992 to 3.3 million tonnes in 1993. The banana surplus
of 1993 affected prices worldwide […] Some analysts have concluded that
the COMB was not effective in sustaining high domestic prices of
preferential EC suppliers; it depressed world prices and reduced banana
foreign exchange revenues in developing countries (Arias et al. 2003, 38).
The contradictions between the EEC preferential treatment of the ACP and their
embracing of neo-liberal principles of the Uruguay Round of negotiations became
apparent even before the WTO was established in 1995. Although the European
Commission (EC) had pledged in Lomé IV to preserve the ACP’s privileged status
on the European market during the Uruguay Round of the GATT negotiations, they
also “committed to the ‘fullest possible liberalisation of trade in tropical
products.’” (Dearden 1996, 7).
The first challenge to the new EEC banana import regime came from five Latin
American countries – Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Nicaragua, and
Venezuela. They lodged a complaint that the EC banana import regime was in
contravention of GATT rules. Two GATT panels in 1993 and 1994 ruled that the
import regime violated GATT rules. In 1995 and 1996, under the newly formed
WTO, the complainants were the US along with Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico
and Ecuador. In 1997, the WTO ruled that the EU Banana Import Regime was
illegal (WTO 1994). In a long, drawn-out dispute, the case was finally settled in
2012 between the EU and ten Latin American countries (WTO 2012).
Consequently, preferences for bananas was gradually dismantled.
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The US and Latin American countries were driven by the agendas of transnational
corporations. The banana trade on the whole and in Latin America is monopolised
by large transnational corporations, the largest ones being United Brands, Dole and
Del Monte. The large-scale farms owned by these corporations in Latin America
allowed them to produce bananas more efficiently relative to the Caribbean.
Additionally, they used cheap labour, sophisticated technology, investments in
research and development, rigid selection processes and incorporated processing
of the high proportion of rejected bananas in their operations. Thus:
[T]he international supply structure is vastly different from a perfectly
competitive model. The larger actors with immense market power are in a
position to dictate some aspects of market operations as the Government of
EEC countries commit themselves to the reduction of tariffs and the
removal of barriers. Free trade, therefore, does not mean perfect
competition, now, or in the near future, and the actors with the most muscle
will be in a position to determine price and quality standards (Kairi
Consultants Ltd and Agrocon Ltd. 1993, 15 - 16).
The above developments resulted in massive declines of the industry which had
contributed significantly to the economies of the Windward Islands by way of its
large contribution to government revenue and employment since the 1950s. In the
case of St. Lucia, in 1991, the banana industry accounted for $54.8 million,
representing 54 per cent of all export earnings and 36 per cent of agricultural
employment (Dearden 1996, 6). Banana exports went from 274, 539 tonnes in
1992 to 137, 000 tonnes in 1997, amounting to 49.9 per cent of 1990 levels and in
1997, earnings fell to EC $85 million from EC$162 million in 1992 (Government
of St. Lucia 1999, 4). By 2002, earnings had fallen to a mere EC $42.2 million
(Tropical Quality Fruit Company 2010, 39). This development had adverse
implications for St. Lucia’s GDP and farmers’ earnings. The sharpest decline was
seen in 1997 with production falling from 105, 579 tonnes in 1996 to 71, 397
tonnes in 1997 and earnings falling from EC$ 125, 491,033 to EC $ 93,243,307
for the same period (Tropical Quality Fruit Company 2010, 38). This development
had a major impact on the socio-economic fabric of St. Lucian society, which we
turn to below.
“From Rags to Riches”: Small Peasants Climbing the Social Ladder
At first, production was based on large farms but from the 1970s onwards, with
the decline of large estates, production was predominantly done on the basis of
small and medium-sized farms. The banana industry had therefore been a source
of livelihood for rural folk holding small parcels of land, generally less than 10
acres. See table 3 below for number of holdings by size and production for the
country at the start of the liberalisation process.
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Table 3: Number of holdings in St. Lucia by size and production – 1996 and
1997
Number of Farmers

Production

Year
Farm Size

Percentage of Production

Year

Year

1996

1997

1996

1997

1996

1997

4

3

9,852,018

3,826,990

4.23

2,80

Medium

288

97

49,297,408

17, 483,774

21.10

12.67

Small

2560

1687

142,925,323

82,420,365

61.43

59.70

Below

2871

3457

30,565,871

34,240,202

13.24

24.80

11693

5233

232,640,620

137,971,339

Large

Small
Total

Source: Tropical Quality Fruit Company (n.d.)

Banana production was very appealing to small farmers because “[…] the
perennial nature of banana production provided small farmers with a constant
stream of income which made the crop highly attractive to the small farmer” (Kairi
Consultants Ltd and Agrocon Ltd 1993, 5; see also Winfresh n.d.). Bananas are the
“perfect cash crop for the small farmer [as it] provides a weekly or fortnightly
harvest. This means that, for the self-employed small holder, it provides a regular
source of income or cash flow throughout the year” (Winfresh n.d, para 7). This
reality holds special significance for St. Lucia and the Windward Islands in general
because the legacy of slavery and indentureship links paid labour on large estate
production with servitude. “Banana production in the Windward Islands …is
consistent with the present ethos of man/land relations, in which an independent
peasantry can earn a decent living” (Kairi Consultants Ltd and Agrocon Ltd 1993,
5). Land ownership also provided empowerment. Out of 215 farmers who
responded in the banana producing districts of Dennery and Micoud to a question
about land ownership, 67 per cent owned the land or the land belonged to their
family. See Table 4 below for details.
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Table 4: Type of land tenure for banana farmers surveyed in the Micoud and
Dennery areas, 2010
Location

Own

Rent

Other –

Total

Family Land
Denney

67

33

0

100

Micoud

50

38

27

113

Total

117

71

27

215

It is estimated that the banana industry provided employment for about 30, 000
persons at the end of the 1990s (Government of St. Lucia 1999, 4). Even the
smallest farmers received a regular salary and enjoyed a decent standard of living
from banana production (International Monetary Fund, 2002). Farmers’ income
also supported small and medium-sized businesses in the retail, construction and
services sectors all over the country but particularly in the rural areas. There were
also spill-over effects into housing, transportation and education and weekly pay
checks provided a source of income for many female-headed households in rural
areas (Melville 2003). In short, the banana industry provided a sense of
empowerment, independence and pride for farmers. Moreover, bananas
revolutionised the socio-economic landscape and by extension, improved the lives
of ordinary St. Lucians (Government of St. Lucia 1999, 4).
Interviews conducted in Dennery and Micoud revealed that many farmers were
able to build their house debt free and comfortably pay for their children’s
education (Farmer interviewee no. 1). One farmer said she was able to build two
houses, buy a vehicle debt free and sponsor her son’s education (Farmer
interviewee no. 2). Interviewees boasted of being able to take a yearly vacation to
visit family abroad, including, in the US and UK. Also, revenue from bananas
financed feeder roads to give farmers easy access to their farms (Government
Official Interviewee).
This situation was certainly not unique to St. Lucia. A Food and Agriculture
Organisation Report of the four Windward Islands stated:
During the banana boom, credit was easily available to farmers and a
great many were able to extend their houses, usually taking on short-term
loans and paying these off rapidly as they gradually improved their
properties in a series of stages (often as their families grew). Farmers,
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some of whom were themselves illiterate, were also able to finance the
education of their children, often to degree level with the money they
earned. […] Some of the older farmers recall childhoods in which they
went barefoot and lived in adobe houses. Independence, the break-up of
the estates and the banana trade lifted them out of poverty, allowed them
to build well-appointed houses with electricity, piped water and
sanitation and to see their children’s prospects transformed (Farquhar
2012, 8).
From Riches to Rags: The Socio-Economic Impact of the Decline of the Banana
Industry on Farmers’ Livelihoods
The decline of the banana industry had severe consequences for the livelihoods of
ordinary St. Lucians, because of the large number of persons who depended on
bananas. According to the St. Lucia Banana Growers Association (n.d.), in 1993
the total number of farmers fell from 7,440 to 4,548 in 1995, with a total of 2,901
farmers going out of business. Table 1 above shows a rapid decline in the number
of medium and small farmers (in the span of only one year) and the increase in the
number of below smallholdings – the latter, an indication of the number of farmers
who had reduced the size of their holdings, allocating less land to banana
production. Additionally, rumours that 1997 would be the last year of the operation
of the industry contributed to a decrease in enthusiasm for banana cultivation
(Banana Industry Official Interviewee no.1) and consequently led to further
decline in production.
Not only did many farmers go out of business but those who remained experienced
a significant decrease in earnings. For instance, while net earnings for banana
companies fell by 12.13 per cent between 1993 and 1997, farmers’ payment fell
by 17.84 per cent for the same period, the latter receiving 5.71 per cent less
(Tropical Quality Fruit Company 2010, 6). Feeder roads and other physical
infrastructure funded by banana revenue began, over time, to fall into disrepair
affecting farmers’ access to their holdings (Government of St. Lucia 1999).
The below, an extract from a journal entry, provides a graphic illustration of the
dramatic way in which the rise and fall of the banana industry impacted a farmer’s
life:
Mr. Smith4 is the son of a single mother of six. Born and raised in a small
two room wooden house, the banana industry offered Mr. Smith a good
life as an adult. However, his fortunes changed in the late 1990s. On the
first day of my research (in 2010) I drove up a partly paved road with
4

Name has been changed for confidentiality purposes
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small canals dug by the rains. Mr. Smith sits in the verandah on the
second level of his once beautiful home, the paint now almost completely
washed out. The expensive drapes that once adorned the door and
windows are no longer up. The house seems to be empty; his furniture,
his possessions, even his wife has left him.
Mr. Smith is a case of […] success from the days when bananas were
green gold. In the 1980s and early 1990s, this same verandah was the
venue of parties, especially on Sundays, where friends and family drank
whiskey and champagne and in the parking lot were the vans of fellow
farmers bought with the earnings from bananas. Now trade liberalisation
and competition have changed all that. Now Mr Smith sits sometimes
with his friend Mr. Rivers5 who still owns his badly damaged pickup
truck and obviously does not have the money to repair it. Most times he
sits alone – no pickup truck, no friends. He walks down the badly
‘potholed’ road, wearing his worn-out rubber slippers with a small parcel
of bananas on his head which he probably picked up from the farm on
which he now works. Fortunately, Mr. Smith built his house debt free and
is not threatened by the possible repossession of his home (excerpt from
the author’s journal, July 18 2010).
Farmer interviewees in Micoud and Dennery all confirmed that their quality of life
had taken a turn for the worse since the mid-1990s. Some claimed that they have
had to use their savings to maintain their farms (Farmer interviewee no.3). Farmers
complained that because of declining payments they were unable to pay workers
and as a result they had to find additional work to be able to afford to pay workers
(Farmer interviewee no.4). Others lamented that labour had become scarce and
expensive because of the shortage of labour stemming from the migration of
labourers and farmers’ children who used to help on the farm.
The results of the survey indicated that the areas in which farmers were most
impacted across both banana districts were: decline in household income (95 per
cent in Dennery and 89 per cent in Micoud), decreased ability to pay medical bills
(79 per cent in Dennery and 63 per cent in Micoud), decline in capacity to pay
utility bills (87 per cent in Dennery and 70 per cent in Micoud), inability to spend
as much on entertainment (85 per cent in Dennery and 73 per cent in Micoud) and
reduction in savings (95 per cent in Dennery and 93 per cent in Micoud). A
significantly higher percentage of the sample from Dennery indicated that their
diet was compromised – 85 per cent in Dennery compared to 50 per cent in
Micoud. It is noteworthy that there were no cases of house repossession across the
two banana districts and zero and only 1 per cent of the sample for vehicle
5

Name has been changed for confidentiality purposes
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repossession in Dennery and Micoud, respectively. This may have been because
farmers were able to build their houses and buy their vehicles debt free. Across
both districts, only a small percentage of persons were out of employment as a
result of the decline of the banana sector, only 1 per cent and 9 per cent of the
sample in Dennery and Micoud, respectively. Additionally, in both districts, a
relatively small percentage of farmers (25 per cent in Dennery and 23 per cent in
Micoud) indicated that they were experiencing family challenges owing to the
deterioration of the banana industry. See figures 1 and 2 below for further details.
Figure 1: Impact of the Decline of the Banana Sector on Farmers – Micoud
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Figure 2 – Impact of the Decline of the Banana Sector on Farmers - Dennery

The negative effects of the decline of the banana sector reverberated throughout
the country. Chief among these was the adverse impact on employment and
poverty. This was so because the banana industry provided direct or indirect
employment for approximately 300,000 people (International Monetary Fund
2002). The decline of the banana industry in turn resulted in a deterioration of
livelihoods (Melville 2003) and increased poverty levels, particularly in the rural
communities where banana production was concentrated (International Monetary
Fund 2002). The 1995 St. Lucia Poverty Assessment Report found that 19 per cent
of households and 25 per cent of individuals were living below the poverty line
(Caribbean Development Bank 1995). Among the obstacles for finding
alternatives include low levels of education of those employed in the sector.
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There was also a wave of migration from the rural areas to the city. With
uneducated young farm workers moving to the city, this exacerbated the drug
problem in the country (Government Official Interviewee). The increasing
incidence of drug use was also experienced in banana producing communities
(Government of St. Lucia 1999, 27). A government strategy paper on the banana
sector and efforts towards the social recovery of rural communities noted:
Given the scale of changes that have been necessary in the banana
industry, elimination of marginal producers has created major dislocation,
initially in rural communities, and with the flight to Castries and environs,
and eventually excessive concentration and overcrowding, crimes and
other forms of social decay (Caribbean Development Bank 2005. xxxv).
Farmers tried various strategies to deal with the challenges, including: pooling
resources such as joint harvesting operations (Farmer interviewee no.4), dedicating
less land to banana cultivation and diversifying to other crops (Farmer interviewee
no.1). Others abandoned the industry altogether and migrated (Farmer interviewee
no. 4). The migration of parents affected children’s education, health and overall
wellbeing (Government Official Interviewee). Many went to work as security
guards for private security firms. Farmers also had difficulty qualifying for credit
to repair their homes (Government of St. Lucia 1999). Small businesses which
depended on farmers’ patronage stagnated and some failed.
Civil Society Responses: Navigating the Constrained Policy Space of
Neoliberal Globalisation
The regional response to the erosion of preferences for the banana industry (trade
liberalisation) is part of the general response to neo-liberal globalisation as citizens
mounted protests and adjusted to the process globally. This section begins by
contextualising the policy space in which civil society activism took place. Second,
it provides an overview of regional civil society engagement and collaboration
with international groups in issues of global trade at the regional level. Special
focus is placed on the Windward Island Farmers Association (WINFA) which
represented farmer’s interest in the banana issue. Third, it provides the general
response of civil society to trade liberalisation and neo-liberalisation and WINFA’s
response in particular.
Payne and Sutton (2007) lament, with reference to the Caribbean’s adoption of the
neo-liberal paradigm in the 1980s, that unlike the 1960s and 1970s when the
Caribbean pursued autonomous development thinking, this time, the Caribbean
adopted an externally designed model. Civil society activism has had limited
impact on the Caribbean’s participation in the neo-liberal project. This is largely
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because groups are functioning in a constrained policy space without a
consolidated global alternative. Civil society actors are therefore simply
manoeuvring within the framework of the existing paradigm with little prospects
for overturning it (See for example, Girvan 2012; Bishop, Heron and Payne 2013;
Montoute 2016). This is the context within which civil society activism on the
liberalisation of the banana trade must be understood.
Regional civil society activism in trade mirrored developments in civil society at
the global level. As was the case at the global level, civil society in the Caribbean
showed little interest in trade matters prior to the 1990s. This period saw the
creation of civil society organisations (CSOs) and heightened interest in trade
matters across civil society sectors, with groups predominantly created in the
1990s and Caribbean Action for Feminist Research and Action (CAFRA) in the
1980s (Hinds 2007,149). Civil society interest and engagement had been scarce
before this because the previous international trade regime – GATT 1948 – did not
pose a direct threat to people’s lives as was projected under the WTO (VanGrasstek
2013). According to Hinds (2007), ideational considerations were also responsible
for the trend of CSO engagement in trade issues in the Caribbean. At this time too,
the new body of thought – neo-liberalism – undergirding trade agreements and
development on the whole, necessitated the active engagement of CSOs. Also, the
norm of CSO engagement in policy making was not as advanced as it had become
in the 1990s when the ideas of good governance, inclusion and participation were
being popularised globally.
In the 1990s, Caribbean CSOs seeking to influence the trade agenda consisted of
developmental non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and women’s
organisations. The ideas held by the groups on neo-liberal trade philosophy were
a reflection of broader CSO perspectives on the World Bank and the IMF
Structural Adjustment Programmes. In their view, neo-liberal globalisation and the
accompanying policy framework were neither essential nor inevitable and were
largely not supportive of socio-economic objectives and the advancement of the
wellbeing of the poor and marginalised (Hinds 2007).
Other groups such as small businesses, including farmers’ associations with an
interest in trade issues also emerged on the scene. In some instances, their
engagement was in collaboration with developmental CSOs. The most prominent
of these, particularly on the issue of the global trade in bananas, was WINFA,
which became actively involved in response to the erosion of preferences for
Caribbean bananas driven by the establishment of the European Union Common
Market Organisation for Bananas in 1993 (Hinds 2007).
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At the regional level, civil society engagement around issues of global trade was
coordinated by the Caribbean Policy Development Centre (CDPC), the regional
umbrella civil society body. The work of the CDPC on trade was conducted largely
through a group that it created and coordinated for engaging on such matters – the
Caribbean NGO Reference Group on External Relations (CRG). The CRG
consisted of some of CPDC’s regional membership and other regional networks,6
The CRG and the CPDC formed National Working Committees on Trade in
several Caribbean countries to raise awareness and consult the public on various
external trade negotiations in which the Caribbean was engaged. 7 Another group
working on trade matters was the Caribbean Gender and Trade Network (CGTN).
It was established in 1999 to empower women on the impact of trade liberalisation
on their lives and to influence the trade negotiating agenda of the region. It was
established by CAFRA, WINFA, Development Alternatives with Women for a
New Era - Caribbean (DAWN Caribbean), and the Grenada Community
Development Agency. Other groups which engaged on trade issues included the
Caribbean Conference of Churches (Hinds 2007).
Windward Island Farmers Association
The Windward Island Farmers Association (WINFA) represents small farmers in
the Caribbean region, including banana farmers in the Windward Islands. The
organisation therefore moved into action and became actively engaged amidst
developments which threatened to remove preferences for ACP bananas. In 1997,
WINFA established a Fair-Trade Desk to address issues impacting the industry.
The organisation also held consultations to seek consensus from farmers on the
subject of trade liberalisation and represented farmers’ interests in meetings with
the Caribbean Regional Negotiation Machinery (CRNM). To strengthen their
position, they collaborated with global civil society and attended important
meetings; they collaborated with the progressive group Via Campesina and other
civil society fora such as the ACP Civil Society Forum. These engagements
enabled their attendance to the Cancun WTO Ministerial (Hinds 2007).
Civil society used a variety of strategies/activities to engage in, and influence the
trade policy of the region, such as conducting research, raising awareness and
building the knowledge of civil society leaders and the general public, advocacy
and consultations with officials and collaborating with global actors to boost
6

The Caribbean Association for Feminist Research and Action (CAFRA); the Caribbean
Congress of Labour; the Centro de Investigation Económica para el Caribe; the Association
of Caribbean Economists; the Association of Development Agencies; the Haitian Platform
for Alternative Development and the Windward Islands Farmers Association (WINFA).
7
WTO, EU-ACP Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs), the Free Trade Area of the
Americas (FTAA) and later the CARICOM – Canada negotiations.
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capacity. This latter strategy helped to bring their concerns to the international
stage and move their engagement and activism beyond the local level. One
example of such collaboration was between OXFAM and the CPDC, CGTN and
the WINFA. The expansion and institutionalisation of CSOs opened up
opportunities for consultation with them in regional processes and fora and created
possibilities to influence policy which did not exist previously. Nevertheless,
CSOs felt marginalised in government consultative processes vis-à-vis large
established private sector organisations such as Chambers of Commerce and
Manufacturing Associations (Hinds 2007).
Civil Society Responses
The restructuring of the banana industry and the discontent it caused among
farmers created the conditions for the emergence of the BSC and organised farmer
protest action. In light of the plans for further deepening of European integration,
the potential adverse impact on preferences for Caribbean bananas on the European
market and competition from Latin America, there were adjustments in the
production of bananas as part of the government’s efforts to make the industry
competitive. Farmers were also required to meet new customer demands (Slocum
2005).
A study conducted by Kairi Consultants and Agrocon Ltd. commissioned by the
Caribbean Development Bank in 1993, recommended that the banana industry
could be enhanced and made more efficient.8 This report (as well as the Cargill
Technical Services report in 1995) “placed problems of inefficiency and low
productivity squarely on the shoulder of the farmers, arguing that unproductive
farmers should be weeded out of the industry” (Lewis 1998, 4). For this purpose,
the restructuring process included the “introduction of score differentials which
discriminated between different levels of quality of fruit [and] a certification
scheme for farmers” (Lewis 1998, 4-5). Other aspects of the reform process
included the creation of the Windward Islands Banana Development and Exporting
Company (WIBDECO) and the reform of the St. Lucia Banana Growers
Association (SLBGA). The latter gradually removed farmers, principally smaller
ones, from active and direct governance of the SLBGA (Lewis 1998). The
underlying thrust of the restructuring of the Banana Growers’ Associations
(BGA's) was to remove them from government control, and to transform them into
“commercial private sector co-operatives, with boards made up of successful
growers,” rather than as growers’ trade unions (Lewis 1998, 5).

8

The studies commissioned in 1993, 1995 and 1996 (the latter was by the Inter-American
Institute for Cooperation on Agriculture) concluded that the industry should not be
dismantled but provided ways to enhance its efficiency and productivity.
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From the 1930s, banana farmers had been organised into banana growers’
associations. Farmers were organised through the BGA since 1948 and the SLBGA
since 1953 and the bodies represented farmers’ interests with the government. The
SLBGA became a statutory body in 1968 and remained so until 1998 when it was
converted to a farmer owned private company – the St. Lucia Banana Corporation
(SLBC) (Hinds 2007; Moberg 2008). Prior to the SLBGA becoming a statutory
body, the governance of the BGA was democratically constituted. Its annual
conference of delegates comprised of farmer representatives elected from the
various branches across the island; each branch was allowed to elect one
representative for every thirty members. The increasing number of farmers by
1967 meant that a large number of farmers dominated the SLBGA’s annual
conference. The complaint that the participation of a large number of farmers
complicated the meetings, as well as concerns about farmers dominating the
management of the SLBGA and destabilising the industry led officials to propose
that the organisation be converted to a statutory body. Under the new legislation,
only large farmers with English literacy skills were entitled to be elected as
delegates. Also, it reduced farmer delegates from one per thirty farmers in a branch
to one per branch, which meant that 90 per cent of farmers were excluded from
voting rights in the annual conference and Board of Directors. This led to
widespread discontent among farmers. Farmer branches tabled annual resolutions
challenging the composition of the SLBGA’s Board. The government appointed
two new director’s positions to represent farmers in the “Under Small” category
upon the recommendation of the 1978 Commission of Inquiry but these were not
elected by the farmers as was the case with the larger farmer category but were
elected officials. This meant that the participatory nature of the SLBGA’s
governance had been diminished (Moberg 2008).
Unlike the pre–1947 era, in which SLBGA annual conferences and Board meetings
were conducted in both English and Kweyol, meetings were now conducted
exclusively in English. However, a weekly radio programme continued in Kweyol
providing farmers with information. This meant that “farmers who were
predominantly Kweyol speakers had become simply the objects of BGA decisions
than participants in them” (Moberg 2008, 98). “Efforts at reform [was met] with
opposition from banana farmers who viewed reform as reducing, rather than
strengthening, their representation” (Lewis 1998, 5).
The build-up of these developments up to 1993 led to the creation of the Banana
Salvation Committee (BSC), and the persistence and intensification of these
challenges sustained the BSC until its demise in 1999. Established in 1993, the
BSC was the only farmer activist protest group which mobilised and lobbied for
farmers’ interests in the wake of the declining banana industry in St. Lucia from
the 1990s (Slocum 2005). Moberg (2008, 111) said:
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[t]he major precedent for the Banana Salvation Committee during the
1990s was a series of rural social movements against low wages and poor
working conditions led by Odlum and Josie twenty years earlier. Like
many West Indian activists of the time, and not unlike the BSC’s Patrick
Joseph, the English-educated Odlum was inspired by the civil rights
movement of Martin Luther King and the black nationalism of Malcom X
as well as the socialist and the non-aligned movements then sweeping the
post-colonial world.
When the SLBGA failed to deliver on farmers demands of a guaranteed price per
pound for bananas, farmers blamed the management of the SLBGA and insisted
that the body provide a plan for correcting the latter’s inefficiency and corruption.
When these demands were not met, Abel Wilson and Patrick Joseph and three
other BGA branch delegates left the SLBGA and began holding large meetings
with farmers across the island. Officially registering the BSC in September 1993,
Wilson and Joseph became the Chairperson and Secretary, respectively (Slocum
2005; Moberg 2008).
Farmers’ discontent eventually led to the BSC calling for strike action in 1993,
1994 and 1996. Farmers demands in the first strike in 1993 was for an increase in
payment for their fruit. Subsequently, farmers called to remove the industry away
from state control and advocated for farmer ownership and control as it was before
the restructuring of the SLBGA in 1968 (Lewis 1998; Slocum 2005). The strikes
took the form of farmers’ refusal to harvest their bananas for export (Lewis 1998;
Slocum 2005; Moberg 2008). The holdings and property of farmers who did not
adhere to the strike action were vandalised and destroyed and roads were blocked
to stop them from taking their fruit to the ports. In the 1993 strike, two farmers’
lives were lost at the hands of the police (Moberg 2008). In addition to better prices
for the bananas and re-structuring of the SLBGA, farmers also called for an end to
SLBGA management and personnel treating farmers with disdain and disrespect
(Slocum 2003).
Apart from strike action, the BSC sought to engage in dialogue and negotiations
with the government and industry officials. The BSC also made efforts to use the
media to spread their message to the public. In the case of the latter, the BSC was
not successful because the leaders were branded personae non-gratae and radio
stations were fearful of the repercussions if they associated with the organisation.
Radio stations refused to advertise BSC meetings and an employee who gave
airtime to the BSC to make their case to the citizenry, subsequently lost his job
(BSC Interviewee).
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The BSC also used external links to strengthen their position and in some cases
pressure the government into action. The group was ‘in touch’ with civil society
organisations and networks such as the international confederation of NGOs –
Oxfam, the international peasant movement – and La Via Campesina which were
engaged in advocacy around issues of globalisation. Through the network
FarmersLink, the BSC was able to connect with other farmer-based groups. The
engagement of the BSC with the CSOs above included information sharing,
participation in similar fora, meeting invitations to speak to groups (in Latin
America and the Caribbean) and the show of solidarity. The BSC Interviewee
said:
We also […] find out where certain things were taking place that was in
our favour especially when the Prime Minister and the Minister of
Agriculture was going to the meetings we would make sure we would fax
them all the information […] that brings us to where we are and what was
happening to us […] What they did on our behalf is they kept writing to
the government […] they kept mentioning our name and our struggle when
they did their own thing and […] we didn’t get […] financial assistance
from anybody […] we get support. There was a group of people in
Washington DC […] and I know these people and they put again pressure
on the government of United States to lay off us during the WTO challenge
[…].
Even if the BSC was aware of the WTO challenge the group did not remotely
blame neo-liberal globalisation forces for the decline of the industry; the role that
globalising forces played was absent from their resistance discourse (Slocum 2003,
2005; BSC Interviewee). Their critique targeted the local level and local actors:
SLBGA management, the state and the political leadership. The BSC leaders
indicated that it was a deliberate strategy to leave the external dimensions out of
their debate because they felt that the national issues were to be addressed before
tackling global ones (Slocum 2005; BSC Interviewee). Slocum (2005, 98) asserts
that the BSC “had not emphasised changing terms of trade and market
liberalisation policies as impacting the material and social reality of the country’s
more than 8,000 banana growers.” As a result, they “completely ignored
conventional identifiers of globalisation […]” (Slocum 2003, 254).
Below, I turn to why this may have been the case.
The paper notes that political party interests may have contributed the BSC’s focus
on national issues (Farmer Interviewee no.12). The St. Lucia Labour Party (SLP)
which won the 1997 elections had actively participated in the BSC meetings,
promising farmers improvement of the banana industry if they came to power. The
paper submits however that there were other factors which resulted in the BSC
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taking a micro approach at the expense of engaging with macro processes,
including: farmers did not engage directly with global actors (Slocum 2005); the
BSC in principle was not in opposition to trade liberalisation; the BSC’s view that
global factors were marginal or insignificant to the decline of the industry; lack of
a Caribbean intellectual project which pointed to alternatives to the neo-liberal
model in the Caribbean region; and lack of education of the farmers of global
events.
Farmers did not engage directly with global actors
According to Slocum (2005), it was the foreign multinational Geest9 which
informed the state’s policy direction, the latter’s monitoring and implementation
role (through the SLBGA) – requiring farmers to adhere to time consuming and
costly measures, leading to unprofitability and loss – fuelled the attitude and
actions of farmers towards the state. Moreover, farmers interacted directly with
SLBGA personnel and the state and not with Geest. Although Geest was
mentioned by the political leadership and industry officials, it “appeared more like
a distant participant in the industry” (Slocum 2005, 106).
In principle, the BSC was not in opposition to corporate capital and trade
liberalisation. The BSC did not have an ideological position on preferences or
liberalisation, i.e., that protection was better than liberalisation or vice versa. In
fact, one of the strategies the BSC pursued was to seek to sell bananas directly to
Chiquita – the company which had pressured the US to challenge preferences for
Caribbean bananas – instead of through the WIBDECO/Fyffes joint venture
company (BCS Interviewee).10
The BSC’s prioritisation of national issues was based on the held view that global
issues (such as the role of corporate capital/multinational corporations and the
erosion of preferences) were marginal or insignificant to the decline of the
industry. The leadership felt that the government used globalising forces as an
excuse not to take the necessary action at the national level in the interest of
farmers. Concerning the role of global developments in the decline of the industry,
the BSC interviewee stated:

9

Geest Industries was contracted by the state to ship St. Lucian bananas since 1953 until
1996 when it was sold through a joint venture between Windward Islands Banana
Development and Exporting Company (UK) Limited and Fyffes Group Limited. Up to the
1970s Geest also owned banana plantations in St. Lucia and Dominica.
10
Fyffes and WIBDECO bought Geest Caribbean Banana Operations in a joint venture in
1996. WIBDECO was given sole authority over the sale of exportable quality bananas in
the Windward Islands in 1996.
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It was a good place to hide. That’s what the government did […] hide
behind the fact that we cannot do anything because it is out of our hand,
it’s a World Trade Organisation thing and the devil up there called the
United States along with the South [and] Central Americans, they are the
problems and we are just a little speck and […] we cannot compete. […]
it was a safe zone they tried to put themselves in rather than trying to get
the things that could have happened, they didn’t do it […].
The Failure of the Caribbean Academy
The absence of alternatives to the existing model played a role in the BSC’s neglect
of the external global factors. Even if the BCS had targeted adverse global
developments, how would they propose to resolve them? I argue also that the BSC
focused on local politics because they did not have alternatives to the global
framework because the Caribbean academy had failed to provide these. There was
the absence of a Caribbean Intellectual Project aimed at alternatives to the neoliberal model. Even this was due to the ‘neo-liberalisation’ of the Caribbean
academy. The Caribbean academy had largely failed to engage in research which
could have provided possible alternatives and in turn fed into the work of groups
such as the BSC. The general de-politicisation of Caribbean academia since the
end of the 1980s has been discussed by scholars such as Brian Meeks, Payne and
Sutton, Don Marshall, Norman Girvan, Jason McCollin, Meagan Sylvester and
Tennyson Joseph. Joseph (2017, 110) states that, starting with the expulsion of
Walter Rodney in 1968, his assassination in 1980 and that of Maurice Bishop in
1983, “the period of radical engagement by the West Indian intellectual came to a
close, and the English-speaking Caribbean witnessed a shift to neo-liberal
domination, which has had a profoundly negative effect on the assumptions of the
role of the intellectual and the university in the Caribbean”. This resulted in the
commodification of knowledge which made progressive research a rarity. The
academy has become increasingly business and profit driven with academics
seeking consultancies to produce a-political/technical reports for organisations
with the resources to hire them.
The above does not mean that the academy is completely devoid of critical
scholarly thought. Joseph (2017) contends that despite the broad trend towards
academic neutrality, there are examples of Caribbean scholars who have been
engaging in progressive work especially since the emergence of the neo-liberal
ideology and even more so since the 2008 global financial crisis, which pointed to
the shortcomings and flaws of market economics. However, it is noteworthy that
the widest gaps reside in the spheres of economics and trade. Additionally, the
existence of this work does not always trickle down to grassroots political action.
In other words, as the public intellectual is on the decline, CSOs do not have access
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to the alternative discourses to apply to advocacy and lobbying action. In the case
of the BSC, there was no institutional link between them and academics who were
pursuing progressive research in the realm of trade and development theory and
practice (BSC Interviewee).
A General Lack of Awareness Among the Farmers
Farmers generally did not know about the link between trade liberalisation and the
troubles the industry was facing and were therefore not in a position to help shape
and direct the strategy of the BSC. The weekly bilingual (English and Creole)
radio programme “Bon Qualité” directed at farmers did not focus on larger global
issues and their impact on the industry in the 1990s. Instead the programme
continued to address predominantly technical matters related to banana production
and processing, administrative matters, price and market information such as fruit
quality requirements, and status of the market (supply and demand). Information
on liberalisation and its impact were addressed in the general news and press
releases on radio (Industry Official Interviewee no.2). However, because these
were provided in English, it excluded the majority of farmers. As a result, the BSC
was the main source of information for the farmers. Like the official rhetoric of the
BSC, farmers pointed to several local factors contributing to the decline of the
industry but they did not link them to global forces. These included: the
privatisation of the industry and the formation of three private entities, which
diverted potential profits away from farmers to three sets of management personnel
(Farmer Interviewee no.5), and little financial returns to farmers for their crops
(Farmer Interviewee nos. 6 and 9) resulting from corruption by the top
management of the industry (Farmer Interviewee nos. 6, 8 and 10). One farmer
who was heavily involved in BSC activities purported that the declining prices for
bananas was because the government had heeded the advice of civil servants to
keep farmers pay at a low-level vis-a-vis civil servants because farmers were not
educated (Farmer Interviewee no.7). Farmer Interviewee no.8 explained that she
was informed privately by an official of the SLBGA that the erosion of the
preferential arrangement for bananas had contributed to the decline when she
worked as a banana field assessor for the SLBGA. Farmer Interviewee no.12
indicated that he was aware of the external developments which were contributing
to the restructuring of the industry because he had attended a meeting in Jamaica
in the early 1990s at which these issues were discussed.
Adjusting to Trade Liberalisation: Pursuing Alternatives to Bananas
Has the void left by bananas been filled by other sectors, namely tourism? If not,
why not and what are the implications? It is not unusual for economies to adjust
structurally and re-specialise. Caribbean economies have shifted from tobacco, to
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sugar, to bananas and now to tourism. What they all have in common is that “we”
operated at the low-value added end of the global value chain. This is to suggest
that the problem is not just about trade liberalisation.
Preference erosion for commodities – bananas, rice and sugar – in the Caribbean
in the 1990s and the high import bill, forced the region to give more serious thought
and attention to diversification and more so that of the agricultural sector. The
peculiarities of the geography of Caribbean countries however made this
particularly challenging; small size and diversion of the land for tourism and real
estate development meant that there was limited arable land to support serious
diversification efforts. Other obstacles to agricultural diversification included type
of land tenure – predominantly micro holdings with few people having individual
land title, inadequate access to credit, extension services and infrastructure and
limited capacity for research and development (ECLAC, 2005). As part of the
adjustment process, in the case of St. Lucia, the government embarked on
agricultural diversification efforts for greater food security, reducing the food
import bill and generating foreign exchange earnings. Efforts to diversify into
vegetables, fruits, root crops, cut-flowers and livestock have had only moderate
success (Polius 1999).
But the tourism industry has a different story which is now the leading industry of
the St. Lucian economy (Migiro 2019). Tourism replaced bananas as the largest
economic sector by far (Coates 2009), particularly as the main contributor to
foreign exchange and a significant source of employment (Renard 2001, Nagle
2005). While the banana industry of St. Lucia experienced a steady decline from
1995 onwards, the contribution of travel and tourism to the country’s GDP
experienced fluctuation which later led to a steady increase. Furthermore, while
travel and tourism has accounted for more than that of bananas since 1995, its ratio
of contribution has exponentially increased: in 1995, the ratio of bananas to travel
and tourism in terms of contribution to GDP was 1:2.3; a drastic increase can be
seen a decade later, in 2005, with a 1:10 ratio, with the most recent ratio in 2019
being 1:57 (See table 5). Despite these shifts, what remains constant is that the
economy continues to operate at the low value-added end of the global value chain
which makes the economy persistently vulnerable and unable to withstand adverse
global developments. In the conclusion, I return to the main question – civil society
responses to neo-liberal globalisation.
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Table 5: Saint Lucia – Contribution of The Banana Industry and the Travel
and Tourism Industry to GDP
Year

Contribution of Bananas Contribution of Travel
to GDP
and Tourism to GDP

Contribution
Ratio

1990
10.27%
1991
7.33%
1992
9.68%
1993
9.15%
1994
6.56%
1995
7.52%
17.4%
1:2.3
1996
7.07%
16.3%
1:2.3
1997
4.78%
17.1%
1:3.5
1998
4.89%
17.2%
1.35
1999
3.54%
15.9%
1:4.5
2000
3.49%
16%
1:4.6
2001
2.15%
15.1%
1:7
2002
3.4%
14.6%
1:4.3
2003
2.3%
16.7%
1:7.2
2004
2.6%
17.2%
1:6.6
2005
1.8%
18%
1:10
2006
0.8%
14.3%
1:17
2007
0.7%
13.5%
1:19
2008
0.8%
13.7%
1:17
2009
0.8%
12.9%
1:16
2010
0.5%
12.3%
1:24
2011
0.3%
12.7%
1:42
2012
0.6%
13.2%
1:22
2013
0.4%
13.7%
1:34
2014
0.4%
14.1%
1:35
2015
0.4%
14.1%
1:35
2016
0.4%
14.1%
1:35
2017
0.4%
16.0%
1:40
2018
0.4%
17%
1:42
2019
0.3%
17.1%
1:57
Sources: World Travel and Tourism Council; The Central Statistical Office of Saint Lucia;
Saint Lucia Department of Finance Economic and Social Reviews 2009, 2015-2019
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Conclusion
The posture of the BSC and the circumstances in which they found themselves
point to broader issues related to responses to globalisation. The BSC’s behaviour
reflects IMF, World Bank and pro neo-liberal academic discourses which view
economic globalisation as an inevitable neutral phenomenon rather than as a
political project with ideological and philosophical underpinnings. This
perspective subscribes to the view that economic globalisation has evolved from
various economic and technological forces over time in which the role that the US
and UK, under Reagan and Thatcher, respectively, played in promoting the post1990s neo-liberal project through global economic institutions is ignored. By not
giving place to factors at the global level, the BSC failed to incorporate in their
analysis, the power of transnational corporations and more developed countries in
dictating the rules of, and compliance to the global economic order.
The above has several implications. First, it absolves global actors and forces from
having any responsibility in the process. Second, it ignores the increasing blurring
divisions between global and local developments and the impact of global events
and global governance on the domestic space in an interconnected global political
economy. In particular, it does not take into account the supranationality of WTO
decisions and its impact on the national policies. Third, it accepts neo-liberal
processes and seeks to achieve the best possible outcomes within it. Fourth, and
importantly, it places the burden on the state for the outcome of the processes of
neo-liberal globalisation, mirroring the perspective that states can equally adjust
and successfully navigate within the boundaries of a neo-liberal framework; this
approach thwarts progressive action. By focusing on the national level, the BSC
lost a window of opportunity to challenge global trade rules and the end of the
banana preferential regime in the WTO and contest elements of the framework,
which may be unjust. This limited not only their agency but also that of the state
versus powerful external forces. The action of the farmers therefore weakened their
position and that of the state vis-a-vis powerful global economic forces and limited
the possibility of advocating for alternatives to the prevailing model/philosophy.
The quest for counter-hegemonic alternatives could have been advanced in
collaboration with global progressive civil society groups, which were already
challenging macro neo-liberal processes. However, this may have been hindered
as the BSC was not vehemently opposed to, or attributed blame to neo-liberal
globalising forces. In more recent times, in the Anglophone Caribbean, there has
been a depoliticisation of civil society which has been manifested in various ways
(Hinds-Harrison and Montoute 2018) including limited participation in global civil
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society progressive action. Although civil society in the English-speaking
Caribbean mounted protest against the Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) in
the global civil society Stop EPA Campaign, Girvan (2012) maintains that it was
not characterised as a broad-based grassroots civil society movement.
Arguably, the most important implication is for the role of the Caribbean academy,
particularly The University of the West Indies (UWI) – the Caribbean’s premier
institution of higher learning. Critical development thinking – the New World
School in particular – in the Anglophone Caribbean arose in the 1960s in response
to the post-colonial capitalist structure of Caribbean societies. Intellectuals at the
UWI were instrumental in thinking about and carving out models to understand
the peculiarities of the Caribbean development problematique in this era (Girvan
n.d.).
However, as outlined in the paper, neo-liberalism and related factors halted the
critical intellectual project in the Caribbean, particularly in the study of economics.
In light of the lack of engagement between the BSC and the academy at the time,
what is the role of the University, in producing new ideas and connecting with
people on the ground? The UWI - particularly the Faculty of Social Science – has
a critical role to play at a moment when it has become clear that the prevailing
model has not worked for the region. This discussion is timely in light of the thrust
towards a renewed Caribbean renaissance, being articulated by the current ViceChancellor, Sir Hilary Beckles. In his address for Black History month 2017 and
in his report at the University Council Meeting 2019, titled, “Our Reputation
Revolution - Promoting the Post-IMF Caribbean Renaissance”, the ViceChancellor pointed to a re-thinking of the future of Caribbean development. This
new thrust provides a good context to discuss and develop a deliberate and
coherent intellectual project on a suitable socio-economic development paradigm
whose outcomes can provide viable options and alternatives to the prevailing
model to suit the peculiarities of the Caribbean region. The details of how this
should be done are beyond the scope of this paper; however I provide some broad
considerations for reaching this goal: partnering with universities and institutions
with a similar vision; targeting the economics department, paying special attention
to the teaching of development economics, economic history and on progressive
thinkers; making compulsory a course for every student which focuses on
Caribbean history and Caribbean philosophy and critical thought; and appointing
a Professor of Practice or creating a Caribbean Chair in the sphere of civil society,
social movements and community engagement.
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Introduction
Civil society has an important role to play in maintaining democracy. A strong and
reliable civil society can serve as a check on the misuse of power by the state.
According to Duwadi (2019), civil society is regarded as the ‘third sector’ of
society between government and the private sector and tends to be more active in
stimulating political awareness among the public and encouraging their political
participation to protect their own interests. Further, he asserts that through these
efforts, governments can become more accountable, honest, transparent and
responsive to public demands, which will win the support of the people and
strengthen their legitimacy. More importantly, civil society and the media can
together play an even greater role in building a culture of integrity in an
underdeveloped country and its society. In other words, for democracy to work
well in a complex society, journalism is necessary. Citizens need information about
the political, economic, and cultural systems that structure their lives in order to
act on them effectively. However, traditional news institutions have had major
failures in their ability to adequately cover news objectively. Consequently,
distributed information on the web through social media platforms, opens new
possibilities for citizen information. This phenomenon of public or civic
journalism using social media platforms is commonly known as citizen journalism
(CJ).
With the advent of Web 2.0 and technological advancements, the average citizen
gained the ability to publish information digitally on various social media
platforms. According to Bryer and Zavattaro (2011, 326) “Social media are
technologies that facilitate social interaction, make possible collaboration, and
enable deliberation across stakeholders. These technologies include blogs, wikis,
media (audio, photo, video, text) sharing tools, networking platforms (including
Facebook), and virtual worlds.” Bruns (2008) explains it more succinctly as
removing the real-world limitations placed on social behaviour. To this end, Lewis,
Kaufhold and Lasorsa (2010) opine that social media can be referred to as the
medium which gave rise to the phenomenon of CJ as the alleged challenge to
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professional journalism control. A seemingly umbrella label, CJ in fact
encompasses a range of activities from blogging, to real-time podcasts such as
Facebook Live, to a random post, all sharing different types of information. The
common denominator amongst these platforms is that they all trade in usergenerated content (UGC). Notwithstanding, the participatory nature of CJ in
processing, newsgathering and sharing the domain of traditional broadcasts in
Trinidad and Tobago (T&T), is consistent with the view of McCombs and Shaw
(1972) that it remains elitist, barricaded behind professional journalism, social
responsibility, and subject to gatekeeping and agenda-setting practices.
In the Caribbean, journalists are divided on whether to induct citizen journalists
into the media fraternity (Haynes 2016). President of the Media Association of
Trinidad and Tobago (MATT), Francesca Hawkins, expounded this position,
stating it is not accurate to attribute journalism to “all walks of people” in the media
sphere. Ms. Hawkins went on to acknowledge that the media is a dynamic space
in which information is shared with the public. However, there are different aspects
to the media, from entertainment to deep journalism and informed opinion
(Hawkins 2017). Further, in 2016, CJ became a focal point for discussion at a
media law seminar held in Barbados for journalists within the Caribbean
Community (CARICOM). The event was recognised as an imposing reality on the
CARICOM news landscape whose discourse included the pros and cons of
including participatory journalism into traditional newsroom journalism.
Internationally, this debate is more advanced as several established news networks
have recognised the need to reposition the approach to news. Given the onset of
CJ and the public agenda to have their stories told, user-generated or citizen
journalist content is being incorporated into both traditional and digital news
platforms. Regrettably, in the Caribbean, and specifically T&T, inclusion of the
citizen journalist into traditional media broadcasts is not as prolific in contrast to
some international media organisations such as CNN’s iReport and the earlier
Korean OhMyNews.
Over the past decade, local broadcast houses’ primary engagement of UGC has
been airing still-photography or short video clips or stories sent in by viewers under
news segments such as ‘What you Saw’ and ‘UReport’. These clips covered
anything considered news by citizens with content amounting mainly to
community interest stories such as water main leakage and bad or inaccessible
roads. This is seen as ‘soft news’ by professional journalists and not representative
of wider national issues. Within the last few years, however, an upsurge in crime
in T&T has impacted CJ stories to also reflect this nationalist interest in news
content published on online forums. Market Facts and Opinion (MFO) in their last
commissioned survey listed the 7p.m. news on TV6 and CNC3 as the highest rated
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watched local television programs in T&T with a viewership of 230,000 and
200,000 persons respectively. This is closely followed by a highly sensationalised
local crime fighting program entitled Crime Watch (155,000) whose format is
based on what can be truly termed citizen journalism.
Social media and user-generated content (UGC) have not only impacted the way
news is consumed and distributed but have affected the way that traditional
journalists engage in newsgathering and disseminating information. The
introduction of UGC content directly into mainstream news has been taken on by
international networks such as CNN through the iReport and the BBC News
Interactive’s UGC Hub (Wardle and Williams 2010). However, there is a dearth
of studies on similar initiatives in the Caribbean. In particular, while studies on the
citizen journalist in a global context continue to grow, there are no recognisable
studies or literature specific to T&T and more so to television newsrooms, hence
the impetus for the current study. Local studies stand to explore the changing
paradigm of traditional media ‘holding the gate’ by comparing existing global
models that can provide insights into the way forward for integrating participatory
and traditional journalism in local news culture with potential to enhance civil
society.
Consequently, this paper portends a myriad of potential benefits. In addition to
examining the postulates of gatekeeping theory, it helps to assess the challenges
that come from digital media and develop new perspectives within the theory.
Media houses, managers and journalists can use the findings of the study to build
integration platforms with credible citizen journalists which can create a stronger
and diverse news brand. Further, the public or content producers such as citizen
journalists, bloggers, and casual social media users can develop an understanding
of the ethics and basic laws governing libel, slander, and treatment of sensitive
information and high-risk groups. The implications for training in CJ are equally
significant. The findings can provide guidelines on appropriate materials for
training in CJ for those interested in becoming legitimate citizen journalists. Lastly,
CJ can also prove economically viable to news organisations. Given the recent
spate of retrenchment from media houses in T&T, the citizen journalist can be an
inexpensive freelance source of news as well as provide competitive advantage
either through different stories, new angles or exclusive footage in cases of
resource constraints.
The study of CJ is broad and evolving particularly in relation to its challenge to
traditional journalism. News organisations around the world are developing
models to introduce UGC and CJ stories into mainstream publishing. This
initiative holds key potential to aid the public good and civil society by extension.
As such, the present study explores the views of traditional journalists from two
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newsrooms in T&T (CNC3 and TV6) on citizen journalism and their criteria in
determining CJ content for inclusion in news to the ultimate benefit of civil society
in T&T. In this commentary, the terms ‘traditional’, ‘mainstream’, ‘professional’
and ‘legacy’ journalists are used interchangeably and distinct from citizen or public
journalists.
In an attempt to realise the foregoing objectives, the following research questions
(RQs) are posed:
RQ1: How do mainstream journalists view CJ?
RQ2: What criteria are used in appraising CJ content?
RQ3. What are CJ’s potential benefits, if any, to civil society?
Literature Review
Civil Society (CS)
The World Economic Forum (2013, 8) broadly defines civil society as the “area
outside the family, market and state”. For example, the EU defines civil society as
“all forms of social action carried out by individuals or groups who are neither
connected to, nor managed by, the State” while the African Development Bank
argues that civil society is the voluntary expression of the interests and aspirations
of citizens organised and united by common interests, goals, values or traditions
and mobilised into collective action (AfDB 2012, 10). As a whole, Cooper (2018)
notes that civil society encompasses a spectrum of actors with a wide range of
purposes, constituencies, structures, degrees of organisation, functions, size,
resource levels, cultural contexts, ideologies, membership, geographical coverage,
strategies and approaches. Notwithstanding these varied definitions, VanDyck
(2017) asserts that defining civil society is not a simple task. Jezard (2018) notes
that the term civil society became popular in the 1980s when it was identified with
the non-state protest movements in authoritarian regimes in Eastern Europe and
Latin America. Over time, VanDyck (2017) observes that there have been
significant changes in the civil society landscape and the concept has evolved from
associational platforms to comprise a wide range of organised and organic groups
of different forms, functions and sizes. Further, he states that at different periods,
community-based organisations, workers’ or labour unions, professional
associations, and NGOs have been the most prominent in the civil society space.
However, today, civil society is “recognised as a diverse and ever-wider ecosystem
of individuals, communities and organisations” (WEF 2013, 6).
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On the other hand, Harrison (2013) simplifies contemporary CS from a Caribbean
or CARICOM perspective as a public sphere of interaction and activity which is
(mostly) separate from both the state and the economy/market. In addition, she
views civil society as CSOs or Civil Society Organisations and concurs with
Duwadi’s (2019) view of organisations comprising a third sector, with the public
and private sectors forming the first and second sectors within a society. More
importantly, she maintains that civil society is rich in the variety of actors, groups
and of politics which it encompasses while cautioning that this same diversity and
richness can complicate civil society inclusion in formal decision-making
processes. Given the advent of new communication technologies today, civil
society participants are further empowered through increasing use of social media
platforms.
Social Media
The arrival of Web 2.0 and improved technology created an open access to
information which altered the way news was gathered as well as the processes that
led to its broadcast. The resulting phenomenon was active citizens creating
participatory news (Singer 2006). The people formerly known as the audience had
become more than mere listeners or receivers but were users, producers and
consumers in the news cycle (Rosen 2008). Breaking news became a 24-hour
activity of bloggers, independent news websites and citizens with smartphones
who capture and post material instantaneously to social media publishing
platforms. Witschge (2009) opined that new media technologies have changed and
multiplied the ways in which news can be accessed. This made ‘street journalism’
a real and viable news source and turned gatekeeping into a gate-watching function
(Bruns 2008). Williams and Delli Carpini (2000) took this notion further,
hypothesising that a changing media environment and access to information one
click away has removed the ‘gate’ altogether. Consequently, King (2008, 12)
believes “journalists no longer control the message and digital publishing today is
practiced by the masses as newsgathering and distribution changed forever, and
the audience is part of the process”.
New communication technologies are increasingly recognised as critical resources
in mobilising collective action leading to the creation, organisation, and
implementation of social movements around the world. This is particularly true of
social media via the internet. Eltantawy and Wiest (2011) posit that the
development of social media has created opportunities for web-fuelled social
movements, or cyberactivism, which continue to change the landscape of
collective action. In this regard, Langman (2005) argues that nascent computersavvy activists use the Internet to initiate and organise a broad spectrum of
dissention activities, including consumer boycotts and public protests and
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demonstrations. Similarly, scholars such as Della Porta and Mosca (2005),
Langman (2005), O’Lear (1999) and Wasserman (2007) have pointed to new
communication technologies — particularly social media like short messaging
services (SMS), social-networking sites, and blogs—as being, collectively, an
important new resource for the successful organisation and implementation of
social movements. Further, they highlight that social media technologies have been
used especially in organising and implementing collective activities, promoting a
sense of community and collective identity among marginalised group members,
creating less-confined political spaces, establishing connections with other social
movements, and publicising causes to gain support from the global community.
This increasing practice of publicising and distributing information on the web
through social media platforms has spawned new possibilities for citizen
information commonly known as citizen journalism (CJ).
Citizen Journalism
Rosen (2008) notes that the phenomenon of citizen journalism (CJ) results when
people formerly known as the audience employ the press tools that they have in
their possession to inform one another. Allan et al (2007,378) add that citizen
journalists have emerged, not through a deliberate and conscious movement of
citizen groups, but as “accidental journalists”. Academic debates that centre
around CJ take several positions. While Charles and Stewart (2011), for example,
opine CJ can lead pluralistic democratic discussion in public spheres, it is also felt
that it holds potential for incorporation, where the CJ and the traditional journalist
can work cooperatively, not undermining but reimagining the profession.
Generally, however, CJ is an umbrella term with which traditional journalists have
an adversity, particularly as it is tagged to the word journalism. According to Nip
(2006), journalism denotes operational factors of credibility, professionalism and
a code of ethics that CJ is under no obligation to adhere. Further, he argues that the
term citizen journalist loosely refers to different ways the public takes part in news
processes such as gathering and distribution. Specifically, he identifies some of
these as public journalism, participatory journalism, and citizen journalism. Other
labels include hyper local journalism, interactive journalism, civic journalism, and
grassroots journalism, all of which share the commonality of providing usergenerated content primarily on non-traditional media platforms such as Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, SnapChat as well as blogs. A case study of Nip’s definition of
public journalism held citizens to a standard of news maker and consumer who,
along with participation from journalists, would be able to advance their interests
in the medium of broadcast. This typically held for events such as town meetings.
In Trinidad and Tobago, this method of participatory journalism is very popular
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during general elections. In this regard, the audience is viewed as citizens rather
than spectators, readers, viewers, listeners or an undifferentiated mass (Rosen
2000). It was meant to encourage full discourse and interactivity between the
journalist and the community but received critical reviews of being ineffective in
removing the journalistic gatekeeping notion of “us and them” (Platon and Deuze
2003, 340). Participatory journalism encouraged professionals and news
consumers to work together in newsgathering processes, which Jarvis (2006)
referred to as networked journalism. Cognisant that the variances between the
labels are subtle, citizen journalism is taken to mean non-professional citizen
publishers of newsworthy content or UGC that can potentially contribute to
mainstream news consistent with traditional or mainstream journalism.
Traditional/Mainstream Journalism
Traditional or legacy journalism processes of newsgathering and distribution
operated in an offline environment with strong gatekeeping and agenda-setting
policies. Studies have shown a decline in television viewership as a mass medium
which McCombs (2004) believes results from a gap in journalists’ interactivity
with the audience (Barbosa e Silva, 2008). Despite this, the traditional medium
does not seem close to extinction as changes are evident in traditional media’s
relationship with its publics and adaptation techniques. Bowman and Willis (2005)
found that a key differentiating factor between citizen journalists and traditional
journalists lies in the relationship they share to newsgathering and concepts of what
constitutes news. The citizen journalist’s interests lay in news uncovered or
ignored by traditional media, which consisted heavily of community stories.
Alternatively, traditional journalists are concerned with day-to-day diary events
that centre around national issues. However, Gans’ (2004, 147) study of television
and print newsrooms revealed a hierarchy of news importance by journalists, based
not only on content but also on advertising attractiveness and “competitive
considerations”.
Brown (2005) noted story accuracy over interest as the separation of professional
journalism from citizen journalism. Laitila (1995) identified key elements echoed
by journalists in a study across Europe, as underpinning journalistic
professionalism. These elements inform a common code of ethics applied which
proposed standards of newsgathering to responsibly and truthfully inform, to
defend the public’s rights, to help shape public opinion and protect sources (Laitila
1995 cited in Mc Quail 2010). Baker (2009) agrees the journalist has the power to
help shape public opinion as “the information they disseminate (or withhold) has
the power to inform (or misinform) … about truth and reality, and to influence
decision-making” (127). How journalists treat with information is a direct result of
a conscious choice; therefore, implied in this statement are the maxims of
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gatekeeping and agenda-setting functions of traditional news, which can influence
public discussion by what is set as national issues of importance (McCombs and
Shaw 1972; McCombs 2004; Newbold 2005).
Newsgathering and production in citizen reportage compete with traditional news
for immediacy, interest and even advertising dollars not to mention audience
consumption. Knight (2008) notes the significance of citizen posts, creating
“competition through their often eye-witness reports” (117). Despite his
acknowledgement of CJ’s contributions to news, he considers it [news] to be “nonfiction, buttressed by transparent sources” (123). Storr (2016) views news as
storytelling, particularly in the Caribbean where our “social construct” is built
around stories from the days of “Anansi” (123). In other words, while traditional
journalism must present truth and balance it should do so with the interest that
citizen stories generate. This substantiates the push for converged, citizen and
professional journalism, making news together in a model referred to as ‘We
Media’ (Bowman and Willis 2003). Gillmor (2007) further states that we used to
say that journalists write the first draft of history but this is not so any longer
because people on the ground at these events now actually write the first draft. This
is the bottom-up approach where the audience is now sending the messages of what
the public discussions should be, and which issues are of interest.
According to Storr (2016), in Europe and North America, the challenges posed to
traditional media by CJ remain a concern but long strides have been made in
attempting to harness the content for legitimate, professional use in participatory
online and traditional newsroom models. Some notable ones are CNN’s iReport,
Korea’s OhMyNews and YouTube’s The Young Turks. Further, he notes the
challenge of CJ is more unique for Caribbean journalists as they operate in a small
environment with “centralised political structures, archaic media laws, dependent
economies, and cultural peculiarities” (Storr 2016, 3). Essentially, he alludes to the
factors of power and control that could hinder the citizen’s voice from being part
of legitimate mass media. In any event, while academic studies on journalism and
newsrooms in print and online media have been prolific, there are less
comprehensive studies that focus directly on citizen journalism in legacy or
traditional television newsrooms. This study explores the use of CJ in T&T using
data derived from in-depth interviews and field observations in two television
newsrooms. Specifically, it examines the views of mainstream journalists to usergenerated content (UGC).
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User-Generated Content (UGC)
User-generated content (UGC), also referred to as user-created content is defined
by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) as
content that is publicly accessed over the internet with some creativity and nonprofessional routines behind its publishing (Vickery and Wunsch-Vincent 2007).
This definition clearly renders UGC’s space as digital. However, user-content
existed in a more personalised analog form prior to the digital age. Recent
academic discussions on UGC’s use in professional newsrooms centre around its
ambiguity as an umbrella term in addition to its pros versus cons. Studies by
Paulessen and Ugile (2008) and Singer (2010) found professional journalists to be
wary of UGC and have concerns ranging from the quality of its content and context
to decisions about whether it is fit for news or not or what worth it brings.
Specifically, they found journalists prefer to keep within the controlled news realm
of professionalism. Recognising the growing phenomenon and myriad concerns,
UNESCO joined the discussion by publishing a book of guidelines for UGC’s use
and development for broadcasters and the public alike, thus adding to the literature
that can be accessed for studies on journalists and participatory media.
Today, several UGC models of integration with mainstream news exist
internationally and are progressive. However, the move to integrate citizen media
is not an aggressive one in T&T although the population is very social media
intensive and most major news networks also manage social media platforms. This
is reflected in Hermida and Thurman’s (2008) study of several United Kingdom
(UK) newspapers’ responses to the proliferation of UGC. Using in-depth
interviews and surveys, while the study revealed a clear distrust of UGC quality
amongst staff, management recognised the content could have substantial value.
This led to its integration with traditional news, utilising gatekeeping processes of
editorial vetting to assuage concerns of quality which refers not merely to
unbalanced footage or distorted audio but also source credibility and information
accuracy. It is not surprising that executives would be interested in the
incorporation of UGC as it provides economic and placement strategy for news
being timely, relevant and relatively cheap. Further, a competitive basis for scoops
can be developed if the relationship and process are properly managed. However,
a working model would require development in any news institution taking on
participatory journalism.
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Theoretical Framework
Gatekeeping
The theories of gatekeeping and agenda-setting are pertinent. As foundation
theories in mass communication studies and newsroom research, they relate to the
process of information-gathering, appraisal and selection of content that ultimately
informs society through news reporting which has endured for years. In White’s
(1950) study of wire editor Mr. Gates’s news story selection, he called this process
gatekeeping. White (1950) deduced the nature of news selection to be a highly
subjective and individualised practice, an analysis for which he has been criticised.
Gatekeeping as a theory evolved during a time when effects theories such as the
‘magic bullet’ or ‘hypodermic needle’ (Lasswell 1938) dominated communication
debates. Such theories postulated a passive audience receiving mass
communication output that ultimately had some form of desired effect. White in
his study did not merely determine the outcome of Mr. Gates’ decision making but
he also studied what led to it, that is, all the processes that contributed to the end
result of which stories Mr. Gate allowed through to news delivery. These top-down
or one-to-many models were heavily criticised and the debates continue today.
The tenets of gatekeeping choices revolve around story interest, news agenda and
rundown of other stories as well as social responsibility and resources (White
1950; Harmon 1989; Berkowitz 1990). Gatekeeping has long been the territory of
traditional journalism, where the public’s access to news beyond the daily
broadcast was limited. The result was a passive audience who possessed few
resources to challenge or add to any media’s information or agenda, mostly
commenting on issues after the newscast. In addition, interaction between
journalists and the audience was constrained to media-house visits, phone calls,
letters to the editor and emails.
Scholars concur that gatekeeping is the process of securing, controlling and
filtering information for dissemination to the public (White 1950; Shoemaker and
Vos 2009). Further, they state that during this process, countless messages are
reduced and honed into manageable newsworthy information that can be shared
with the public. In other words, the process can be likened to a physical gate which
is opened and closed to allow entry or exit by someone with the authority to do so,
and depending on how far the gate is opened determines how much, in this case
information, can pass through and vice versa.
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Gatekeeping has been the domain of journalists, editors, producers and media
management, as well as organisational policy. As such, the theory does not propose
one gate but several layers of gates or several gatekeepers managing one gate
(Lewin 1943). Both White (1950) in his wire editor study and Lewin (1943) in his
food consumption study determined gatekeeping to be highly subjective process.
Notwithstanding, White’s (1950) study came under criticism for its individuality
in recognising a sole gatekeeper (Brown 1979). However, the original concept
proposed by Lewin (1943), although not based in communications studies, holds a
closer relationship to gatekeeping within journalism and traditional newsrooms.
The multiple-gate theory aptly transposes unto the newsroom environment where
many factors, human and non-human, for example social or organisational control,
lack of resources etcetera, determine the process of “culling and crafting countless
bits of information into the limited number of messages that reach people every
day” (Shoemaker and Vos 2009, 1).
Critics of gatekeeping such as Axel Bruns (2005) argue that traditional journalism
lays claim to objectivity; however, the very act of gatekeeping within the
profession makes the end-product for consumption subjective. He argues that
while it is ideally a useful mechanism for condensing the total sum of all current
events down to what can be intelligently covered using available resources,
gatekeeping is necessarily also subject to the unconscious and implicit biases of
journalistic staff, or even explicit interference by editors and proprietors as they
impose their own political, social or commercial agendas. Further, the agenda can
also be a less sinister one of time and resource issues.
In the new age of digital media where access to information is not niche and
citizens have been assuming the role of journalists in gathering, disseminating and
redistributing information across social media, the notion of the gate has shifted.
Proponents have put forward revised gatekeeping arguments that range from gatewatching (Bruns 2008a) to networked gates (Barzilai-Nahon 2008) to no gates
(Rosen, 2010). “Some have predicted that the idea of gatekeeping is now dead, a
concept made moribund by the internet” (Shoemaker and Vos 2009, 130).
Likewise, Williams and Delli Carpini (2000) posit that the openness of the online
environment in providing information undermines the concept of a gate and
gatekeepers. However, this proposition of a non-gate theory seems futuristic if at
all. Even within the frame of social media the audience who comments – the posts
that are removed for some form of infraction, the discerning citizen who blocks
content – are all practicing forms of gatekeeping. The evolving theories therefore
should likely ask who are the gatekeepers rather than question the kind of gate.
With respect to citizen journalism, Paikin (2013) states the citizen journalist now
writes the first news draft which is then built upon by traditional journalists. It
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stands to reason that if citizens are writing the drafts, there must be some level of
gatekeeping amongst users (Singer 2013). The audience that comments on posts
are the new gatekeepers and, in themselves, can provide the first level filters that
traditional journalists tapping into user-generated online content can assess before
re-disseminating as news. Invariably, this dual gatekeeping role by audience and
traditional journalists has further implications for the agenda-setting function for
media and news in particular.
Agenda-Setting
Agenda-setting is the notion of media’s ability to guide national discussions and
to place the prominence of a topic in the mind of the public. Cohen (1963) puts
this in context by asserting that the press may not be successful much of the time
in telling people what to think, but it is stunningly successful in telling its readers
what to think about. The assertion at the time specifically addressed the print
medium; however, it could also relate to television as they operate under similar
guidelines, constraints and often management. Agenda-setting was first applied to
the study of how press coverage of election campaigns affected voting patterns
(McCombs and Shaw 1972). It has since been used in the study of television news
to assess how issues are given importance by story length and placement in the
broadcast rundown. Nonetheless, Dearing and Rogers (1996) are critical of the
usefulness of agenda-setting. They place agenda-setting together with gatekeeping
in effects theories, but also claim it does not take into consideration that other
groups may have their own agendas or place importance on different news
altogether. This criticism was substantiated by Davis and Robinson (1986) who
claim that agenda-setting does not ask of the public the importance of ‘who’,
‘where’, and ‘why’ (in McQuail 2010, 513).
Despite the criticisms levelled at gatekeeping and agenda-setting, sufficient
research exists to support the use of both theories in studying journalists’ and
newsroom operations in relation to UGC and CJ. For example, Bruns (2005)
posited the soliciting of user-content by traditional media is a form of gatewatching, where ubiquitous information is collected and checked simply because
it is in the public domain and cannot be ignored. While this provides a softer
criticism of gatekeeping and agenda-setting, it offers a re-evaluation of the
processes and theories in themselves which is a valid consideration in the digital
age owing to the fact that journalism has a social responsibility to ensure the public
knows what it needs to know even when it is not aware that it needs to know.
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Therefore, in this commentary, a combination of agenda-setting and gatekeeping
is relevant to determining how newsrooms in CNC3 and CCN TV6 respond to the
growth of citizen journalism and UGC that may disrupt old settings. The digital
age has interrupted the hold that traditional media have had on setting discussions
and gatekeeping. Although it has not removed its presence altogether, it is affecting
newsgathering and other broadcast processes in journalism such as story selection.
Journalists are faced with a shifting paradigm where the former audience have
become users and contributors to the news process. In the meantime, scholastic
research in mass communications and media speak of the media agenda and the
public agenda often pointing to a separation of the two.
Methodology
Earlier studies of newsrooms examined the socio-cultural aspects of newsroom
practices including behaviour, attitudes and beliefs of journalistic newsroom staff
(Tuchman 1973; Berkowitz 1990; Cottle 2007). These studies were primarily
conducted as qualitative studies utilising methodologies of interviews and some
form of ethnography (field observation) in most cases. Likewise, the current study
employs in-depth interviews and field observation to examine the views of
mainstream journalists in Trinidad and Tobago (T&T) to CJ user-generated
content. According to Wimmer and Dominick (2006), qualitative methodology is
not definitive, in that the term is often considered broad amongst theorists. Bruns
(2008a), however, points out that qualitative studies can play a significant role in
understanding how CJ is integrated where newsrooms and the process of
newsgathering are concerned. In addition, while qualitative research does not
count numbers, it is interpretive and concerned with “understanding what appears
and what it means” (Hansen and Machin 2013, 292). The research design for this
note considers the appropriateness of these methods, their strengths and limitations
and relationship to each other. As such, the use of qualitative research methods of
non-participatory unstructured observation and semi-structured in-depth
interviews are undertaken to inform the results of mainstream journalists’ views of
CJ in newsgathering and broadcast processes.
Interview Design
This note called for research participants immersed in newsroom culture. Taking
this into account, a non-probability sample in which the researcher selected
participants across a sampling frame provided the best option for the study. The
sample size totalled 12 participants while the frame consisted of head of news,
reporter, producer, anchor, video editor, copy editor, a representative of the Media
Association of Trinidad and Tobago (MATT), and pertinent members to a
newsroom and media culture in Trinidad and Tobago (T&T). It needs to be noted
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here that members of MATT comprise media personnel who would have held one
or all the posts stated in the sample. The participants’ ages ranged from thirty-one
to fifty-three covering a span of professional journalistic practice from six years to
thirty-five years in media. Half of the sample worked across all media platforms
throughout their careers, moving from the analog to digital age. The participants
in the younger demographic have not worked in media prior to the advent of social
media. Seventy-two per cent of the sample gained post graduate education in
communications or a related field while the remaining percentage pursued a first
degree and learned basic courses in different aspects of media production on the
job. All members of the sample are currently active newsroom personnel and were
assured of anonymity in the study.
Participants were interviewed based on their direct relation, current or previous, to
broadcast newsrooms, newsroom culture and general management of legacy media
professionals. The in-depth interview questions consisted of 18 items. During the
interview process, each respondent was digitally recorded with their knowledge
and consent. Interviews ranged between 25 minutes and 54 minutes. The variance
occurred due to work interruptions. In some instances, questions were added or
subtracted depending on participants’ responses. Responses were transcribed
verbatim, with notes made of breaks in dialogue such as laughter, long thinking
pauses, stopping to answer the telephone or any other interruption. The researchers
conducted an analysis of the interview transcripts determining patterns or
commonalities in expressed thoughts, beliefs and practices that presented
themselves throughout the respondents’ answers.
Field-observations formed a complementary methodology to the in-depth
interviews. It allowed comparison of interview responses to field observations
which discerned consonances and/or dissonances in what was said and what was
done. The daily routine of newsroom interaction among co-workers, employee to
management and staff to the public through phone calls or social media monitoring
were also observed. Notes were made of procedures such as staff meetings, both
formal and informal, one-on-one meetings between management and staff and
corridor meetings. Insight was also gained into assignment distribution and how
news was gathered and by day’s end how the agenda was set for the 7p.m. newscast
and how, where and if CJ played a role in determining content selection.
Data Analysis and Results
As recommended by Wimmer and Dominick (2006), a “preliminary category
system” (119) was put in place for collating and finding similarities in responses
during the transcription of interviews. Categories were created prior to transcribing
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while others emerged during the process. These categories were journalism /
professional / credible, news, newsgathering, agenda-setting/ gatekeeping,
UGC/CJ and Solicit / Vet / UGC/CJ. For observational findings of UGC and CJ
use in news broadcasts, another thematic analysis was utilised patterned after
Thurman (2008). The authors recognised several UGC formats, some of which
were ideally suited to this study. These included versions of Q&As, Nightly Polls,
People Meter and Have your Say, all noted in the stations’ news rundown. The
categories acted as a guide during analysis to collate participants’ views of UGC
as CJ. Copious notes were made under each category for individual respondents.
Further, to determine the results, all notes made during observations together with
transcribed interview responses were analysed for emergent patterns in expressed
thoughts, beliefs and processes that could be grouped for answering the research
questions as follows:
RQ1. How do mainstream journalists view CJ?
Practising Professionals’ Views
The views generated a wide range of themed responses. Across the sample,
respondents attempted to define CJ. While one respondent described it as “material
existing without context”, most identified CJ as some level of reportage from
people with limited to no knowledge of and training in journalism that does not
subscribe to the context, codes and ethics that inform the daily duties of journalists.
Citizen journalists were described as ordinary people having the tools to publish
on issues that immediately affect them. In particular, one respondent called these
postings “spontaneous responses to the environment.” This argument was given
further context by a former representative of MATT who stated “CJ is a fancy
word but it doesn’t exist. Citizen journalism is a contradiction in terms… It’s a
nice way of describing the higher-end material that individuals are releasing into
the technological sphere.”
Traditional Journalists’ Views
Traditional journalists, as found in this study, were unanimous that CJ is not
journalism. One respondent postulated “it might be reporting what’s happening
perhaps, but is it fair and accurate and unbiased? Is it journalism? Definitely not.”
Based on the literature, they seem to adhere to a formal code of ethics, selfregulation and professional commitment to a job as well as social responsibility to
audiences. Another view of CJ as participatory media contended that CJ did not
lend it credibility due to its inability to access sources behind posted content. The
inherent lack of being guided by ethical considerations or even in some cases basic
moral considerations was one of the major flaws traditional journalists see in CJ.
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What most desired was an appropriate label to be assigned that excludes the word
‘journalist’. One suggested label was ‘citizen publisher’. However, even
professional publishers seem to have a problem with this label.
From Blogger to Show Host to Smartphone Citizen – does it matter?
Asked whether they perceive any differentiation in citizen journalists, the
responses were cautiously affirmative. There was recognition that some persons
posting to social media had a genuine desire to contribute positively to national
discussion or inform the public of some occurrence that would be beneficial news,
for example, a landslide that cuts off the passage of a major road in rush-hour
traffic. In these instances, CJ was recognised as a positive and valuable source of
good content. However, journalists believe these instances are more rare than
prevalent. One such example was given of Ian Alleyne, the crime show host of
Crime Watch and self-proclaimed journalist with no training, but whose program
is wildly popular. Crime Watch is seen as a news and current affairs program that
features raw and often graphic footage. Sanitised versions of his footage were
widely used in regular 7p.m. broadcasts on both CCN TV6 and CNC3 when the
program formed part of their broadcast line-up at separate periods between 2009
to 2015.
The former representative of MATT stated, “Ian Alleyne is the closest thing to I
would say a citizen who is trying to do journalistic work but without the ethical
framework that would take his program from where it is”. As a citizen journalist
allowed to practice in the traditional forum, the program’s content has led to
lawsuits against the host personally as well as the media houses for breaches of
journalistic codes such as libel and exposure of a minor, where the face of an
underage girl being raped was broadcasted. Whether blogger, show host or the
average citizen, professional journalists claim the content is all opinion and not
fact. Citizen-driven programs or content such as this is the fine line media
executives sometimes walk between the business of delivering news in a socially
responsible manner and the business of news economics driven by audience ratings
and profits.
Citizen Journalist - Benefit or Threat?
There is consensus amongst most of the broadcast media personnel that traditional
media is not yet in immediate danger due to any challenge from social media’s
spawn of citizen journalists. However, one respondent stated that “two years ago
when I was at CNN they said the traditional newsroom is not going to last another
five years”. In further conversation, the respondent and colleagues underscored
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that eventually they do not expect the model of traditional journalism that currently
exists to hold up against participatory media. Nonetheless, no one could say what
the replacement would look like or would mean with a respondent intimating that
they would be out of jobs merely in a new space and it is “just that we need to
figure out what it is”. Generally, it is believed that citizen journalism does not
currently play a huge part in news broadcasts even though it has been around for
years because Trinidad and Tobago is still highly traditional and that audiences
come to the 7p.m. news not merely for credibility but also out of habit and tradition.
The preceding findings are testimony of the range of views toward CJ. Despite
some of the apathy expressed in relation to CJ and a general lack of strong
participatory models, most respondents viewed it as more of a benefit than a threat.
The question of whether it was a threat or benefit evoked this answer: “what I want
to say is that it’s a threat because I’ve heard it over and over … but I don’t think
it’s really a great threat. I think that it could work in tandem with traditional
journalism and bring about better reporting for citizens”. This response is in
synergy with some academic proponents of participatory models of journalism
such as Rosen (2008) and Gillmor (2013). Overall, the responses represent mixed
views to CJ in the interest of maintaining the status quo. However, the cautious
optimism for its integration into mainstream news represents a healthy sign in
promoting civil society. Overall, the responses succeed in achieving the goal of
RQ1 in soliciting the broad views of mainstream journalists toward CJ.
RQ2: What criteria are used in appraising CJ content?
Participants’ responses reveal both media houses adopt methods of soliciting CJ
content based on international models such as CNN’s iReport. One respondent
stated, “We have the UReport which is patterned after CNN’s iReport but that
plays a miniscule role in our newscast because it tends to be about mundane
issues”. However, contemporaries of this respondent had a split view of this
observation. There was agreement that the general content from citizens was not
of a high news worth in the news line-up. Nevertheless, what it did provide was
diversity and an outlet for people that needed assistance. According to another
respondent, “We invite and encourage citizens to send us information through our
UReport and people get results after we air them”. Yet another respondent intoned
- “News needs to be fluid. It needs to be responsive and it needs to incorporate
everyone and everything and that’s where CJ comes in”. Consistent with the
growing perception that CJ has impacted and redefined what people consider news
and by the same token what is selected to be covered, another respondent admitted
that “we actually look at things like Facebook to get a gauge of what people think
is important and sometimes this might be Kim Kardashian. It’s heart-breaking but
it is what it is”.
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Nevertheless, as audience participation in the news process grows, the former
MATT representative cautions that journalists “cannot merely be a vehicle for
social media content to reach mainstream, otherwise there’s no difference between
us and them”. It is therefore evident that while the ‘gate’ has narrowed, it is far
from closed in these two television newsrooms (CNC3 and TV6). In fact, the
process has gone digital and one respondent informs that although CJ has affected
story selection and what makes it out to broadcast, there is still always another
‘gate’ to pursue. The respondent further alerts us that “a gatekeeper typically would
have been your assignment editor saying this is what we are doing for the day. But
now we are in WhatsApp groups with each other sharing content that have come
from social media and saying we should do a story on this because sometimes the
citizen journalist story needs to be a news story. However, within pockets of news,
there is still somebody deciding whether we are going to bother or not”.
An observation made while sitting through newscasts is that prompts to the
audience are given by the anchor (s) of both newsrooms to send their stories
through the organisations’ websites, Facebook pages, and @Twitter handles.
However, one respondent noted that websites are almost considered traditional
media now and more had to be done “to meet the audience where they are …which
is why we push it on social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram”. On another note, journalists from both media organisations also
heavily engage their personal and organisational social media platforms daily. For
example, one respondent sat down with the researchers to demonstrate how the
platforms are laid out and managed to maximise the feeds of citizen and other
content. These platforms are also used as an avenue to solicit and gather UGC. The
proliferation of social media platforms is also used and managed by WhatsApp
chats as the barriers to direct communication have been removed by social media
access portals. A respondent aptly noted that “verification is life when it comes to
citizen journalism”.
Evidently, the mixed views regarding CJ criteria are consistent with impressions
toward CJ as a whole. Given this lack of consensus, the inclusion of CJ in
mainstream news varies from public interest value to organisational norms for
soliciting news input. Consequently, the lack of rigid standards across the board
offers further potential for CJ’s integration into traditional media to the benefit of
civil society as revealed in the responses to RQ2.
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RQ3. What are CJ’s potential benefits, if any, to civil society?
There is consensus among respondents that one of the main uses of CJ and UGC
is crowd sourcing. That is, content provided by the citizen is used as fodder by
journalists to generate story ideas and expand upon existing material (Storm 2007;
Bakker and Pantti 2009). Observation of the news broadcast from 7p.m. to 8p.m.
as well as the physical news rundown revealed that both television stations
generate participatory media through public engagement methods. These methods
range from polls on a selected topic whose called-in responses are calculated and
the results are released in percentage form to a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ vote to a direct prompt
during the newscast for content to be sent in via any advertised platforms.
Further observation showed TV6 uses more elements of participatory content than
CNC3. Specifically, it was noted that TV6 has at least three sections in the
newscast where citizens are engaged directly by reporters or their material is
utilised. These segments are ‘UReport’, ‘Have Your Say’ and ‘People Meter’.
‘UReport’ contains direct stories similar to CNN’s iReport. ‘Have Your Say’ is
generated on screen text of an audience member’s verbally recorded contribution
and the ‘People Meter’ is a polled question given early in the broadcast with results
revealed at the end. On the other hand, while CNC3’s ‘Your Vote’ adopts this same
format, further commitment to UGC was not observed as direct input into its
newscast. This was attributed to a restructuring and resource issue, resource here
being insufficient time in the commercial hour-long newscast for stories that
matter. However, one respondent said “it was a strong form of citizen
journalism…not journalism per say but engagement with the public.” As Pantti
and Bakker (2009) observed in their study of traditional broadcast use of citizen
content, “the role audience members are increasingly taking on – or which is given
to them – is that of a source, not of ‘collaborator’” (484).
Generally, respondents were split between the usefulness of CJ content being
included in traditional broadcasts for several reasons. One argued that the more
content was driven by things on social media, the greater the danger of having “a
narrow, focused kind of newscast.” Arguably, however, a lack of diversity has
already created a narrowly focused newscast. Nonetheless, it was found that
features or softer news sent in by citizens would be more easily accepted for
placement into legacy broadcasts. Based on these responses to Q3, it is evident that
there is scope for CJ to play a greater part in legacy news to the benefit of civil
society but, as has been stated before, the model of the news needs to change and
stories need to be tighter, with more succinct information that speaks to the facts.
Further, CJ’s participatory media advantage and public engagement potential
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evidently hold added promise as the “third sector” (Duwadi 2019) for promoting
civil society given its bottom-up reporting challenge to institutional journalism
with its top-down reporting.
Conclusion
This commentary sought to explore the attitudes of mainstream journalists from
two television networks in T&T to UGC using social media tools. In addition, the
study examined the criteria journalists used to appraise CJ content for inclusion in
mainstream news. Finally, it sought to determine the CJ’s potential, if any, to
benefit civil society. The findings reveal that journalists and media practitioners
hold the view that journalism is a professional occupation and has no place in the
hands of the citizenry without training and a basic understanding for the tenets of
the field. Further, it identified a reluctance to directly integrate CJ into co-creating
news. The citizen journalist is viewed primarily as source content for story ideas
or for generating follow-up or getting to another side of the user post.
In addition, methods of appraising content do exist at both media institutions.
Content appears as tokenism as no hard stories were observed by the researchers
during the time spent at the media houses. Interviews with professional journalists
also did not lead the researchers to believe that journalists look for hard content
from audience members. However, if the odd chance appears, CJ content makes
for a great news scoop. Additionally, an examination of both media houses’
websites shows no space dedicated to direct citizen publishing outside of spaces
reserved below stories for general commentary or feedback.
Generally, there was no clear indication that CJ was impacted by rigid gatekeeping
in mainstream journalism. This could be attributed to the continued one-way
relationship that exists whereby the citizen journalist can post and send as many
stories but only the ones deemed newsworthy will be selected for broadcast.
Therefore, the ‘gate’ is still not as open to CJ content reaching the wider audience
from a legitimate source which relies on an upset in news agenda for the citizen
post to get through in any meaningful way. This occurs in instances where viral
videos have been shared to the extent that they cannot be ignored or when voices
on a topic have become so loud in the digital sphere that there is no choice but for
mainstream media to listen and run with the story.
Notably, the findings reveal that while journalists may be open to integrated
newscasts with CJ, resources of time and space do not always permit. What
currently holds as participatory media in the flagship 7p.m. newscasts of CCN TV6
and CNC3 is rather limited. Specifically, it does not allow the citizen journalist
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into the processes of creating news because the key journalistic functions of
gatekeeping and agenda-setting remain the work of the journalist in its current
instalment. Indeed, in these two newsrooms the influence of citizen news in the
7p.m. is meagre. Nonetheless, there remains a clear desire by the organisations,
CCN TV6 and CNC3, to include UGC in a greater context. However, based on
observations, the authors do not believe the structure of the flagship program, the
7p.m. News, allows for this. In other words, it might be that citizen journalists are
being ‘gatekept’ by executive media management.
Today, consumers of news live in a society awash with headlines and soundbites.
People’s attention span is becoming shorter and their lives are more fast-paced, but
one thing is clear about consumption – it is preferred in smaller bites.
Consequently, news delivery must adapt to this to sustain or increase audiences. It
is therefore imperative that the changing roles of journalists’ job descriptions speak
to the political economy of media which begs research in the context of Trinidad
and Tobago. To this end, citizen journalists can be an economically viable resource
for media executives to build upon given the correct model in place to build, grow
and sustain a database of reliable citizen journalist or citizens who participate in
responsible news-sharing, thus further democratising media in the collective
interest of civil society and the general public good.
In conclusion, it is evident that CJ’s versatility is naturally endowed to facilitate
anyone desirous of contributing to the public sphere or debate as an active
participant as opposed to being a passive receiver. This attribute succeeds in
debunking the ‘magic-bullet’ or ‘hypodermic-needle’ theory popularised in early
mass communication literature regarding claims of total media effects. Citizen
journalists are empowered to achieve motives such as the intrinsic enjoyment of
interviewing, reporting and writing, not to mention to savour the civic rewards of
contributing informed knowledge to a larger public discussion and debate and the
reward of building an alternative institution and promoting civil society compared
to established, mainstream media organisations. Further, the findings infer that CJ
offers the ability for collaboration and making contributions to what is essentially
an ongoing conversation among people, most of whom do not know each other
except through the common project. In other words, this so-called ‘wisdom of
crowds’, holds that many people know more than a few, that even experts only
have limited knowledge, and that a broad open domain or ‘public sphere’ with
many contributors invariably produces useful and timely knowledge.
Overall, across all levels of activity, CJ allows citizens to become more engaged
with their communities. More poignantly, it empowers civil society by creating
possibilities for civic action to be deliberative instead of hierarchical. This
participatory dimension facilitates direct involvement in the production and
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dissemination of citizens’ news and incrementally helps, in turn, to set the
mainstream news agenda and not the other way around as well as have an input
into gatekeeping and sanitising news fare for the public good. On the other hand,
notwithstanding the merits posed by social media towards the practice of
journalism including opening up opportunities for collaboration, networked
journalism and comprehensive accounts, Dube (2012) maintains that even in the
social media era mainstream journalism is still relevant. Additionally, he asserts
that despite its challenge to media hegemony, its dominance in breaking news and
audience engagements can never be taken for granted because the role of
journalists as filters and mediators still remains crucial. Newman (2009, 42) tried
to capture the whole argument positing that social networks provide competition
to traditional publishers for consumer attention and at the same time open new
ways of engaging and connecting with audiences. Despite the paranoia that social
media is quickly usurping power of traditional journalists thereby making them
irrelevant, lack of proper journalistic training means citizen journalists are unable
to adequately provide a clear account of events, leaving room for traditional
journalists as a voice of authority. As a result, any conclusion dismissing
mainstream journalism is still too early, while at the same time glorifying social
media as its replacement is premature. This ferment in the field, therefore, holds
significant potential for a working model of participatory journalism in satisfying
the information needs of the citizenry in general and civil society in particular.
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“I Want to Disturb My Neighbour”:
An Interview with
Henry Charles on Youth Movements, Empowerment
and the Role of National Youth Councils in
Caribbean Development
Amilcar Sanatan
The University of the West Indies, Trinidad and Tobago
Henry Wallice Charles is the former Regional Director, Commonwealth Youth
Programme, Caribbean Centre and a long-standing youth development
practitioner. In youth development circles, among young activists, he is popularly
referred to as the “Godfather of Youth Work”, in light of his continued engagement
with youth throughout the Anglophone Caribbean and the Commonwealth in the
fields of public policy, youth advocacy, leadership capacity building for national
youth councils and political party leadership. While Charles has worked in
research teams to produce several technical reports on social policy development
and youth empowerment strategy, his past involvement in radical political
organising provides a background to his current approach to youth development
work and thought. In his youth, Charles rose to the head of the National Public
Services Union, became a founding member of the St. Lucia National Youth
Council and member of the Marxist political action group, the Workers
Revolutionary Movement in his island. These organisations spread across different
sectors in social movement – labour, civil society and politics. Common to these
organisations is their commitment to a radical political education that empowers
and raises consciousness among working class and marginalised communities.
Charles has practiced the political and ethical components of Paulo Freire’s (1998,
91) pedagogical approach that posits, “Education never was, is not, and never can
be neutral or indifferent in regard to the reproduction of the dominant ideology or
the interrogation of it.”
Scholars have long acknowledged the role of social movements and social
movement organisations in promoting social change, protest politics and public
mobilisations. Youth leadership, however, has faced institutional challenges in
social movements with tensions between youth and adult leaders (Elliot and Earl
2018, 1). As a consequence, young people develop their own organisations, across
different causes and interests, to engage in movement building outside of adultyouth political conflicts. National Youth Councils (NYCs) are youth-led
organisations that are the representative body of youth-led community groups and
Copyright © Sir Arthur Lewis Institute of Social and Economic Studies, UWI, (Cave Hill), 2019
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social movement organisations. National Youth Councils have existed in multiple
iterations in the 20th century Anglophone Caribbean. Some of these NYCs were
closely related to the labour union movement, independence movement, or broadbased popular social movements. Today, most Caribbean countries have an NYC
but the membership participation is low, they are unable to revitalise declining
community-based groups and generally do not express a political agenda for youth
nationally. They are very much in a struggle for the “soul” of the youth movement.
Yet, NYCs are the principal and preferred youth organisation for state consultation
and engagement in the development of youth policy. Moreover, national
organisations form part of the network of the Caribbean Regional Youth Council
(CRYC) established in 2013. More recently, a number of CRYC leaders have
successfully contested leadership positions on the Commonwealth Youth Council
(CYC) and serve in the international community.
The title of this interview is “I want to disturb my neighbour”, a line taken from
Bob Marley’s Bad Card. In this interview we interrogate the political and
ideological underpinnings of youth empowerment and youth movement building
in the 21st century Caribbean. As a youth activist, I have resisted against the
privileging of sanitised and politically vacuous notions of empowerment that
advance bourgeois modes of youth organising. Socially and historically, young
women and men have discovered that radical political movements focused on
power, especially its unequal distribution, do more to transform psychological and
physical environments of exclusion and disempowerment. For this reason, I
interviewed Mr. Charles:
1. What is the role of youth-led movements in Caribbean political and
social development?
2. What is the future for National Youth Councils in the Caribbean?
3. What is the gap between the rhetoric and practices of youth
empowerment?
This interview with Henry Charles started in Belize City, Belize on March 2, 2019
and continued by e-mail correspondence through April 2019. I edited the interview
for clarity where necessary but I have generally preserved his articulation.
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Youth-Led Movements
AS: How do you define a youth-led movement? And, what is the significance of
youth-led movements in Caribbean development?
From my perspective a youth-led movement is one in which young people are
essentially in the leadership of a process to either transform their immediate
situation, whether it is in public space, school environment or community, as well
as the broader social space nationally and regionally. These changes they seek can
be social, economic and political about issues that impact them directly or
indirectly. Movements are about assisting in creating equilibrium in society,
creating equity and promoting social justice.
The youth movement has played a very significant role in the Caribbean. This
contemporary Caribbean society has evolved from an emancipatory struggle, a
struggle to liberate minds and address the issues of genocide, enslavement and
unjust social and economic relations. Youth-led movements have participated and
contributed to the evolution of this emancipatory movement in the Caribbean. Of
course, as we had our struggles for nationalism, independence and antiimperialism, youth were often at the forefront, although one may argue they have
not benefitted proportionate to the investment they have made. The Moyne
Commission report aptly chronicles the dastardly situation of young people in postemancipation Caribbean society. The Moyne Commission could not conceal the
cruelty, social exclusion, economic exploitation and political marginalisation
which existed. Yet they did not propose a total transformation of the obviously
discriminatory and exploitative conditions but rather a menu of social welfarist
measures mainly to ameliorate the sufferings which existed. Even this modest
response to the dastardly conditions were brought about because of the advocacy
and political action of social movements led mainly by young adults in the 1930s.
The concept of youth-led movements is not just about youth organisations or youth
clubs. Indeed, many of the grass-roots organisations that emerged in the 20th
century such as the political parties and trade unions, were led by young people
and relatively young adults.
AS: Discuss your involvement in youth-led movements for radical political change
in the Eastern Caribbean – the diverse groups, actors, politics, aims and outcomes.
I grew up in a period where social exclusion and economic marginalisation were
accentuated. Indeed, it was a time where much of the political struggle was for
social justice and respect of the working people’s contribution to national
development. A lot was happening globally, we were young and pushing for social
change and advocating on several issues such as the democratisation of and access
to quality education. No doubt my social and political consciousness was
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positively impacted by the World Federation of Democratic Youth (WFDY),
which was formed in 1945 and the prevalence of national liberation movements in
Africa and elsewhere, with colourful personalities such as Nkrumah and Amilcar
Cabral. Movements for social change were emerging on every continent. The
black music and other artistic expressions coming out of North America was a
symbol of their own quest for change and their struggle for civil rights. Later,
liberation theology [inspired me]. I remember even while [attending] St. Mary’s
College, the pride with which many of us embraced [African-American] music,
calypsos, reggae and other forms of popular music from the Caribbean. All these
streams of resistance helped develop my consciousness and awaken the
understanding that I was a different person with a specific historical responsibility.
I became more aware of those who protected the status quo and those of us who
had a natural desire to change the status quo and change our situation. I grew up
attending the Catholic Church and just when the natural instinct was to rebel
against the European symbolisms of a deity, I became aware of people [like] Father
Reginald John and later Father Patrick “Paba’ Anthony who seemed to challenge
the orthodoxy of Roman Catholic rituals and symbolism. Fr. John was a vibrant
and a very grass roots-oriented priest. He took some socially excluded young men
who were considered as juvenile delinquents and started to work with them. He
introduced steel band music in the church and that very much was a revolutionary
act. Before then the only sounds that apparently could reach heaven had to be sung
like a European. To me Father John challenged that orthodoxy. Father Patrick
“Paba” Anthony with the help of young radical intellectuals and cultural activists
encouraged people to understand and value their own historical realities and
cultural traditions.
The emergence and growth of the RastafarI movement, even in the face of
persistent discrimination and unprecedented state sponsored brutality, contributed
immensely to the development of our social and political [promoted]
consciousness. Several Marxist-Leninist and other socialist oriented movements
throughout the Caribbean also helped shape our political perspectives. Our social
and political consciousness was also aroused by progressive thought though poetry
and other forms of cultural expression, including drama and dance especially with
African based choreography. We held and participated in frequent anti-apartheid
sessions at the Castries City Hall in solidarity with South Africa and also to raise
awareness about several other national liberation struggles including that of the
Palestinian brothers and sisters. I do not know how much, at that time, we
recognised that we were part of a global movement.
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The struggle against the Eric Gairy regime in the early 1970s, in solidarity with the
people of Grenada, was also part of the diet. We did not always agree with the Eric
Williams, Errol Barrows, John Comptons, Forbes Burnhams, Michael Manleys,
George Odlums, Rosie Douglasses and Tim Hectors but we appreciated the value
of their Fabian socialism and social democratic perspectives, and indeed their
political investment in forging a Caribbean civilisation. Trinidad and Tobago had
the development of the black power movement and that inspired many young
persons in that period of protest, action and mass political education. People don’t
always appreciate and acknowledge the “regionalisation” of progressive
movements at that time. I recall Cheddi Jagan, at the height of the Cold War and
his being stigmatised for his Marxist-Lennist perspectives, coming to St. Lucia and
participating in a forum at the City Hall. It was interesting to see how many
persons, especially elders, came out to listen to Cheddi Jagan speak about the
independence struggle. Even in that epoch of scandalous anti-communist
propaganda, persons came out to learn about the struggle.
There were times, of course, when the ideological differences were unnecessarily
accentuated, although I think this was part of the evolution and growing up process.
Personally, I became involved in the Workers Revolutionary Movement, a group
which advocated for working class unity, economic empowerment,
democratisation of development processes, political transformation and social
justice. We were involved and connected to multiple political processes that
contributed to the furtherance of that struggle.
We were the first group that mobilised other progressive forces to commemorate
International Women’s Day, and other notable events like African Liberation Day,
and other similar days of solidarity.
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Photo 1: Henry Charles addressing a public youth forum in St. Lucia, circa 1985/1986.

AS: What are your thoughts on the emergence of intersectionality in Caribbean
social movements?
When you build a movement, movements become susceptible to creating artificial
differences. Usually when people are struggling against something, it is easier to
find broad based unity. When you start to build the alternative, the fissures start to
show. Sometimes our commitment to the “purity” of some ideas may not give
credence to other thinkers and perspectives. I believe the issues of intersectionality
are important in that context. Building synergy among the operational and action
plans may be difficult but ideologically, if we are to change the status quo and seek
transformation, in essence, change is intersectional. We are talking about diverse
groupings of gender, ethnicity and backgrounds. The question of ideological
pluralism has always proven to be a much more powerful approach than each of
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us in our own ideological direction in a singular and artificial way. I tell young
people all the time when they say “these old people, these old people” – I
understand what they are saying but the issue for youth is not old people, it is
power. The issue is about the relationship in a power dynamic; those who benefit
and control from youth exclusion, it is in their interest to create artificial divisions
between old and young.
There is a tendency to address issues of intersectionality by creating a super
structure. I think this approach does not belong to building movements. Working
together around objectives, building trust and relationships and relationship
management does. Movements are not built by MOUs, but by small genuine
efforts, partnerships and trust and then a structure to give form to those
relationships.
Issues of gender and sexuality are ever more complex, especially with the evolving
perspectives and polemics surrounding the discourse on personal identity, social
responsibility and accountability. During our time, gender was a binary concept
and therefore the revolutionary responsibility was about ensuring women’s’
liberation. However, in contemporary society, the concept of gender as a binary
variable is considered reactionary and backward. Several movements are now
overtly or covertly engaged in redefining their values, purpose and line of march.
Do we pander to the narrow, elitist neo-liberal driven agendas or do we embrace
each other in reflection, healing and transformation? I think our agenda – the
people’s agenda – must the building and strengthening of solidarity among the
socially excluded, economically deprived and politically marginalised citizens.
National Youth Councils
AS: There is a paucity of scholarship on the historical development and politics of
National Youth Councils (NYCs) in the Caribbean. These organisations have taken
multiple forms since the early 20th century, however, its form as a council as we
know it today was established in the later half of the century. Some of these
movements were critical in either articulating the priorities of youth in the
independence movement or consolidating some of the gains in the postindependent state. Describe your involvement in the development of the National
Youth Council of St. Lucia.
At the age of twenty-seven, in 1985, I was elected the General Secretary of the St.
Lucia Civil Services Association. In April of that year, I was elected as an
Executive Member of the National Youth Council in St. Lucia. This was not the
first incarnation of the youth council but it was the development of the ‘modern’
council. We saw a need to build a transformative youth organisation committed to
social change and social justice. We were trying to achieve an emancipatory
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objective but initially we were trying to do so using the processes and the means
that had been mastered by the status quo. In that process of engagement, especially
with all the parliamentary procedures, the struggle withered away. We turned to
the community to mobilise other young people because we were convinced that
young people could bring about that change and transformation. In preparation for
commemorating the International Year of the Youth, the Cabinet established a
committee to plan and implement the events without consulting the youth. We had
a problem with that. We proposed that there must be a youth committee to lead the
activities for International Year of the Youth. It became obvious to us in that
process that the cabinet appointed committee did not want to accommodate mass
participation. We pushed every step of the way for a national youth consultation.
At one point, we boycotted the meetings when they were not supportive. Having
learnt from the lessons of previous struggles and armed with the knowledge of
successful political strategies, I (as Chairman of a parallel youth committee
appointed to negotiate with the Government appointed committee) focused on
creating the necessary impact, returned to young people to discuss the pertinent
issues and strategies. Subsequently, we recommenced discussions with the cabinet
appointed group. Eventually, we got them to agree to host a national youth
consultation, we took control of the situation and the youth said that we would put
forward recommendations, one being the establishment of a national youth
council. It was a broad-based movement of youth representing a plurality of
political persuasions and ideological perspectives, including Fabian socialism,
Protestantism, Catholicism, Marxism-Leninism, black nationalism, RastafarI,
liberation theology and persons simply desiring change and transformation, more
importantly, a belief in ourselves and a desire to create a space for youth to lead
that transformation.
I never envisaged a National Youth Council as just another organisation but rather
a vehicle for social change and transformation. I say that because it is my profound
view that an NYC effectively ceases to exist in terms of its purpose and its
relevance if it is unable to effectively articulate the dreams and aspirations of the
broad masses of young people, even those who are not directly associated to the
organisation.
AS: Many of the NYC leaders during the 1970s and 1980s went on into formal
party politics. Some argue that this is an inevitable co-option of youth leaders by
political party officials and other see this as a strategic move to advance youth
politics in a different political space. What are your thoughts on this form of
“graduation” from youth movements into party politics?
Persons got involved in electoral politics, the alternative is also true, as many did
not become parliamentarians and ministers. I encourage all youth leaders to
become involved in electoral politics if they so desire. I think it is in their right to
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do so. In many countries, approximately 60% of the population is below 35 years
old. Therefore, there is a compelling demographic case to justify their active
participation in civic and political processes. Yet, I am aware that the toxic nature
of our partisan political processes makes it difficult for many young people to
thrive in what some liken to a snake pit. We need to be mindful also that not all
young people support empowerment. Several subscribe to the status quo, and are
active proponents of neo-liberal ideologies, which is their right so to do. However,
for those young people who want to advocate for social transformation, economic
and political empowerment, they must remain grounded and work with grassroots
youth. The issues are about the effectiveness of their transition from the youth
council to representational politics. Do they use their participation in political
parties to uplift and elevate the situation of youth in society? Young people have
to decide that they are a significant political bloc and therefore must appropriately
utilise their political space and assert their power as a demographic group.
AS: The appeal and capacity of NYCs vary throughout the Caribbean but the
critique holds from territory to territory. Generally, NYCs are institutionally weak
with low membership numbers, deficient community groups, limited financial
resources and a broader disconnect from national movements for social and
political change. This exists in the midst of highly visible youth leaders from the
region in the Commonwealth Youth Council and the Caribbean Regional Youth
Council. What are your thoughts on the state of youth representation?
Some youth leaders are not adequately focused on the real issues facing Caribbean
young people or at least those that are socially excluded and economically
marginalised. I often joke that it appears some are more comfortable interacting
with and knowledgeable about the affairs of members of the British Royal Family,
than to engage with socially excluded and marginalised young people in their own
villages and communities. How often do they speak about youth poverty? Such a
critical issue for young people across the Caribbean landscape. What about the
challenges faced by young professionals to express their thoughts freely, without
being denied participation in state sponsored economic activity? It is time for
young people to question, beyond the physical presence and the name whether or
not youth councils, as currently constituted, remain the most effective vehicle to
represent youth voices and aspirations? I believe the concept of youth participation
and representation remains relevant, and has even assumed greater significance.
However, the issue of whether or not national youth councils remain effective
structures for youth participation and representation, remains an urgent question
for the youth to decide.
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Youth Empowerment Discourses
AS: Like development, notions of empowerment are paradigmatic. Can you
discuss some of the competing notions of “youth empowerment” that shape
Caribbean development discourse?
The phrase “youth empowerment” has been bandied a lot. There is this notion of
empowerment as a set of ad hoc activities or incremental improvements in
administrative efficiencies. In the grand scheme of things, providing the space and
opportunity for the equitable distribution of goods and services are critical to the
empowerment of people. I hold the view that the essence of empowerment is
power: where are you as a demographic group and a social class in relation to the
power structures in a society? Are you, as a group, able to influence decision
making processes in a manner that allows there to be an equitable distribution of
resources? These are profound questions in need of profound answers. The
opportunities for development are not a “hand out” for you to remain eternally
grateful for, people have rights to personal and collective development to improve
their livelihoods. Empowerment needs to be discussed in the context of rights.
Over the years the Caribbean youth development landscape has benefitted from
the immense contributions of public officers. Many of these officers have laboured
in a vineyard dominated by deficit youth development paradigms and further
complicated by the irrationalities of public policy processes. Several reform
measures have been proposed but I remain convinced that the much needed
paradigm shift in youth development is anchored in our capacity as a people to
democratise governance processes, dismantle the dis-equilibrium in power
relationships and create a state which facilitates empowerment, rather than reenforcing social exclusion and economic marginalisation.
AS: Since the 1990s, youth empowerment discourses have circulated in state and
social movement circles. National Youth Policies are key policy documents that
are consulted and reviewed by CARICOM governments. Yet, public consciousness
of national youth policies is not very high and the items are not measurable and
time bound. What national youth policies have successfully driven the philosophy
of youth empowerment? And, why do some others fail?
Youth policies are purported to be instruments of empowerment. There are many
gaps and it is too often treated as an administrative instrument. These policies are
not always grounded in a philosophical approach that is emancipatory or
revolutionary. In the current scenario, the state should really be the custodian of
the youth policy, but in most cases, they take control of the process, and we know
the nature of the state in the Caribbean.
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To be fair to public officers, they may be well meaning but they may find it difficult
to manage the environment of public policy and confront the broad political
dynamics of power in the society. It may even become dangerous for them to
understand this power because they may be the subject of retribution and political
victimisation.
AS: For the past decade, you have operated as one of the leading consultants of
the development of national youth policies regionally. Further discuss the
management of complex power relations in the process and outcomes of this policy
instrument.
Dominica, Saint Lucia, Grenada are relatively successful cases but managing
political dynamics and irrationalities of public policy processes are always
challenging for those involved. I think those involved demonstrated commendable
savoir-faire, which is a critical success factor. [For example, engaging] the
Kalinago community [in Dominica] is tangible representation of the notion of
active youth participation and the concept of heterogeneity.

Photo 2: Henry Charles meeting with H.E. Charles Savarin, President of Dominica on the
process of the development of the national youth policy, 2016.
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AS: While there are multiple projects and programmes targeted to youth and some
that are youth-led, there is a greater attitudinal and structural shift required to
advance youth empowerment in development planning. The Commonwealth has
initiated a series of consultations in the Caribbean on youth mainstreaming in the
state and other related civil society and private sectors. What is the potential of
youth mainstreaming as a process for empowering Caribbean youth?
Youth mainstreaming basically means that development processes must be
informed by the issues, concerns, aspirations and navigational capacities of youth
as a significant demographic group. Moreover, youth have capacity and the
development process is undermined if it is deprived of youth creativity, knowledge
and political participation. Mainstreaming provides an opportunity for young
people’s collective voice to impact all of the development process. On the other
hand, it is a development narrative which emphasises the critical importance of
adopting integrated approaches to youth development and youth in development.
The aim of this process is to create an environment for youth empowerment
processes. Though important, we can run the risk of focusing too much emphasis
on the technical aspects of youth mainstreaming rather than the philosophical
perspectives and grounding that informs the process, and the positive outcomes
envisioned. If such processes are devoid of a broader notion of social justice and
rights-based development, it becomes just another strategic planning exercise and
not a tool for empowerment. Thus, youth mainstreaming should enhance the
concept of active participation. All will not ride that train.
Conclusion
It is my view, that National Youth Councils should be a central but not singular
youth organisation to construct and sustain communications for collective action
in the youth movement. Ultimately, the NYC is uniquely poised as an organisation
to have a direct relationship with the state (through the respective Ministry of
Youth and the Youth Director) unlike most youth groups with specialised interests,
small membership size, limited scale of operations and leader-centric organisations
with weak democratic structure.
Henry Charles has witnessed the high and low points of the youth movement in
the Caribbean. Moreover, he has been responsible for engineering and sustaining
youth work, movement building and empowerment policies at different scales
throughout his professional and activist careers. It appears that he is more
optimistic about youth autonomously organising themselves into a political force
to revitalise traditional and outdated institutions, than he is in the capacity of the
state and public officials to meet the needs and transform the status quo that limit
youth creativity, participation and leadership in society. Charles and JamesonCharles (2014, 30) broadly categorise two main streams of youth development in
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the Caribbean – revolutionary and reformist. While these binary categories do not
encapsulate the complexity of youth organising, they do speak to their politics of
youth movements and their engagement with the status quo; whether they
transform it or not.
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